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ELECTRON BEAMS IN RADIATION THERAPY
Collimation, Dosimetry and Treatment Planning

STELLINGEN
1. De afname van de gemiddelde energie van een electronenbundel met de diepte in
een medium is niet gelijk aan het gemiddeld energieverlies van de electronen.
(Dit proefschrift)
2. Vergelijking van uitdrukkingen voor de gemiddelde kinetische energie van een
electronenbundel met de metingen van Harder, zoals in ICRU rapport 35, is in
het kader van dosimetrische toepasingen niet zinvol.
(ICRU, Radiation Dosimetry: Electron Beams with Energies Between 1 and 50
MeV, Report 35 (1984), p. 25)
3. De overschatting van centrale as dosiswaarden in kleine electronenvelden door
berekeningen met het Gaussische pencil beam model wordt door Lax (1986)
alleen toegeschreven aan de verwaarlozing van enkelvoudige grote hoek
verstrooiing. Dit is niet de enige oorzaak, ook de conversie van planaire fluentie
naar geabsorbeerde dosis speelt hierin mee.
(Lax I, Proefschrift, Universiteit van Stockholm (1986), p. 15)
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4. De experimented resultaten van Roos e.a. (1973) suggereren dat de gemiddelde
kwadratische verstrooiingshoek van een electronenbundel op grotere diepten een
verzadigingswaarde van ongeveer 0.6 rad2 bereikt. Dit is onjuist en berust op
beperkingen van het experiment.
(Roos H, Drepper P en Harder D, Proceedings of the Fourth Symposium on
Microdosimetry, EUR 5122 (1973), pp. 779-798)
5. De hedendaagse technieken voor het vormen van electronenbundels voor
radiotherapie zijn uit het oogpunt van verificatie van patientinstelling een
verslechtering.
6. Drie-dimensionale treatment planning met een aantal niet-isocentrische bundels
wordt aanzienlijk vereenvoudigd als de bundelrichtingen en veldgrootten
analytisch kunnen worden berekend.
(Lebesque J V, Radiother. and Oncol. 5 (1986), pp. 47-57)

7. De term "isodoselijn" is geen correct Nederlands. Men dient te spreken van

"isodose" of "dosislijn".
8. Het schatten van de ß/a-verhouding uit iso-effect gegevens bij gefractioneerde
bestraling (n fracties met fractiedosis d n ) gebeurt meestal m.b.v. de regressielijn
van l/nd n op d n . Een betrouwbaarder schatter is de helling van de regressielijn
van ndn op nd n 2 .
9. Door bevolkingsonderzoek naar borstkanker zullen meer gevallen in een vroeger
stadium ontdekt worden, zodat meer patiënten voor een niet-muliierende
behandeling in aanmerking komen. Het is dan ook een kortzichtig beleid van het
ministerie van WVC om een dergelijk onderzoek op te willen zetten zonder
tevens de capaciteit voor adequate radiotherapie uit te breiden.
10. De druk tot publiceren komt de kwaliteit van wetenschappelijk onderzoek niet
altijd ten goede. De zgn. citatie index is een duidelijk dubieuze graadmeter voor de
waarde van een publicatie.
11. Men kan van een staatsburger niet eisen dat hij zich juridisch of moreel gebonden
acht aan de wetten die gemaakt worden door een parlement waarin hij niet
vertegenwoordigd mag zijn.
(Nelson Mandela, 1962)
12. Vergelijking van het aantal Nederlandse ondertitels bij Franse en Engelstalige
speelfilms bevestigt het vermoeden dat de Fransen onder een grotere verbale
expressiedrang lijden dan de Engelsen of Amerikanen.

Iain Bruinvis, 18 maart 1987
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There are only two kinds of
madness one should quard
against. One is the belief
that we can do everything.
The other is the belief that
we can do nothing.
Prof Bruwer in "A dry white
season" by Andre Brink
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CHAPTER I
General introduction
1.1 Radiobiolooical background
The treatment of cancer disease with ionising radiation can be
effective because of differences in radiation sensitivity of
tumour tissue and normal tissue.
This difference in
sensitivity may be due to the fact that generally the tumour
cells reproduce at a higher rate than the cells of the
adjacent healthy tissues (Williams et al. 13853. There
appears to be a systematic difference between the shapes of
the survival curves of slow and fast proliferating cells; the
Latter curve showing a steeper initial decrease.
When
treating tumours with low proliferation rates, however, one
has to rely on irradiating as much tumour tissue and as little
normal tissue as possible.
The biological effect of ionising radiation arises from the
ionisation of the chemical substances of which a cell is
composed. DNP is the most likely critical target in the cell.
This material can be damaged directly by the radiation, or
indirectly through e.g. ionisation of surrounding water,
producing hydroxyl ions (Hall 19783. When the cells attempt
to divide after irradiation, the cells die because of the
damaged chromosomes. This is the most normal form of cell
death; in exceptional cases the cell dies in the interphase
between divisions. With an increasing dose the fraction of
cells killed increases.
The aim of radiotherapy is to destruct all tumour cells or
stop them reproducing, without undermining the resilience of
the adjacent healthy tissue. The required and tolerated dose
levels depend on the type of tissues involved, i.e. on the
intrinsic radiosensitivity of the cells, on the cell number at
risk and on the ability of the tissue to respond to damage and
to repair it. The dose levels are determined on the basis of
radiobiological
and clinical
research, combined with
international clinical studies and experience.
The clinical effects of radiation depend strongly on the
treated volume.
If only a small part of an organ is
irradiated, the surrounding tissues take over its functions
and recovery is more easily achieved. The minimum dose needed
to sterilise a tumour increases with increasing tumour volume,
whereas the maximum dose tolerated by normal tissues decreases
with increasing volume. Therefore precise knowledge about the
extensions of the tumour is of utmost importance to keep the
target volume as small as possible, allowing for the highest

possible tumour dose. How weLL the target volume can be
approximated by the treatment volume depends on the anatomical
situation, on the choice of available treatment beams or
radiation sources and on the properties
of
the dose
distributions they produce in tissue. Optimisation of the
radiotherapy treatment with respect to adequate irradiation of
the
tumour
bearing volume while maximally sparing the
surrounding tissues requires accurate knowledge of the dose
delivered to each point in the patient.
The physical dose distribution,
however,
does not
necessarily correspond to a biological effect distribution.
The relation between absorbed dose and biological effect is
complex and depends on the type of radiation, the tissues
concerned and the biological effect considered. In addition,
for
a given
spatial
absorbed
dose distribution the
distribution in time of the dose delivery, i.e.
the dose
rate, the dose per treatment session and the number of
sessions per week Cper day} must be taken into account.
1.2 Radiation modalities
Several radiation modalities are available to treat tumours or
areas containing tumour cells. Small tumours of accessible
organs are often treated by inserting encapsulated radioactive
sources as needles or wires in the tumour. Gynaecological
tumours of small to moderate sizes are irradiated
by
encapsulated
sources placed
against
the Lesion. For
superficial Lesions conventionally
X-rays
generated
by
potential differences of 20 kV to 250 kV are used. Deeply
seated tumours are treated with two or more high energy photon
beams directed from outside the body to the target volume.
This modality includes gamma rays from a Cobalt-60 source
(mean photon energy 1.25 MeV) and X-ray beans generated by
betatrons, microtrons or linear accelerators with maximum
photon energies between 4 and 50 MeV. fllso a combination of
electron beams with energies ranging from 25 to 50 MeV can be
used for these Locations, although this is not common practice
at present.
Electron beams with energies between 4 and 25 MeV are most
suited to treat Lesions that extend from the skin surface to a
depth of 1 to 8 cm (depending on the energy) in a single field
technique. The principal advantage of these electron beams in
radiation therapy is their ability to deliver a high dose to.
superficial
and
mcderately deep target volumes without
damaging
deeper-situated
healthy
tissues.
Typical
applications are skin tumours, Lymph nodes of the neck
(protection of the spinal cord), chestwall after mastectomy
(minimising the dose to the lung) and Lymph nodes in the groin
(avoiding irradiation of the femur heads).

2. Explication of electron beams
From a radiation physicist's point of view the application of
electron beams for radiotherapy involves the following steps:
C D Production of beams that meet the requirements for
clinical use.
C2) Determination of absorbed dose distributions of these
beams under standard conditions in water.
(3) Determination of the absorbed dose distribution in a
patient under chosen irradiation conditions.
2.1 Beam flattening and collimation
Electrons emerge from the accelerating tube of a linear
accelerator as a narrow Cdiameter 0.1 cm) pencil beam. To
treat large areas Cup to approximately 30 cm x 30 cm) this
beam has to be spread out over the treatment field. One way
to achieve this is by introducing one or more scattering foils
in the beam. To confine the beam to the required field size
at the Level of the body surface of the patient a collimator,
also called applicator, is attached to the accelerator head.
Electrons that hit the applicator structure can be scattered
back
into
the beam and thus contribute to the dose
distribution. Final coLLimation of the beam to the specific
field shape required, is done by means of a diaphragm made of
Lead or a heavy metal alloy attached to the applicator or
positioned on the patient. The dose distribution obtained in
the patient depends strongly on the design of the beam
spreading and coLLimation devices. B totally different way of
spreading out is by scanning of the pencil beam over the
required field area by means of a scanning magnet assembly.
The requirements for clinical use concern the properties of
the dose distributions as well as the flexibility in
application of the electron beams in daily practice.
2.2 Dosimetrv
For each beam energy and field size used in the clinic,
absorbed dose distributions in water must be known. Water is
recommended as the standard medium because the absorbed dose
distributions in water and human soft tissue are very similar
for electron beam irradiations, fls the electron beam that
arrives at the water phantom surface is strongly influenced by
the beam optics of the particular accelerator and by the
subsequent beam-shaping systems, these dose distributions have
to be determined by measurement; standard tables cannot be
used.
Rccurate methods to compute electron beam dose
distributions, however, permit reduction to a Limited set of
measurements.
The measurements are performed under standard
conditions, i.e.
fixed electron source surface distance,
perpendicular incidence of the beam and in a plane containing
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the beam's axis parallel to one of the field sides in the case
of a rectangular or square treatment field.
Besides documenting the relative dose distributions, the
absorbed dose at a specific point in water must be related to
a number of monitor units of the accelerator for a reference
field size (10 cm x 10 cm). This procedure is referred to as
"calibration of the beam' and is usually carried out by means
of an air ionisation chamber.
For practical reasons the
initial calibration and following checks are usually done in a
solid phantom made of plastic with interaction properties
close to these of water for the radiation concerned. The air
ionisation current measured in a point of the phantom has to
be converted to absorbed dose to water. This requires
accurate values of various physical interaction quantities and
correction factors: the procedure to be followed is described
in a so-called dosimetry protocol, e.g. Report 35 of the ICRU
C19B4).
2.3 Dose planning
The dose distribution in a patient may differ appreciably from
the standard dose distributions as the elemental composition,
density and shape of the irradiated tissues will differ from
that of the cubic water phantom. Deviations in field shape,
source-skin distance and angle of beam incidence from the
standard conditions can also cause important changes in the
obtained dose distributions. For an accurate knowledge of the
dose delivered to various parts of the irradiated volume
taking all these factors into account, one can no longer
depend completely on experimental data and simple correction
methods. Computerised dose planning methods are used to
calculate the results of the specific irradiation conditions
and the patient's anatomy.
Such methods
also permit
optimisation of the dose distribution, aiming at uniformity of
dose to the target volume and minimisation of dose to
adjoining
tissues with
emphasis on dose reduction to
vulnerable tissues. The free parameters to achieve this with
electrons are beam energy, field size and shape, angle of
incidence and source- skin distance. Recent reviews on the
state of the art of electron beam dose planning have been
given by Brahme C19B5), Nahum (1385) and Hogstrom C13863.
3. Background and aims of the study
3.1 Background
The installation in 1973 of one of the first Philips 5L75-20
linear accelerators in the Rntoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital
introduced electron therapy with an energy range of 5 to 20
MeV in our radiotherapy department. We were then faced with
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the task of making the electron beams operational for clinical
practice, i.e. designing scattering foils, coLlimators and a
system to create arbitrary field shapes. These items had not
been developed by the manufacturer up to a satisfactory degree
at the time. By modifying the existing foils and applicators
a temporary solution was found which served until 1976. Then
a thorough study of the problem was undertaken which resulted
in a permanent design used in our department until today. In
chapter III a report on this work is given
Clinical practice in those years showed an increasing
demand for irregularly shaped electron fields. The volume to
be treated was carefully marked for each individual patient;
this leads to many different field shapes, often containing
narrow parts where a substantial modification of the dose
distribution was to be expected. Rssessment of the dose
distributions and of the dose delivery per accelerator monitor
unit for each case by means of in-phantom measurements
presented an unacceptable work load for the physics group.
This approach also prohibits a priori optimisation by means of
varying the field shape and electron energy.
In 1977 no
method was available
to calculate electron beam dose
distributions for non-rectangular fields and we therefore
started a project to develop one ourselves. This work is
described in chapters IV and V.
Electron beam dose planning requires simple methods to
describe the penetration of high-energy electron beams in
matter. These serve to compute, with a short response time,
dose distributions having a minimum dependence on experimental
data. Plso the work on electron beam
flattening and
collimation as well as electron dosimetry would benefit from a
simple model of electron beam transport. Ps a first attempt
to obtain an analytical description for this purpose we
initiated a theoretical study of electron interaction models
including Monte Carlo simulations. This resulted in a
fundamental improvement of an existing multiple scattering
model. Chapter VI reports on this work.
The dosimetry of our electron beams was also an important
point of attention. The dose delivery per accelerator monitor
unit obtained under reference conditions was determined by
means of ionisation chamber measurements. Initially a code of
practice of the Hospital Physicists' fissociation CHPR 1971)
was used to convert the chamber readings to absorbed dose; in
1979 we adopted the procedure recommended by the International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU 1972).
One point of uncertainty that remained were the corrections to
be applied when a polystyrene phantom was used instead of a
watertank to calibrate the beams, which was our routine
practice. Rn experimental study was started in 1983 to
determine this correction for the Farmer ionisation chamber

employed. The work was completed in may 19B5 and is described
in chapter VII.
3.2 Rims
The objective of my work is the application of electron beam
therapy in the treatment of cancer patient-. This implies
full use of the possibilities of electron beams for this
purpose and increase of the accuracy in applications; all
within the scope of optimising spatial dose distributions.
The problems encountered in the realisation of our goal
required studies of the behaviour of clinical electron beams
in interaction with beam flattening and collimating devices,
of the problems related to the determination of absorbed dose
by ionisation measurements, and of the possibilities of
computing dose distributions by means of mathematical models.
The present thesis is the result of these studies.
The principal part of this study concerns methods for
electron beam dose planning. The aim is to compute absorbed
dose distributions with sufficient accuracy and speed for
daily clinical practice.
This requires simple analytical
models as well as easy methods to derive the values of the
parameters involved.
The approach should permit to take the
properties of the particular clinical electron beam into
account.
R closely related subject is the dosimetry of electron
beams. In order to determine absorbed dose values from
ionisation chamber measurements, the properties of
the
particular electron beams should also be considered. If the
methods mentioned above are accurate enough, they can also be
applied to calculate dosimetric correction factors specific
for the electron beam concerned.
4. Outline of the thesis
Chapter II introduces electron beam dose distributions,
formulates the clinical requirements for their use and states
the physical accuracy criteria employed in this work.
The
accuracy of our dose distribution measurements is analysed.
Chapter III reports on the development of our electron beam
flattening, collimation and field shaping system; this system
defines the properties of the beam used throughout all the
experiments.
To obtain a homogeneous dose delivery over the
treatment field, use has been made of electrons scattered by
the applicator walls. This beam component plays an important
role in the further chapters of the thesis.
Chapter IV introduces our approach to compute electron beam
dose distributions for arbitrarily shaped electron fields,

mathematical models and the methods to determine the parameter
values from experimental data are described. Results for the
10 cm x 10 cm applicator are given.
Chapter V reports on the further development of the dose
planning method
for a complete range of energies and
applicators. Calculated depth dose curves and output factors
are compared to measurements for various field shapes. The
general applicability of the approach and the effects of
simplifications are investigated.
Chapter VI presents a theoretical investigation on a model of
electron beam transport for dose planning. Corrections for
the energy loss and range straggling of the electrons are
included in a simple model of multiple scattering. Rnalytical
models for these corrections are developed on the basis of
Monte Carlo simulations, thus maintaining consistency with
physical theory.
Chapter VII gives an account of a purely experimental piece of
research carried out to determine a correction factor for
electron beam dosimetry. The difference in ionisation chamber
readings taken in water and in a solid plastic phantom as a
function of electron energy
and
beam properties is
investigated.
Chapter VIII consists of a general discussion of the work
presented in this thesis and of a summary of the conclusions.
Three chapters have been published as papers:
Chapter III; Van der Laarse R., Bruinvis I.R.Q. and Nooman
M.
Farid:
Wall-scattering
effects
in electron beam
collimation (1978).
Chapter IV: Bruinvis I.B.D., Van Rmstel 0., Elevelt R.J. and
Van
der Laarse R.: Calculation of electron beam dose
distributions for arbitrarily shaped fields (1963).
Chapter VII: Bruinvis I.R.D., Heukelom 5. and Mijnheer B.J.:
Comparison of ionisation measurements in water and polystyrene
for electron beam dosimetry (1985}.
Two chapters will be submitted for publication in a
shortened version:
Chapter V: Bruinvis I.R.D. and Mathol W.R.F.:
Calculation
of electron beam depth dose curves and output factors for
arbitrary field shapes.
Chapter VI: Bruinvis I.P..D., Mathol W.P.F. and Pndreo P.: R
physical model of electron beam transport in water for
radiation treatment dose planning.
Many items of this study were initiated by Dr. R. van der
Laarse of the Radiotherapy Department of the Netherlands
Cancer Institute and the work was carried out in close
cooperation with Prof. Dr. J. Strackee of the Laboratory of
Medical Physics of the University of Rmsterdam.
The work

described in chapter III was done together with R. van der
Laarse and M.F. Nooman (Radiology Department, University of
RLexandria, Egypt). The investigations of chapter IV were
carried out with R. van der Laarse and we were assisted by R.
van Rmstel, R.J. Elevelt (University of flmsterdam) and by
M.F. Nooman. J. Willemen developed the first treatment
planning version of Diir electron beam program. W.fl.F. Mathol
(University of Rmsterdam) collaborated in the work of chapter
V and VI; in the latter work P. Pndreo (Radiological
Department, University of Zaragoza, Spain} also participated
and E. Kouwenhoven (University of Amsterdam) assisted. The
research of chapter VII was carried out with B.J. Mijnheer
(Radiotherapy Department, Netherlands Cancer Institute) and 5.
Heukelom (University of Rmsterdam).
The major part of the experimental work was done on our
5L75-20 linear accelerator. Technical developments and a high
operational stability of the machine were realised by H.UI.
van der Gugten and colleagues. The ionisation chamber used in
the relative electron beam dosimetry during all the work was
developed by P. Groote and R. van der Laarse. Further
assistance was provided by H. Joor.
The project described in chapter VI was supported by funds
partly provided by the International Cancer Research Data Bank
Programme of the National Cancer Institute, the National
Institutes of Health (U.5.), under Contract No. N01-C0-B5341
(International Cancer Research Technology Transfer - ICRETT)
and partly by the International Union Rgainst Cancer. The
European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncolgy (E5TR0)
supported this work by granting us an ESTRO-Philips Travel
Fellowship.
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CHAPTER II
Electron beam dose distributions
1. Origin and description
The absorbed dose in a point of an irradiated medium is
defined as the amount of absorbed radiation energy per unit of
mass in a smaLL volume around that point. For electron
radiation this quantity depends on the number of electrons
that traverse this volume Cthe electron fluence, when taken
per unit of area) , the amount of energy they loose per unit
of path Length and what fraction of this energy is deposited
locally.
The number of electrons that arrive at a point
within a medium is determined by the distribution in number,
energy and direction of the electrons at the surface of the
medium, by their transport through the medium itself, and by
the production and transport of secondary electrons and
bremsstrahLung photons in the medium. The initial conditions
at the surface depend on the beam generating, spreading and
collimating system, on the orientation of the coLlimating
system relative to the surface and on the geometry of the
Latter. The transport in the medium is governed by energy
Loss and scattering processes, statistical in nature,
depending on the electron kinetic energy, the geometry and
elemental composition of the medium. Finally, the energy
transfer to the atoms in the volume of interest depends on the
kinetic energies of the electrons at that point and on the
material in the volume. Information about the absorbed dose
distribution under specific irradiation conditions is obtained
by means of measurement, by computational
methods, or
generally by combination of these two.
Rs the dose in each point is proportional to the number of
accelerator monitor units Cm.u.) given, it is customary to
distinguish relative dose distributions and absolute dose per
m.u.
in a reference point. The relative dose in a point is
specified as a percentage of the dose in the reference point.
For square and rectangular fields this reference point is
usually the depth of maximum absorbed dose on the beam's
central axis. R three-dimensional dose distribution can be
separated into two parts: one depth dose distribution along
the central axis and a series of off-axis to on-axis dose
ratio distributions along Lines perpendicuLar to that axis.
The graph of central-axis dose values vs. depth is called the
percentage depth dose curve. Plots of the off-axis to on-axis
dose ratio values as a function of distance to the central
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axis are referred to as Lateral dose profiles. For clinical
use the dose distributions in planes containing the central
axis are described by isodose patterns. On isodose pattern
consists of lines that connect points that receive the same
relative dose, usually a multiple of 10 %: isodose lines.
The value of the absorbed dose per m.u. in the reference
point of a particular treatment field is not determined
directly but is related to the maximum dcse on the central
axis of the reference field under standard conditions.
2. ClinicaL requirements
Single electron fields are mostly applied to irradiate a
target volume close to the skin while achieving maximum
sparing of the underlying tissues. The target volume does not
only include the macroscopic tumour but also the surrounding
volume of normal tissue possibly invaded by microscopic tumour
extensions.
This margin around the detected tumour mass is
taken up to 1 cm. The small volumes of possible tumour
extensions
require less
dose
than the solid tumour.
Therefore, in electron beam dose planning, field size, shape
and electron energy are chosen such that the target volume is
enclosed by an isodose surface, the value of which ranges
between 80 % and SO X of the maximum dose CICRU 1964). The
exact vaLue is defined by the radiotherapist and may depend in
part on the dose delivered to organs at risk lying behind the
target volume; the dose Level of B5 I can be taken as a
typical value. Outside the 85 1 isodose boundary the dose
should decrease as rapidly as possible to minimise the dose to
the surrounding tissues.
Within the central part of the target volume it is usually
desired that the dose remains close to the value of 100 % to
achieve uniform irradiation of the tumour
mass.
This
requirement actually assumes a uniform density of malignant
ceLLs throughout the tumour
volume and
an invariant
dose-effect relationship.
The estimation of the spatial
density distribution of malignant cells weighted by their
respective radiosensitivities would be a more sophisticated
approach CDutreix 1984).
This is not common practice at
present, however.
The magnitude of the absorbed dose to be delivered to the
reference point in the target volume depends on the dose
levels
for
tumour control
and
for
healthy
tissue
complications; a value is stated by the radiotherapist. For
the dose deposition in surrounding organs at risk a maximum
level is usually specified.
In order to state a value for the accuracy of dose delivery
required in radiation therapy, various authors investigated
dose-effect curves for different treatments. In 1976 the ICRU

stated a figure of * 5 % for the accuracy of dose delivery to
the target volume if the aim of the treatment is eradication
of a primary tumour CICRU 1975). Dutreix C19843 concluded
that an overall precision of * 5 % in absorbed doses at any
point is required. Mijnheer et al. C1987) propose the figure
of i 3.5 % Cone relative standard deviation) for the combined
uncertainty in absorbed dose.
This requirement is mainly
based on the steepness of normal tissue damage curves, i.e.
at doses close to the tolerance limits. The proposed value is
in agreement with the work of Goitein (1985) who demanded a
value of ± 5 % for 1.5 s.d.. Brahme C19B4) concluded that the
relative standard deviation in the mean dose to the target
volume should be less than 5 X or preferabLy as small as 3 %
for dose-effect curves with a high normalised respons gradient
C>3) in order to have an uncertainty in the tumour control
probability of less than 10 % C1 s.d.).
Rs the response gradient of the dose-effect curve of an
organ at risk can differ substantially from the one pertaining
to the target area, the acceptable inaccuracy in the estimated
dose delivered at points of the organ depends on the dose
levels and on the tissues involved.
3. Specific accuracy criteria
Various aspects in the treatment procedure determine to what
extent
the above requirements for the distribution and
accuracy of dose delivery can be met. These include: C D the
properties of the clinical electron beam, characterised by the
relative dose distributions in the standard situation, C2) the
uncertainties
in
dose distributions and absolute dose
determined by measurement and C3) the accuracy of the dose
planning method. The accuracy in the patient Cre)positioning
is not included here. The investigations in this thesis are
restricted to dose distributions in a cubic water phantom;
for these applications we employed the following accuracy
criteria and considerations.
3.1 Standard dose distributions
Characteristics of the dose distributions are the field
flatness and the depth dose curve. The flatness of the
treatment beams was specified for the largest field in each
applicator by considering the lateral dose profiles through
the central axis, parallel to one of the field sides, at the
depth of maximum dose and at a depth near the surface CO .5
cm). To prevent any serious overdosage an upper limit of
105 % relative to the dose on the central axis was set. The
distance between the 95 % point on the profile and the
geometrical field edge (50 % approximately) was taken as a

measure for minimum field flatness. If this distance did not
exceed 0.5 cm and if the dose profiles remained under the
105 % level, the field flatness was considered sufficient.
The minimum flatness criterion also ensured a rapid
fall-off of dose from the target boundary to the field edge in
lateral direction. Pdditional restrictions on dose levels
outside the field guaranteed the further dose decrease
(Bruinvis 1979).
The dose decrease with depth was specified for the
applicator fields by the depth of the 85 % point on the
central-axis depth dose curve and by the slope of the steep
section of the curve CBrahme and Svensson 1976). Both
quantities were maximised within the limits preset by the
flatness requirements, by varying the scattering foil
thickness. The distance between the 95 X and the 65 I point
on the depth dose curve was considered as a quality measure.
3.2 Reference absorbed dose
The accuracy of relative dose measurements Cdepth dose curves,
dose profiles
and output factors) performed with our
ionisation chamber is discussed in section 4. For the dose
delivery per monitor unit at the reference point in the
reference field of 10 cm x 10 cm we aim at a reproducibility
within 1 % for each electron energy, which is generally
achieved with our accelerators. The conversion from readings
of the air ionisation chamber to absorbed dose to water at the
reference point involves a number of multiplicative factors.
These factors can be divided into three groups: (a) those
pertaining to the exposure calibration of the chamber in a
Cobalt-60 y-beam,
Cb) physical quantities that convert
exposure into absorbed dose in the electron beam and Cc)
factors that correct for errors related to ion collection and
phantom material CICRU 1984). The latter factors can be taken
from litterature or can be determined experimentally by the
user. Johansson C1982) analysed the uncertainties in the
dosimetry chain; following the interpretation of Mijnheer et
al. C1987), we calculated the combined uncertainty in the
groups Ca) and (b). This amounted to ± 2.5 1 (1 s.d.). In
order to achieve an accuracy in dose delivery to the reference
point in the 10 cm x 10 cm field of at least ± 3 I (1 s.d.),
we required an uncertainty smaller than
1 % in the
correction factors of group Cc).
The absorbed dose in the reference point of a treatment
field was not related directly to the dose in the reference
field, but to the maximum dose on the central axis of the
largest field within the applicator. The maximum central-axis
dose values in the applicator fields were determined by
separate measurements;
the uncertainty in such a dose ratio
u a r oct-ima-tai-l + n h a 4- 1 I

f1 6 rl 1

3.3 Dose planning
The accuracy of our method to compute depth dose curves,
isodose distributions and output factors for arbitrarily field
shapes was regarded relative to the measured dose values. In
the treatment planning process the computed dose distribution
is judged with regard to adequate irradiation of the target
volume and dose delivery to vulnerable regions. This implies
limits to the uncertainty in the calculated positions of the
isodose lines and in the shape of the depth dose curve. The
boundaries of the target volume and of organs at risk are
generally specified with a precisian of ± 0.5 cm. The dose
value of 90 % was taken as the upper Limit of relevant isodose
Lines and 10 X as the lower Limit. The allowed distance
between a calculated and a measured isodose line of the same
vaLue was restricted to a maximum of 0.3 cm. Deviations
between measured and calculated depth dose curves were
accepted up to a Limit of 0.3 cm in depth and 3 % of the
maximum dose at any depth.
These limits seemed generally
achievable.
In addition, the uncertainty in the calculated value of
absorbed dose per m.u. corresponding to the 100 \ relative
dose in the reference point should be within certain Limits.
The difference between a calculated and measured output factor
was required not to exceed 2 V
4. Hccuracv of dose measurements
4.1 Introduction
The experimentally determined relative dose distributions and
output factors were measured in a water phantom with a
plane-parallel ionisation chamber developed in our institute.
We will indicate the device by the acronym RVL. When the
chamber was constructed in 1975 its accuracy for relative
electron beam dosimetry was investigated by comparison with a
Farmer 0.6 cm 3 ionisation chamber and the agreement
was
considered satisfactory Cchapter III, 2 ) . In recent years new
radiation dosimeters have been developed that are more suited
for
specific measurements
in electron beams than the
cylindrical Farmer chamber with its relatively large airvolume
CMattsson
19B4).
Recently
we obtained a high-quality
plane-parallel ionisation chamber especially developed for
accurate dosimetry in electron beams CNBCP 1961) and a
semi-conductor detector with an ultra-small measuring volume,
extremely suitable for measurements in high dose gradients
CBrahme et al. 1981). The accuracy of depth dose curves,
lateral dose profiles and output factors determined with the
PVL ionisation chamber was therefore re-examined by comparison
of these with the ones obtained with the new devices.
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4.2 Ionisation chamber construction and measurements.
The air-filled measuring volume of the flVL chamber has an
approximately elliptical cross-section which was orientated
perpendicularly to the beam's axis. The Long and short axis
of this collecting area measure 0.8 cm and 0.3 cm in Length,
respectively;
the electrode separation is 0.2 cm, which
yields a measuring voLume of about 0.04 cm 3 . The collecting
electrode is surrounded by a guard-ring extending to a
diameter of 1.5 cm. The chamber is made of polystyrene, with
a front window of 0.05 cm thickness and was especially
designed for measurements in a watertank. The conducting
surfaces were obtained by a thin graphite coating;
a
polarising voltage of +200 V was applied to the collecting
electrode and guard-ring.
Depth dose curves and LateraL dose profiles were obtained
by scanning of the chamber and directly plotting the signal,
divided by that of the accelerator monitor, with a pen
recorder. Output factors were determined by relating the
maximum ionisation value along the depth axis to that on the
reference field by means of integrated measurements per fixed
number of monitor units.
4.3 Comparison of measured depth dose curves.
Central-axis depth ionisation curves were measured with the
RVL chamber and with the NBCP plane-parallel air ionisation
chamber at initial electron energies of 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV
in the reference field C10 cm x 10 cm). The NBCP chamber is
recommended by the Nordic association of Clinical Physics for
electron beam dosimetry CNRCP 1961). It was developed by
Mattsson et al. C19B1), who investigated its properties. The
chamber proved to be of high quality regarding Long-term
stability, polarity and perturbation effects. Compared with
ferrous sulphate dosimetry at electron energies between 2 and
30 MeV the chamber showed agreement within 1 I CMattsson et
al.
1362).
The collecting electrode has a diameter of 1 cm
and the electrode separation is 0.2 cm. We used the chamber
with +250 V applied to the collecting electrode and the
ionisation charge per 100 m.u. was measured with a Keithley
electrometer.
The reproducibility
of
relative depth
ionisation values was estimated to be ± 0.3 X C1 s.d.).
The plotted ionisation curves obtained with the RVL chamber
showed a reproducibility better than 0.5 1 in dose. The
maximum uncertainty in depth positioning of each detector was
0.05 cm. Comparison of the depth ionisation curves determined
with the two chambers showed a systematic deeper curve for the
BVL chamber;
the difference in depth of the 50 * points
varied between 0.03 and 0.075 cm for the four energies. We
allowed for a possible positioning error of 0.05 cm of one
chamber relative to the other and shifted the NP£P chamber

curve over this distance in depth. The remaining differences
in depth of the two curves for each energy then nowhere
exceeded 0.05 cm and the differences in ionisation values
stayed within 1 % of the maximum signal.
Depth ionisation curves are converted to depth dose curves
by multiplying the ionisation values by the ratio of the
restricted mass collision stopping power of water and that of
air CICRU 1984).
Both chambers have a sufficiently broad
guard-ring to prevent any electrons scattered from the
sidewall of the air cavity to reach the sensitive volume,
i.e., no perturbation correction has to be applied.
The
stopping power ratio is energy dependent and varies with depth
because of the decrease of eLectron energy with depth. This
conversion factor has equal values for the two ionisation
chambers and we therefore conclude that central-axis depth
dose curves obtained with the flVL chamber and our electrometer
system are maximally 1 % at error.
4.4 Comparison of measured output factors
Ionisation readings at the depth of maximum signal on the
central axis of a 10 cm x 10 cm and 4 cm x 4 cm field were
compared for the RVL and the NP£P chamber.
The measurements
were performed at electron energies of 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV
and the fields were made in the 10 cm x 10 cm applicator. The
NflCP chamber was used as described in the previous section.
For each energy the ratio of readings in the 4 cm x 4 cm field
to those in the 10 cm x 10 cm field was determined a number of
times (minimum 3 ) ; each time the chamber and the frames were
repositioned relative to the water surface. The uncertainty
in the mean ratios was * 0.3 % C1 s.d.) at maximum. The same
procedure was followed with the RVL chamber with +200 V
applied to the collecting electrode, which yielded mean ratios
with the same uncertainty oft 0.3 1.
Comparison of the mean output factors determined with the
two chambers showed differences between 0.5 % and 0.6 1. The
experiment was repeated with the polarising voltage reversed
on both chambers and the two experiments yielded mean output
factors averaged for the two polarities that were in agreement
within 0.5 V
These deviations between the two chambers are
mainly due to the large polarity effect in the RVL chamber and
its different magnitude in the two fields;
the latter
phenomenon is probably due to the relatively Low energies of
the frame-scattered electrons CLax and Brahme 1960). We
conclude that output factors determined with the RVL chamber
at one polarity are maximally 1 % at error;
averaging
readings at two polarities with apposite sign reduces this to
0.5 %.
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4.5 Comparison of measured lateral, dose profiles
Off-axis to on-axis ionisation ratios were measured with the
RVL chamber and a p-type silicon diode detector at 20 MeV
electron energy in the
10 cm
x 10 cm
field.
The
semi-conductor detector was developed by Rikner and Grusell
(1383) and its properties in electron beam dosimetry were
investigated by Rikner (1983). Regarding linearity and energy
independence he obtained good results ; comparison of depth
dose curves measured with the diode and with a NflCP electron
chamber showed agreement within 1 % of the maximum signal or
0.1 cm in position. The silicon diode used by Rikner had a
disc-shaped ionisation volume of 0.3 mm3;
60 /urn thick and
2.5 mm
in diameter.
Our
p-type silicon diode, also
manufactured by Grusell, has a measuring volume with a
thickness of 75 /im, a diameter of 0.5 mm, yielding a volume of
0.015 mm3. The detector was connected to our electrometer and
the ionisation curves were plotted with the pen recorder; the
reproducibility was better than 0.3 % in dose. The precision
in the absolute position of the detectors in lateral direction
was not important as scans from o8tside the field to the
centre at bath sides of the axis were performed. The chamber
was moved with the 0.3 cm dimension in the scanning direction.
Beam profiles were measured at 0.2, 2, 4, 6, B and 9 cm
depth. Pis expected the diode profiles showed a steeper slope
at the field edge than those measured with the chamber due to
the significantly higher spatial resolution of the former.
The difference in slope decreased with depth. The difference
in ionisation signal nowhere exceeded 1.5 X of the signal on
the central axis, except for the measurements at 0.2 cm depth.
The difference in position of corresponding points on the
curves remained at all depths within 0.15 cm.
Rs the dose
gradient is high at 0.2 cm depth, about 40 1 per mm in lateral
direction, the difference in ionisation signal of the two
detectors was much higher than the figure of 1.5 V
For the conversion of ionisation profiles to dose profiles
usually no correction for difference in the stopping power
ratio in lateral direction is applied. This would require
calculation of the lateral variation of electron energy and no
simple method is available. Rndreo and Brahme (1981) have
shown with Monte Carlo calculations for 20 MeV initial
electron energy, that the variation of mean energy across the
beam will not cause an error larger than 1 % when the
ionisation profiles are used without correction. We concluded
that the points of lateral dose profiles measured with the RVL
chamber are at maximum 0.15 cm at error due to the dimensions
of the collecting electrode. This means, more specifically,
that at small depths the distance from the 90 % and from the
10 % isodose lines to the field edge is overestimated by
0.15 cm;
the error in the position of the Lines with

intermediate dose values is smaller. For precise dosimetry in
the 'penumbra region' the semi-conductor should be preferred,
however.
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CHAPTER III
WALL-SCATTERING EFFECTS IN ELECTRON BEAM
COLLIMATION
R. VAN DER LAARSE, I. A. D. BRUINVIS and M. FARID NOOMAN

In radiation therapy the use of high energy electrons has gained increased interest
in recent years. Usually scattering foils and fixed field applicators are used to obtain
the treatment fields. The main problems then encountered are the field flatness, the
depth dose, the roentgen ray contamination and the amount of radiation outside
the field.
The dose distribution is influenced by the accelerator tube exit window, the
monitoring transmission chamber, the scattering foil, the main roentgen ray diaphragms and the electron applicator.
The flattening of electron fields by scattering depends strongly on the complete
collimation set up (SVENSSON & HETTINGER 1967, SVENSSON 1971). The main diaphragms and the walls of the applicator scatter electrons back into the beam. If these
walls are flared instead of parallel, they contribute less scatter. The amount of wall
scatter also reduces when the applicator walls are partly screened off for incident
electrons by means of the main diaphragms or through restricting the entrance
opening of the applicator. Finally, by the use of different scattering foils the contribution of wall scatter to the field can also be varied. The choice of the scattering foil is
also restricted by its contribution to the roentgen ray contamination of the electron
beam.
Once the shape and material of the applicator have been chosen, its entrance
Submitted for publication 1 August 1977.
Acta Radiologica Oncology 17 (1978) Fasc. 2
8 -785834
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opening, the scattering foil and the setting of the main diaphragms are the free parameters left to create a flattened field.
BRADSHAW & MAYSENT (1964) investigated the effect of restricting the applicator
entrance opening, in order to obtain optimum field flatness for the electron beam
of a 15 MeV linear accelerator. After investigating the behaviour of electrons scattered
from the various parts of an applicator, their approach is extended to the energy
range of 6 to 20 MeV in the present report.
The influence of lead scattering foils on the field flatness of electron beams from a
betatron has been analyzed by RASSOW (1968) and KOZLOV & SHISHOV (1976\
SVENSSON et coll. (1977) investigated for their 22 MeV microtron the combination of
two scattering foils in order to minimize energy spread and degradation. The
dependence of the dose distribution on the scattering foil, as a function of fieldsize
and electron energy, has been investigated specifically for our MEL linear accelerator
and applicators.
2. Material and methods
Electron beams with nominal energies between 6 and 20 MeV from a MEL SL75-20
linear accelerator have been used. The nominal energies (E) in MeV are specified
according to the HPA-report No. 4 (1971) as E = 2.5 HVD, with the half value depth
in water (HVD) in cm.
In the turret with scattering foils inside the accelerator head, space is provided for
three foils for electron treatment. The following foils were used: foil 1—single foil
of 0.08 mm Cu (diameter 49 mm), foil 2—compound foil of 0.2 mm Cu (diameter
18 mm) added to 0.49 mm Cu (diameter 49 mm) and foil 3—compound foil of
0.38 mm Pb (diameter 15 mm) to 0.08 mm Cu (diameter 49 mm). All foils are
positioned at 16 cm from the exit window of the accelerator tube. Foil 3 was already
present in the machine, so the wall scatter experiments were started with this foil.
Foil 1 and 2 originated from the field flatness experiments.
For radiation detection two polystyrene parallel plate ionisation chambers were
designed. The collecting area of these chambers is 3 mm * 8 mm, and the plate
separation is 2 mm; thus the volume is 0.05 cm3. One chamber is designed for
scanning of a horizontal beam, with the smaller dimension of the collecting area in
the scanning direction. The other chamber is identical, but constructed with a
U-shaped stem and is designed for scanning of a vertical beam. It can be used for
measurements close to the water surface (Fig. 1 a, b). The energy dependence of
these chambers, with 200 V polarisation voltage, for electron energies between 6
and 20 MeV was compared with a Farmer graphite walled 0.6 cm3 ionisation chamber. The difference in energy dependence is less than one per cent, so for these
chambers the C E values given for the Farmer chamber in the HPA-report No. 4 were
used. The polarity effect with such small chambers is high because the charge
deposited by electrons directly hitting the collecting area, is not negligable compared to the air ionisation. For the present chambers the difference between
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Fig. 1. a) Experimental set up
for measurement of electron
scatter contribution from different parts of one wall. ®
Water phantom and remotely
controlled ionisation chamber,
profiles measurement parallel
to /. © Applicator wall parallel
to the central axis of the beam,
divided in 8 parts, 1-7 aluminium, 8 perspex. ® Accelerator
treatment head, b) Ionisation
chamber for measurements at
small depths with a vertical
beam, c) 8 Inset, positioned at
top of the wall.

ionisation current at + or -200 V collecting voltage is 4 per cent. The saturation at
these voltages is more than 99 per cent. Relative curves, like beam profiles and
depth doses, obtained with these polystyrene chambers, show negligable difference
when compared with the ones obtained with the Farmer chamber. The measurements were performed in a water phantom of 60 cm x 50 cm x 40 cm with
remotely controlled 3-dimensional chamber positioning.
For evaluation of the dose distributions, scans crossing the central axis of the
beam were made. The scanning levels for considering the field flatness were at a
depth of 0.8 cm and at the depth of maximum dose delivery for each energy. Central
axis depth doses were measured with the vertical beam set up and the U-shaped
chamber, starting from the water surface.
The flatness of a field was considered acceptable, when the dose delivery over the
whole field up to 0.5 cm from the applicator walls, at the above mentioned depths, did
not differ by more than 5 per cent from the dose at the central axis. The quality of a
central axis percentage depth dose curve was considered by the therapeutic range
(depth of the 85 % dose level) and the slope of the steep section of the curve, as
suggested by BRAHME & SVENSSON (1976).
Field sizes with dimensions smaller than 16 cm are within the maximum exit aperture of the SL 75-20 treatment head. For these field sizes an applicator concept with
parallel walls (Fig. 2) was chosen because of its simplicity in mechanical construction. For field dimensions larger than 16 cm flared wall applicators were taken.
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Fig. 2. Construction of parallel wall applicator.
1
Main diaphragms, defining the electron
beam to the entrance aperture of theapplicalor.
- Mounting flange. ;i; Additional aluminium
shielding. ' Aluminium applicator wall. '•
Perspcx end part. '«' Field defining cerrosafe
end frame.

Aluminium was chosen as applicator material because of its low production of
roentgen rays when struck by electrons (LINDSKOUG & DAHLER 1971, NAYLOR &
WILLIAMS 1972). The walls are 1 cm thick and 35 cm long, ended by 5 cm of perspex
extending to the phantom surface (for treatment field visibility), which gives a total
length of 40 cm and a scatter foil-skin-distance of 95 cm.
The use of field defining frames, attached to the end of the applicators, to
provide intermediate and irregular field sizes, was investigated. These frames were
made of a low melting alloy, cerrosafe (Mining & Chemical Products Ltd., Alperton,
Wembly, Middlesex, United Kingdom; composition: 42.5°;, bismuth, 37.7"o lead,
11.3",, tin and 8.5",, cadmium) and perspex.
The accelerator main diaphragms were used for primary collimation of the
electron beam, limiting the electrons to the applicator entrance opening and thus
avoiding heavy shielding around this opening. To prevent small changes of diaphragm setting influencing the dose distribution in the patient, the diaphragms
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Fig. 3. Scatter contribution from the
applicator walls. 12 MeV, foil 3. Upper
view of the positions of the different
walls, the beam profile is measured
along the dashed line at a depth of
0.8 cm. (2) Profile with wall 2 (or T)
present. (3) Profile with wall 3 present.
(3 . 3') Profile with wall 3 and wall 3'
present.

JL
L

define an area on the applicator mounting flange, at all sides 0.5 cm larger than the
entrance opening (Fig. 2).
A prototype applicator with removable walls was constructed, to investigate how
the applicators influence the dose delivery, enabling experiments with one single
wall, with various combinations of walls and with separate parts of one wall, at
different distances from the central axis of the beam.
The effect of restricting the entrance opening of the applicators, thus partly
shielding the upper part of the walls for incident electrons was investigated using
strips of aluminium 2.5 cm thick and of different width (insets), and placed at the
top of the walls (Fig. 1 c).
3.Results
Parallel wall applicators

Applicator wall scattering. The electrons scattered from the applicator walls
strongly influence the dose distribution at small depths (up to 1 cm deep in water);
at greater depths this influence gradually decreases. Therefore, besides at the usually
taken depth of maximum dose delivery, the beam profile at 0.8 cm depth has been
included to investigate the influence of wall scatter and to consider the field
flatness.
The electron beam profile without applicator walls (plain beam profile) has been
compared with the profile given by one applicator wall. First, measurements
parallel to the wall show a regular shift upwards of the profile shape. Second,
measurements perpendicular to the wall show a maximum increase of dose near the
wall side, gradually decreasing a further distance (Fig. 3). The enhancement of
these profiles compared to the plain beam profile is caused by the additional contribution of electrons scattered from the wall, which outweighs the absence of side
scatter from the region outside the wall. The profile of the electron beam with
two opposing walls can be shown as the result of adding the beam profile with
one wall to its mirror image (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. Scatter contribution from applicator wall parts. 12 MeV, foil 3, depth 0.8 cm. a) The wall parts
are positioned 5 cm left from the central axis. The numbers with the curves indicate the total number
of parts that are present, starting from the accelerator treatment head. Curve 8' is obtained when the
last part of the wall is aluminium instead of perspex. b) Contribution from each separate part,
calculated by subtracting the curves in (a). The number with each curve here corresponds with the
number of the wall part as indicated in Fig. 1 a.

These properties, found for all the field sizes and energies, mean that the scatter
contributions of the individual walls can be treated as being independent of each
other. Thus the beam profile obtained with each combination of the four applicator
walls can be found by merely adding the separate contributions of each wall. This
implies that the shape of the beam profile is determined only by the two walls
defining this dimension.
The beam profile referred to in the preceding paragraphs is measured parallel to
one of the field dimensions (and through the field centre). For the fields determined
by the parallel wall applicators, the flatness measured along a diagonal appeared
to be quite similar. Probably the surplus of wall scatter in the field corners is
balanced by the lower contribution of the plain beam because of the greater distance
from the central axis and by the extra loss of side-scatter. Thus for the parallel wall
applicators the profiles measured parallel to the field dimensions and through the
field centre may be taken as a sufficient indication of field flatness. For the larger
field dimensions the decline of the plain beam profile prevails and the diagonal
profile must also be measured for considering the field flatness.
In order to investigate the scatter contribution from one wall in detail, the beam
profiles were measured, increasing the wall length from the accelerator head by
steps of 5 cm. The contribution of scattered electrons from each individual part is
then found by subtraction. The results for a 12 MeV beam are shown in Fig. 4; for
the other energies the appearance of the curves was found to be similar.
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1-depth 03 cm

Fig. 5. The effect of insets. 20 MeV,
foil 3. (1) Plain beam profile. (2) Profile
with two walls. (3) Profile with two
walls and insets (width 1.4 cm). The
profiles are measured at 0.8 cm depth
along the dashed line in the diagram,
representing an upper view of the two
walls.

20 MeV

.1

f

l-depth o.8cm

6 MeV

Fig. 6. Comparing flatness obtained
with two approaches: minimizing foil
thickness and using insets. — Profile
with two walls and foil 1, no inset.
— Profile with two walls and compromise inset width of 1.0 cm, foil 3.
All curves are measured along the
dashed line in the diagram.

cm across field

To obtain a flat field a certain amount of scatter from the applicator walls is
needed at the field sides, as the plain beam contributes less with increasing
distance from the central axis. The scatter from the upper parts of the walls (near
the accelerator head) hardly improves the profile shape, it only deteriorates the
depth dose (cf. p. 120). The scatter from the lower parts increases the dose mainly at
the field edges, where it is needed.
Effects of insets. Especially for the smaller field sizes with high energy beams,
the profile with two opposing walls may show an unacceptable increase of dose
towards the walls, depending of course on the scattering foil. Such a dose distribution
can be flattened by introducing insets, limiting the number of electrons scattered
from the walls. The best position for an inset is at top of the applicator walls, the
upper parts of the walls are then most shielded. The effect of insets is illustrated in
Fig. 5 for the 20 MeV beam. For lower energies the profile without insets (profile 2)
becomes flatter, consequently a smaller inset width is required to obtain complete
flatness (profile 3).
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Fig. 7. Influence of foils, applicator and insets on the central axis percentage depth dose, a)
plain beam, foil 3. — applicator (10 cm 10 cm), foil 3. ... applicator, foil 3, inset of width 1.0 cm;
also applicator, foil 1. 12 MeV. b) — plain beam, foil 3. — applicator, foil 3, inset of width 1.0 cm;
also applicator, foil 1. .. applicator, foil 2. 20 MeV.

Effect of scattering foils. With a thinner scattering foil, the profile in absence of an
applicator (the plain beam profile) is more peaked. As a consequence the overall
scatter contribution from the applicator walls to the field is reduced. This influence
of the foil on the profile shape was found to become less marked with decreasing
beam energy. At 6 MeV no difference in profiles was found between foil 1 and
foil 3. Probabb' at this low energy the field is already flattened by a thin foil like
foil 1 and more scattering has little effect.
In Fig. 6 the field flatness, obtained with foil 3 and a compromise inset width for
the whole energy range (6-20 MeV), is compared with the field flatness using foil
1 and no insets. Especially the beams of lower energy gain in flatness if the insets
can be omitted.
Besides the increase with beam energy, the difference in the beam profiles between
two foils is also found to increase with field dimension. As a result, for field
dimensions above 12 cm, using foil 1, the profiles of the high energy beams (17,
20 MeV) are too low at the field edges. Changing to a thicker and profiled foil, foil 2,
for these energies improved these fields up to an acceptable degree (cf. p. 115), while
the profiles of the smaller fields remained almost the same.
Depth dose and roentgen ray contamination. The changes in the central axis depth
dose curve due to the wall scatter and the influence of insets and different foils
appear in Fig. 7. The contribution of wall scatter to the 'build-up' region changes the
curves significantly, the therapeutic range and the dose gradient are reduced. When
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field. 20 MeV, foil 2, depth 0.8 cm,
applicator 10 cm x 10 cm. — Profile
without cerrosafe end frame. — Profile
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insets or a thinner foil are used, an improvement of beam quality is gained; foil 3
plus insets and foil 1 give the same depth dose curve for each energy. However, with
foil 2, necessary for 17 and 20 MeV to provide sufficient flatness at the largest field,
a small loss of depth dose must be accepted. As can also be seen from Fig. 7 the
roentgen ray contamination of the beams is 2.5 per cent at most, at 20 MeV.
Flared wall applicators
Large field sizes. For field sizes larger than the exit aperture of the accelerator
head, two applicators have been studied, one of field size 10 cm - 20 cm and one
of 20 cm -•• 20 cm. The walls defining the 20 cm dimension are flared, the corresponding dimension of the entrance opening of the applicator is 16 cm. An additional
profiled scatterer is introduced in the entrance opening of these applicators to obtain
a flat field, meeting the specifications set forth. These scatterers are composed of
perspex rectangles (for the 10 > 20 applicator) or squares (for the 20 x 20 applicator)
of different thickness and dimensions, piled concentrically. In the 20 20 applicator
the sides of the squares are positioned parallel to the diagonals of the field, thus
favouring the electrons scattered to the corners.
The nominal energy of the beams is reduced with 1 MeV by the scatterers, but
there is no measurable contribution to the roentgen ray contamination. The
shapes of the percentage depth dose curves are not deteriorated by the additional
scatterer; the curves are only shifted 4 mm towards the surface.
General
Field defining end frames. Field defining frames at the exit end of the applicators
have been developed to reduce the number of applicators needed for clinical practice
and to offer the possibility of irregular field shapes. These frames consist of a layer of
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cerrosafe with thickness 1 cm on a layer of 0.5 cm perspex, the latter acting as a
spacer between frame and patient. The frames only stop electrons incident on them;
the existing field flatness is hardly changed. The amount of associated Bremsstrahlung
at 20 MeV is insignificant when the shielded area extends nowhere more than 1 cm
from the applicator walls. With increasing distance between the walls and the field
edge a roentgen level of 7 per cent can be expected under the cerrosafe when 20
MeV electrons are used. With 14 and 10 MeV this reduces to 4 and 3 per cent, respectively.
Radiation outside the treatment field. With the 20 MeV beam the dose rate under
the applicator wall falls off rapidly to 8 per cent (Fig. 8) and then outside the
applicator slowly decreases to 2 per cent at 5 cm from the field edge. A sharper
decline outside the treatment field is obtained when a cerrosafe end frame, defining
the same field size as the applicator, is used. When critical regions, e.g. the eyelens,
are present just outside the applicator and a high energy beam is used, a further
reduction of dose delivery (under a 2 % level) is needed and is achieved by additional
cerrosafe of 1 cm thickness placed against the last 10 cm of the applicator wall.
The extra aluminium layer of 1 cm thickness, added outside the first 3.5 cm of the
applicator walls at the entrance side (Fig. 2), stops the electrons which skim the main
diaphragms and then hit a small strip around the entrance area. This aluminium gives
a reduction of dose of one per cent outside the treatment field.
4. Discussion
Optimum results are obtained with the parallel wall applicators by reducing the
scattering foil thickness until just sufficient flatness is reached with the highest energy
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at the largest field dimension. Considering the fact that the lower energy electron
beams are used most in clinical practice, this approach is preferable to the inset
technique combined with a heavy foil, providing ample scattering at the largest field
dimension, with its associated roentgen ray production. If different foils can be
selected for seperate ranges of electron energies and the foil thickness is minimized
for the highest energy of each range, the results are even better.
Energy losses in the scattering foil and wall scatter reaching the field centre
deteriorate the central axis depth dose curve. The approach just described reduces the
effects as much as possible within the limits set by the requirement for field flatness.
For the flared wall applicators, the thin foils selected in the above mentioned way
for the parallel wall applicators, do not give sufficient field flatness, due to the low
contribution of the plain beam at the field edges and the associated loss of wall
scatter. This can be compensated by an additional scatterer in the entrance opening
of the applicator. Perspex is used in order to preserve the optical field on the patient.
The gain in flatness for all energies with the parallel wall applicators seems to
outweigh the use of an additional scatterer with the flared wall applicators with its
associated absorption of energy. All fields obtained with the applicators and their
field defining frames satisfy the criterion set forth for field flatness.
An alternative to the present approach is the use of the main diaphragms delimiting
the beam as a function of field size and electron energy. Reproducible setting of the
diaphragms must then be accomplished, which in clinical practice demands a
complicated system with motorized and electronically steered diaphragm setting.
Based on the treatment fields used in the clinic, a set of 12 applicators and 45
field defining frames was constructed. This set offers rectangular and square fields
ranging from 4 cm * 4 cm to 20 cm >'• 20 cm. In Fig. 9 examples of final isodose
distributions are given.
The use of a low melting material for the field defining frames also offers the possibility of irregular field shapes, as cerrosafe can be moulded into any desired shape,
cut in polystyrene foam, in the same way as known in the mantle field technique.
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SUMMARY
This report describes how a set of applicators, covering fields with dimensions of 4 to
20 cm, for the 6 to 20 MeV electron beams of a MEL SL75-2O linear accelerator was developed. The electron scatter contribution of the applicator walls to the treatment field was
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investigated, varying the applicator entrance opening and the scattering foil, with the aim of
optimizing the resulting field flatness, with a minimum loss of depth dose. Experiments with
field defining end frames and additional perspex scatterers for large field sizes are also reported.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Eine Reihe von Applikatoren werden beschrieben, die die Felder von Dimensionen
zwischen 4 und 20 cm decken fiir die 6 bis 20 MeV Elektronstrahlen von einem MEL S175-2O
Linear-Accelerator entwickelt worden war. Der Beitrag der Elektronstreustrahlung der
Applikatorwande zum Behandlungsfeld wurde untersucht, wobei die Applikator-Eingangsoffnung und die Streufolie verandert wurden mit dem Ziel, die Feldflache optimal auszugleichen mit einem minimalen Verlust der Tiefendosis. Versuche mit Feldbegrenzenden
Endrahmen und zusatzlichen Perspexstreuren fur grosse Feldgrossen werden berichtet.

RESUME
Ce travail decrit la mise au point d'un jeu d'applicateurs couvrant des champs de 4 a 20 cm,
pour les faisccaux d'electrons de 6 a 20 MeV d'un accelerateur lineaire MEL SL75-20. La
contribution de la diffusion electronique des parois de l'applicateur au champ de traitement
a ete etudiee, en faisant varier l'ouverture de l'entree de I'applicateur et l'ecran de diffusion,
afin d'optimiser la planeite du champ resultant avec un minimum de perte de dose en
profondeur. L'auteur presenie aussi les resultats d'experiences avec des cadres situes a
l'extremite pour definir le champ et avec des diffuseurs complementaires en perspex pour
les grandes dimensions de champ.
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Abstract. A method for the calculation of absorbed dose distributions of arbitrarily shaped
electron beams is presented. Isodose distributions and output factors of treatment fields
can be predicted with good accuracy, without the need for any dose measurement in the
actual field. A Gaussian pencil beam model is employed with two different pencil beams
for each electron beam energy. The values of the parameters of the pencil beam dose
distributions are determined from a set of measurements of broad beam distributions; in
this way the influence of electrons scattered by the applicator walls is taken into account.
The dose distribution of electrons scattered from high atomic number metal frames, which
define the treatment field contour at the skin, is calculated separately and added. This
calculation is based on experimentally derived data. The method has been tested for
beams with 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV electron energy. The distance between calculated and
measured isodose lines with values between 10 and 90% is under 0.3 cm. The difference
between calculated and measured output factors does not exceed 2"/n.

1. Introduction

In radiation therapy with high-energy electron beams, treatment fields of various
shapes are used. In recent years a number of methods have been presented for
characterising electron spatial absorbed dose distributions (Kawachi 1975, Osman
1976, Fehrentz et al 1979, Perry and Holt 1980, Hogstrom et al 1981, Brahme et al
1981, Werner et al 1982). Only calculations for rectangular fields, however, are
reported; results for an arbitrarily shaped electron field, designed for an individual
patient, have not been shown. Of such fields, the absorbed dose distribution has to
be determined before starting the treatment. In order to facilitate this, a computational
method is needed which can produce isodose patterns and the output factor without
the need of dose measurements in the actual field.
The dose distributions of the electron beams investigated in this study have a
rather complex origin. The beam traverses the exit window of the accelerator tube,
the monitoring ionisation chamber, a scattering foil and air. This results in angular
spreading of the electrons, energy spectrum broadening and production of bremsstrahlung. An applicator with solid walls then collimates the diverging beam towards the
skin or the surface of the water phantom. This causes a contribution of electrons
scattered at different angles back into the beam. Finally, a metal frame of high atomic
number attached to the end of the applicator and in contact with the skin defines the
contour of the treatment field. Besides the shielding effect of the frame, both on
electrons coming directly from the scattering foil and on those arriving from the
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applicator walls, scattering of electrons on the frame edges causes an additional
contribution to the dose inside the field.
The aim of this work was to find a mathematical description for the dependence
of the absorbed dose distribution on the treatment field contour in order to compute
isodose patterns and output factors for any particular shielding frame. The output
factor is defined here as the ratio of the maximum dose on a specific axis, parallel to
the beam's axis in the field of interest, to the maximum dose on the beam's axis for
the largest field within the same applicator. This reference dose for each applicator
is known by measurement. The concept of a narrow pencil beam forming the building
element for the treatment beams (Harder 1962, Lillicrap et al 1975, Osman 1976)
was taken as a starting point. The dose distribution of such a pencil beam was deduced
from measurements in two square treatment fields. The calculation of the dose
distribution of any treatment field with the same electron energy consists of two parts,
of which the results are added. Firstly, integration of pencil beam dose distributions
over the treatment field area and, secondly, calculation of the frame scatter contribution. Special experiments were designed to determine the dose distribution of electrons
scattered from a small frame edge element as a function of depth and lateral distance
from the edge.
For clinical use the calculations are presented as isodose distributions; the accuracy
of the computational method is therefore expressed as the error in the calculated
positions of the isodose lines. The treatment volume (ICRU 1978) is enclosed by an
isodose surface, the value of which is defined by the radiotherapist. In most cases
this value ranges from 80 to 90% of the maximum dose. Therefore we considered
90% as the upper limit of the range of relevant isodose line values; 10% was taken
as the lower limit. The allowed distance between a calculated and a measured isodose
line of the same value in this range was restricted to a maximum of 0.3 cm. The
difference between a calculated and a measured output factor was required not to
exceed 2%.
In this paper a method to calculate three dimensional absorbed dose distributions
of arbitrarily shaped electron fields is described and a comparison of various calculated
and measured dose distributions is presented.
2. Mathematical models
2.1. Planar fluence of primary electrons

Let a beam of monoenergetic electrons be perpendicularly incident on a semi-infinite
uniform medium with a flat surface. At the surface this beam is considered to be
composed of an infinite number of rotationally symmetric pencil beams of
infinitesimally small cross-section and parallel directed central axes. We denote by
f(z, r) the distribution of the planar fluence of the primary electrons in the medium
of such a pencil beam impinging on (z, r) = (0,0); z represents the depth and r the
distance to the central axis of the beam. According to the theory of small-angle
multiple scattering (Fermi 1940, Eyges 1948) f(z, r) is given by
f(z,r) = -^rexp(-r2/2<r2!)

(1)

2ircrz

where 2a\=rl{z),

i.e., the mean square radi?l spread at depth z. In cartesian

coordinates f(z, r) reads as
f(z,r) = 2ir(T2zf(z,x)f(z,y).

(2)

For a broad plane parallel beam with planar fluence distribution (ft (0, x, y) at the
surface, the planar fluence of the primary electrons in (z, x, y) is given by

4>iz, x, y) = 2TT<T\ j j 4,(0, u, v)f(z, x-u)f(z,

y-v)dudv

(3)

the integration being over all values of u and v for which #(0, «, v)>0. Note that
equation (1) presumes that the total number of primary electrons remains constant
with depth; this will not be valid for depths greater than approximately half the
electron range (section 2.4).
2.2. Accelerator beams
The electron beam that arrives at the phantom surface when no applicator is present
is called the accelerator beam. This beam was used in experiments we carried out to
determine frame scatter distributions and is therefore described first. After passing
the accelerator scattering foil, the beam is only limited by the photon collimators.
The planar fluence distribution at the surface is considered to be Gaussian in two
orthogonal directions; with parameters xl = x (0) and yf, = y^(0) one has
(4)
where n is the total number of electrons arriving at the surface. Putting equations
(1) and (4) in equation (3), one obtains for the planar fluence of the primary electrons
in (2, x, y)

which is a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution.
2.3. Treatment beams
For the electron beams obtained with an applicator present, the fluence of electrons
scattered by the applicator walls is not considered separately. The planar fluence
distribution in the medium of the electrons which arrive directly from the scattering
foil on the surface of the phantom together with the electrons coming from the
applicator walls is described by means of one pencil beam. In the model we assume
these electrons to be perpendicularly incident on the surface. The electrons scattered
by the field defining frame are not included here; these will be treated separately
(section 2.5). The variation of the planar fluence at the surface within the applicator
aperture remains within limits of 5% of the central axis value (Van der Laarse et al
1978). For a treatment field with area A at z = 0, defined by the frame in contact
with the phantom surface, we therefore take

=0

forU,

y)£A.
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The planar fluence in point (z, x, y) then becomes (equations (1) and (3))

«>

The electrons scattered by the applicator walls influence the central axis dose distribution (Bruinvis 1979). Because of their oblique incidence, interception of these electrons by a field defining frame results in a stronger field size dependence of the central
axis planar fluence distribution as compared to the accelerator beam. In the parallel
beam model, this was accounted for by using higher values for az, simulating a stronger
diffused pencil beam (section 3.3).
For a rectangular field of dimensions 2X and 2Y centred around the 2-axis and
after the transformations t = (w -x)/crz and t = {v -y)/ov, equation (7) takes the form
• IX-XI/IT.

<t>\z,x,y) = ^ \

' exp(-r2/2)df

Z7T J ( - X Jt)/<r..

.(Y-\)/lT.

" ex P (-r 2 /2)dr.

(8)

J(-V-vP/ir.

2.4. Conversion to absorbed dose
To obtain a complete description of the depth dependence of the planar fluence of
primary electrons in the medium, one has to take into account the absorption of
electrons at greater depths. The influence of the electron absorption on the <xr
parameter of the pencil beam is automatically accounted for, as the values of crz are
derived experimentally (section 5.3). To describe the decrease of the planar fluence
of primary electrons, a function Hz) was introduced as a multiplying factor for f(z, r)
(equation (1)). Furthermore, the fluence of the secondary electrons has to be added;
this was represented by a second multiplying factor s(z) for f(z,r). The absorbed
dose in a point due to the arriving electrons, can in first approximation be given by
the product of the mass collision stopping power for the mean energy of the primary
electrons at that depth, S(z)/p, and the fluence (ICRU 1972, Brahme 1975). To
convert the planar fluence to fluence we applied a third multiplying factor m(z) to
f(z, r). The relation between absorbed dose and planar primary electron fluence for
a broad beam is then given by:
D(z,x, y) = P(z)4>(z,x,y)

;

(9)

where P{z) = l{z)s(z)m(z)S(z)/p.
In order to interpret P{z) let us consider an
infinitely wide plane-parallel beam with uniform planar fluence distribution at the
surface. In equation (3) we put 4>(0, u, v) = 1 and extend the integrations to infinity;
this yields <£(z,x, y) = l at all depths. Then equation (9) implies D(z,x,y) = P(z).
Thus P(z) represents the depth dose distribution of an infinitely wide beam per unit
incident fluence. Values for P(z) were obtained by measurement of such dose
distributions. For a beam of finite dimensions or with a varying fluence distribution
at the surface, the conversion factor from planar fluence of the primary electrons to
total absorbed dose may differ from P(z). To account for this in the model, a correction
has to be applied to the calculation of <{>(z, x, y) in equation (9). This is done in an
approximate manner by adjusting the values of a. to fit a set of measured absorbed
dose distributions (section 3).

;
t
A
;
J
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2.5. Frame scatter dose
We consider the dose distribution in the medium resulting from electrons which are
scattered by the edge of a field defining frame. For circular frames centred around
the central axis of the beam, the source of frame scatter is formed by the electrons
that impinge on a ring of width A/? (the lateral excursion of the electrons in the
material, Lax and Brahme 1980) around the field with radius R (figure 1). Of these

R+hR

Figure 1. Scattering of electrons by a circular frame edge. Top view of the field with coordinate system.
Electrons that impinge in the ring with width A/? can be scattered into the field.

electrons a certain fraction is scattered out of the volume under the ring and produces
a dose distribution FR(z) along the central axis. For each beam energy we described
FR(z) as a linear—in one case a quadratic—function of z up to a specific depth

FR{z)= X Q(R)z'

forO^z^z

FR(z) = O

= l or 2

for z >zm(R).

(10)

The dependence of the coefficients on R was taken as
i =0,1,2; m = l o r 2
,=o

(11)

and the dependence of z (R) on the radius as
(12)
These mathematical representations gave an adequate description of the experimental
results; the values of the constants c,, and Co, Cu Ci were derived after fitting to the
experimental data (section 5.2).
For an arbitrarily shaped field, the frame scatter dose in points on the z-axis is
computed by approximating the field area by circle segments of varying radius with
their centre in (0, 0, 0). The contribution to the dose in (;, 0, 0) of an edge element
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extending over an angle A0 of a circular frame with radius R is given by (A0/2TT)FR(Z )
(cf the method of Clarkson (1941) for tissue scatter in irregularly shaped photon
beams).
2.6. Photon dose component
The absorbed dose due to bremsstrahlung has to be added to the electron dose values.
The central axis dose distribution of this photon component, which is produced by
the electron beam in the accelerator head and in the phantom, was described by a
single exponential expression as proposed by Niisslin (1979). At a specific depth the
photon dose was considered not to vary with lateral position nor to be dependent on
field size. From the 'photon tail' of the central axis depth dose curve, measured in a
large field, the parameter values characterising the photon dose component were
obtained (Niisslin 1979). In the following we deal with dose distributions solely due
to electrons. In the case of measurements these dose distributions were obtained by
subtracting the photon component; this will not be mentioned explicitly.
3. Computational methods
3.1. Treatment field dose distributions
For an arbitrary treatment field the absorbed dose distribution in a chosen plane of
interest, parallel to the central axis of the beam, is computed in four steps.
(i) In the plane a reference axis is specified (2-axis) parallel to the beam's axis and
central in that part of the field. The dose in points on the reference axis due to the
electrons coming directly from the scattering foil and from the applicator walls is
calculated with equation (7) using parameter values <r', function values P(z) and
equation (9). The values of a* and P{z) are determined from central axis dose
distributions, measured in a large and a small square field (section 3.3).
(ii) The dose in points on the axis due to the electrons scattered by the shielding
frame is calculated as described in section 2.5 and is added, yielding the total electron
dose. The values of the parameters in equations (10), (11) and (12) were determined
experimentally (section 3.2).
(iii) For an off-axis point (z, x, y), the ratio of the total electron dose in (z,x, y)
and the total electron dose on the reference axis at the same depth is calculated by
applying equation (7) with parameter values apz for the two points. The values of ap.
were determined from measured dose profiles of a large square field (section 3.3).
The absorbed dose in (z, x, y) due to the electrons is computed as the product of this
off-axis to on-axis dose ratio and the dose value on the reference axis. The variation
of the frame scatter dose within the field is thus not considered.
(iv) The photon dose component is added in each point of the considered plane.
After these four steps the dose values in each point are divided by the maximum
dose value on the reference axis and an isodose distribution is obtained by interpolation. Also the maximum dose value on the reference axis is divided by the maximum
dose on the central axis of the largest field within the applicator, yielding the output
factor.
3.2. Frame scatter determination
Experiments with frames defining circular fields with different diameters were performed to determine the contribution to the dose on the central axis by electrons
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scattered from the frame edge. The frames were placed on the phantom surface and
irradiated by a wide accelerator beam (no applicator). In order to identify the dose
distributions of the frame scatter electrons, the dose delivered on the central axis by
the electrons which directly impinge on the phantom surface within the circular field
contour was calculated and subtracted from the total dose values. The wide accelerator
beams could be considered rotationally symmetric; the planar fluence distribution at
the surface without a frame is given by equation (4) with 2x\-2y\=r\.
The
expression for the planar fluence distribution due to the primary electrons on the
central axis of a circular field with radius R (figure 1) was found using equation (1)
and by equations (3) and (4) transformed into cylindrical coordinates:

=

— T exp(( - ^))
Jo Trf*

\

e

T

rwJ 2n(T,

*p((- ;rV) )2nr dr.
\

(13)

2<T~)

This reduces to
2\l-cxp(~R^^)}

(14)

ir(rv,+2az)i
\
2
J
and using equation (9) this is converted to absorbed dose. Subtraction of these
calculated central axis dose values from the measured doses in the circular fields,
yielded the dose contribution due to the electrons scattered out of the frame edges.
In this way values for FR(Z) (equation (10)) were determined for a set of R values.
Based on these data, values for the constants in equations (11) and (12) were found.
FR(z) will be proportional to the planar fluence of the electrons that impinge on the
frame at the field edge, <#(0,R), which is approximately given by equation (4) with
2
2
2
JC2 + y = I? and 2JC?I = 2y = /•«. In order to calculate the frame scatter dose for the
situation when these frames are irradiated by a treatment beam with a uniform planar
fluence distribution at the surface <p0, we employ values of (FR{z)/<f>(0, R))tpu.
The computation of 4>R(Z, 0,0) (equation (14)) for a given R requires values for
n, rWl and az, and for the conversion to dose, data on P{z) have to be known. The
following method was employed to assess these values (Appendix 1). The value for
rw for the wide accelerator beam of specific energy was found by measurement of the
radial surface dose distribution. The values for er. were derived by comparing the
central axis dose distribution of the wide beam with that of a beam obtained with
narrow settings of the photon collimators (Van Gasteren 1981, private communication). In the limit R -* oo equation (14) gives the central axis planar fluence distribution
of the primary electrons of the wide accelerator beam without a frame. By comparison
with the measured central axis dose distribution of this beam, using the derived values
for rw and crz, the values for P(z)n were obtained from equation (9).
3.3. Treatment beam parameters
For each electron energy, two sets of az values are employed to characterise the beams
obtained with an applicator present. One set, denoted by a-%, is used for dose
calculations on the reference axis (2-axis); the second set, denoted by o-":, is used to
calculate relative dose distributions in planes perpendicular to the z-axis. The set of
<T\ values were derived in a similar way as for the accelerator beams. The central
axis dose distribution of the largest field and of a small square field within the same
applicator—denoted respectively by D,(z, 0, 0) and Ds{z, 0, 0)—were measured. The
contributions to the dose of electrons scattered from the field defining frames were
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calculated and subtracted from Dx(z, 0,0) and £>s(z, 0, 0). This yielded D\~\z, 0, 0)
and D[~\z, 0, 0) respectively. Their ratio was taken at each depth, from which values
for <T\ were derived (Appendix 2). With these <r\ values we evaluated the integrals
in equation (8) for the central axis of the large field. The value of the product P(z)cp0
was determined by comparison with D['\z, 0,0) derived above, using equation (9)
(Appendix 2).
The set of arpz values was determined from measurements of off-axis to on-axis
dose ratio distributions in the plane y = 0 ('central axis beam profiles') in the largest
field of the applicator (Appendix 3). This approach is similar to that of Van Gasteren
(1979, private communication) and Edwards and Coffey (1979).
4. Experimental methods
Dose distributions of electron beams with 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV nominal energy
(HPA 1971), generated by a Philips (MEL) SL75-20 linear accelerator, were investigated. Details about the scattering foils and the applicators can be found elsewhere
(Van der Laarse et al 1978). Shielding frames in contact with the phantom surface
defined treatment fields with a minimum width of 2 cm and a minimum area of
4 cm x 4 cm, which are considered extremes for clinical practice. These frames consisted of 1 cm of high Z metal alloy (Cerrosafe, of composition 42.5% bismuth, 37.7%
lead, 11.3% tin and 8.5% cadmium) and 0.4 cm of Perspex between the metal and
the phantom surface. The frames could be attached to the applicator end; experiments
were also conducted without using an applicator. The frames, whose outer dimensions
were 20 cm x 20 cm, were then positioned on the phantom surface with the same
distance to the scattering foil as in the case of an applicator.
Measurements were performed in a water phantom with a parallel-plate ionisation
chamber. The collecting area of this chamber was 0.3 cm x 0.8 cm and the electrode
separation 0.2 cm (Van der Laarse et al 1978). Scans perpendicular to the central
axis of the beam were carried out with the 0.3 cm dimension of the chamber in the
scanning direction. The measured ionisation was converted into absorbed dose by
applying cE factors calculated according to ICRU report 21 (1972). No correction
was made for variation of electron energy in lateral direction.
5. Results and discussion
5.1. Accelerator beam parameters
The characteristics of the accelerator beams of 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV electron energy
were determined from measurements with the photon collimators defining an optical
field on the phantom surface of 20 cm x 20 cm and 4 cm x 4 cm. The lateral surface
dose distributions around the central axis could be well approximated by Gaussian
functions. For the wide beams circular isodose lines were found with P(0) = y (0) =
216, 195, 116, 171 cm2 for 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV electron energy respectively. For
20 MeV a thicker scattering foil was used than for the other three energies, which is
reflected in the value of * 2 (0). For the narrow beams elliptically shaped isodose
lines were found with 1^(0) = 9.8, 7.7, 5.6, 4.7 cm2, y2(0) = 18.r 13.0, 7.9, 7.9 cm 2
for 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV respectively. The asymmetry in x and y is due to the
different positions of the two sets of photon collimators in the accelerator head. From
the ratios of the central axis dose values in the two fields the parameter values o\
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5.2. Frame scatter parameters
The central axis dose distributions in circular fields with diameters of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
and 10 cm and irradiated by the accelerator beams of 6, 10, 14 and 20 MeV electron
energy were determined. Although the electrons scattered by the frame edge arrive
at the central axis with a much lower energy than the directly incident electrons (Lax
and Brahme 1980), the measured ionisation was converted into dose with the cE
values only appropriate for the directly incident electrons. Regarding the relative
amount of the frame scatter, the resulting error in the total dose was considered
negligible (less than 0.5%). After subtraction of the calculated dose distributions due
to the directly incident electrons, the relative contributions to the total dose of the
electrons scattered by the frame edges were obtained. In figure 2 the values for FR (z)

2
3
Depth (cm)

Figure 2. Scattering of electrons by circular frame edges. Electron energy of 20 MeV. Dose contributions
to the central axis of fields with diameters: A, 8 cm: O, 5 cm; Q, 3 cm (measured valuesl. The maximum
dose on the central axis measured without a frame is taken as 100'V The straight lines are fitted to the
data points.

are depicted as a percentage of the maximum dose on the central axis without a frame
for 20 MeV electron energy. In a smaller field we observe a higher dose at the surface,
but a more rapid decrease with depth. The latter may be explained by the fact that
the distance from the frame edge to the central axis increases more rapidly with depth
in a smaller field. The functions FR(z) (equation (10)) were fitted to the data. For
6,14 and 20 MeV electron energy linear functions suited the FR [z) values; for 10 MeV
quadratic functions were taken (table 1). First or second order polynomials were
sufficient for the exponents in the C,(/?) functions. The accuracy of these fits was
expressed as the difference between the calculated and measured values of FR(z) as
a fraction of the total dose measured at depth z in this field; this relative difference
did not exceed 1 %.
5.3. Treatment beam parameters
The values of o-\ for the treatment beams of 10, 14 and 20 MeV electron energy,
which were used to calculate dose distributions along the r-axis, were derived from
the measured central axis dose distributions in fields of 10 cm x 10 cm and 4 cm x 4 cm,
both in the 10 cm x 10 cm applicator (figure 3). For 6 MeV electron energy the
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Table 1. Frame scatter parameters C,(.R). The values of C,(/?) in
equation (10) (the frame scatter dose at depth 2 on the central axis
of a circular field with radius R) are given as a percentage of the
maximum dose on the central axis measured without a frame.
Field radius, R (cm)
Electron
energy (MeV)

1.5

6

4.5

r',' =-0.6

10

9.7
-7.6
s>
1.3
9.5
c,= -3.8
<"„ = 14.2
G = -4.5

CM f~<

14

c,=

20

2.5

4.0

c,,= 4.4
c,= -0.3
c,,= 8.0
c,= -4.3

c,,= 3.3
c,= -0.3
r,,= 5.4

G,=

c,=

c,=
c,=

0.52
7.5
-2.4
9.6
-2.3

C: = -1.8
C2 = 0.17
cn = 4.0

G - -1.0

ru =

5.6

r,= -0.9

difference between the curves in the two fields is only caused by the frame scatter
contribution, thus no a* values were determined. For this energy the CTP: values were
also used for on-axis calculations. The values of P(z)q>n were obtained as described
in section 3.3. The values of er? for the beams of all energies, which were needed to
calculate off-axis to on-axis dose ratios, were derived from measured central axis
beam profiles of the 10 cm x 10 cm field in the 10 cm x 10 cm applicator (figure 4).
The decrease in the slope of the curves at greater depth and the subsequent reduction
of a\ (figures 3 and 4) shows the effect of electron absorption. Electrons that have
been scattered far away from the central axis, have suffered more energy losses and
reach their range sooner than the more forward travelling electrons. The initially
much higher values of the a\ parameter compared to the tr;? parameter can be
attributed to the influence of the wall scatter electrons in a*. At greater depth the
wall scatter contribution diminishes and the values of the two parameters approach
each other.

08 •

06
10

Figure 3. Pencil beam parameter a\ for reference axis depth dose calculations. Values derived from ratios
of central axis dose values of 4 cm x 4 cm and 10 cm x 10 cm fields in 10 cm x 10 cm applicator. Electron
energy. • , 10 MeV; O, 14 MeV; A, 20 MeV;
, 5th order polynomials in c fitted to the data points.
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Figure 4. Pencil beam parameter CT* for off-axis to on-axis dose ratio calculations. Values derived from
central axis beam profiles of lOcmx 1(1 cm field in lOcmx 10 cm applicator. Electron energy: G, 6MeV;
• , 10 MeV; O, 14 MeV; A, 20 MeV;
, 5th order polynomials in ; fitted to the data points.

Describing the beam profiles of a large field by equation (A3.3) implies that for
x = L we should have Rdz, 0) = 0.5. The measured profiles in the 10 cm x 10 cm field,
however, reached their half maximum values outside the geometrical field boundary,
except at large depths where this occurred inside the field boundary. We therefore
regard 1L as an effective field width, i.e., the geometrical field width 2Llt increased
by a distance 2AL2, such that for L() + AL- the property i?,(z, 0) = 0.5 for x =L holds.
Examination of central axis beam profiles in smaller rectangular fields (geometrical
field width 2Xit) within the applicator showed smaller differences between effective
and geometrical field width (AX.). Equation (A3.2) describes these profiles for a field
of effective width 2X. With measured values of R(z, x) and the tr". parameter already
determined, we found the values for X. It appeared that to a good approximation
one has: AXZ = (X,,/

f.

6

Depth Icm)

Figure 5. Central axis depth dose calculations. 10 cm x 10 cm applicator, 20 MeV electron energy. O,
4 cm x 4 cm field eccentric, calculation; • , 6 cm x 6 cm field, calculation;
, corresponding curves,
measured;
, 10 cm x 10 cm field. The inset indicates the field contours.
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2
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Depth (cm)

Figure 6. Central axis depth dose calculations. 10 cm x 10 cm applicator, lOMeV electron energy. O,
4 cm x 4 cm field eccentric, calculation;
, corresponding curve, measured;
, 10 cm x 10 cm field.
The inset indicates the field contours.

5.4. Calculation of treatment field dose distributions
In figure 5 two calculated central axis dose distributions for 20 MeV electron energy
and 10 cm x 10 cm applicator are compared with the curves obtained by measurement.
As the dose distribution of the employed pencil beam, characterised by P(z) and cr\
values, is constructed to fit the central axis dose distributions of both the 10 cm x 10 cm
and the 4 cm x 4 cm field, they came out exactly. But figure 5 shows that excellent
fits for the intermediate field of 6 cm x 6 cm and for a field of 4 cm x 4 cm lying
eccentrically in the applicator are also obtained (the maximum error in depth is 0.2 cm
and 3% of the maximum dose). Figure 6 gives results for 10 MeV electron energy;
the higher relative surface dose in the 4 cm x 4 cm field, which is due to the frame
scatter, is predicted accurately. For 6 and 14 MeV electron energy the same accuracy
in calculation was obtained.
100 i

•I

-V.

S
S

Relative dose (%)

BO

\

20

0 HI-

Distance to central axislcml
Figure 7. Off-axis to on-axis dose ratio calculations. 10 cm x 10 cm applicator, 10 cm x 10 cm field, 10 MeV
electron energy. O, 0.2 cm depth, calculation; A, 3.0 cm depth, calculation;
, measured central axis
beam profiles. The inset indicates the field contour with the plane of measurement and calculation.
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Distance to central axis (cm)
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Figure 8. Off-axis to on-axis dose ratio calculations. 10 cm x 10 cm applicator, 2 cm x 10 cm field, 10 MeV
electron energy. O, 0.2 cm depth, calculation; A, 3.0 cm depth, calculation;
, measured central axis
beam profiles. The inset indicates the field contour with the plane of measurement and calculation.

The accuracy in off-axis to on-axis dose ratio calculations is illustrated for 10 MeV
electron energy in figures 7 and 8. The beam profile measured at 0.2 cm depth in the
10 cm x 10 cm field (figure 7) shows an increase from the central axis towards the field
edge, caused by electrons scattered from the applicator wall and the field defining
frame. In the 2 cm x 10 cm field (figure 8) the altered appearance of the measured
curve near the field edge indicates a reduced wall scatter contribution, partially caused
by the shielding frame. However, the error in the positions of the isodose lines with
values between 10 and 90%, calculated with the parameters cr\ and AX2, nowhere
exceeds 0.3 cm. The influence of wall and frame scatter becomes less with increasing
depth (figures 7 and 8). Thus for the off-axis to on-axis dose ratio calculations no
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Figure 9. Isodose distribution calculation for an irregularly shaped field. 10 cm x 10 cm applicator, 20 MeV
electron energy, plane A-B perpendicular. Positions of measured isodose lines: 0 , 90%; • , 85%; • ,
80%; +, 70%; O, 60%; Q, 50%; A, 40%; • , 30%; V, 20%; x, 10%:
, calculated isodose lines.
The inset indicates the field contour with the plane of measurement and calculation.
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special correction for this influence is necessary; this held also for the other electron
energies.
Figure 9 gives an example of an isodose distribution of an arbitrarily shaped
treatment field with 20 MeV electron energy. The influence of the varying field width
is well predicted by the algorithm (maximum distance between calculated and measured
isodose lines is 0.3 cm).
The accuracy of the computational method for the prediction of the relative output
factors of different fields turned out to be better than 2% (table 2).
Table 2. Relative output factor calculations. 10 cm x 10 cm applicator. Data used: crt parameter values
and calculated frame scatter contributions.
Field size (cm x cml
Electron
energy
(MeV)

10x10

Meas.

Calc.

Meas.

Calc.

Meas.

Calc.

6
10
14
20

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.020
1.013
1.033
1.042

1.015
1.015
1.017
1.036

1.011
1.000
1.026
1.045

1.014
1.011
1.022
1.055

0.992
0.982
1.029
1.054

1.005
0.990
1.027
1.072

6x6

5x5

4x4

6. Conclusions
A computational method by which absorbed dose distributions of arbitrarily shaped
electron fields can be predicted with good accuracy is presented. As has already been
recognised by other authors (Hogstrom et al 1981, Mills et al 1932), the prediction
of dose distribution variation with field dimensions is often complicated by electrons
scattered from the field defining devices. In these cases, therefore, measurement of
the central axis dose distribution of the particular field was recommended as a solution;
the calculation of off-axis to on-axis dose ratios did not present a problem. In our
approach we took the effects of electrons scattered by the applicator walls and the
field defining frames into account in the calculation; this enabled us to compute the
dose distribution for a new field without the need for any supplementary dose
measurement. The introduction of a second pencil beam dose distribution for the
calculation of dose values along the z- axis, besides one for off-axis to on-axis dose
ratio calculations, is an essential feature. Because the parameter values of both pencil
beams are derived from measurements in the actual clinical beams, the fairly simple
model of perpendicularly incident Gaussian pencil beams can be maintained to describe
the dose delivered by the electrons coming directly from the scattering foil together
with the electrons arriving from the applicator walls. In treatment fields with small
dimensions the separate calculation of the frame scatter contribution has proved to
be essential for the accurate prediction of isodose patterns, the relative output factor
and the surface dose.
In this paper we used treatment fields within a 10 cm x 10 cm applicator. In an
applicator with a smaller or larger aperture the wall scatter contribution will be
different, so in principle a new set of parameter values has to be determined for each
applicator. Explorative measurements showed that this applies to the a\ parameters,
which determine the dose variation with field size on the central axis, but hardly at
all to the o-; parameters, which characterise off-axis to on-axis dose ratio distributions
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(Bruinvis et al, to be published). This means that only two central axis depth dose
distributions have to be measured for each applicator to obtain the necessary additional
data for calculations in the whole range of possible field sizes.
This method can be extended to deal with air gaps between the field defining
frame and the phantom surface. The set of dose distributions from which values for
the az parameters and P{z) are derived has to be measured for a few air gaps. For
an arbitrary distance between the frame and the surface, the values for o-z and P(z)
can be found by interpolation. The experiments we carried out to determine the
frame scatter dose distributions have also to be repeated for a few air gaps.
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Appendix 1. Determination of accelerator beam parameter <rz
We consider accelerator beams of the same electron energy with two different settings
of the photon collimators. One setting produces a wide beam (index w) and the other
setting defines a narrow beam (index n) With a surface planar fluence distribution
<M0, x, y) as given by equation (4) with xl = x 5 (0), yl=^1(0) and using equation
(9) one has
Pn(0,x,y)

2

<MO,x,y)

1

From measured values of D n (0, x, 0)/D n (0,0,0) and £>n(0,0, y )/Dn(0, 0,0), xn and
yn were obtained via equation (Al.l). In the same way rw was obtained. For each
depth the ratio of the central axis dose values in both beams was taken; with equation
(9) one obtains
nw

_ P n U , 0 , 0 ) = <Mz,0,0)
DwU.0,0) <Mz,0,0)"

,A12)

The values of Qn,v,(z) were normalised to the value at the surface, which is expressed
as Q* w (z) = Qn.wU)/On.w(0). With equation (5) one has
(rl+2a2z)

~* , ,
Q*wU)=

2,

2,1/2,

2,

xnyn
2x1/2-2-

( A 1 »,

{ A l 3 )

as cr- = 0 for z = 0 by definition. From equation (A1.3) we computed az.
Appendix 2. Determination of treatment beam parameter a", and depth dose
distribution P(z)
We consider a large treatment field (dimensions 2Lx2L) and a small treatment field
(dimensions 25 x 25) and denote the central axis dose distributions after subtraction
of the frame scatter component by D\~\z, 0, 0) and D['\z, 0, 0) respectively. Their
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ratio is taken at each depth and with equation (9) we have
Dlt-\z,0,Q)

4>'Az, 0,0)

The values of Os.i(z) were normalised on the value at the surface, expressed as
O*i(z) = Os.i(z)/Os.i(0). From equation (8), Qs.i(z) is obtained
exp(-f 2 /2)d?

O..i(z)=
L J S/T!

ex P (-r 2 /2)d/

/
J / L J-L/cr?

.

(A2.2)

J

If we now assume cr* for 2 = 0 to be so small that S s» 3.3o-* then one can approximate
each integral in O5.i(0) by (2TT) 1/2 within 0.2% and O*iU) approaches QS,,U). If in
addition we have for the large field that at every depth L 3= 3.3a-], one can approximate
Os,iU) within about 0.5% by
'exp(-f 2 /2)dfl
-«/»•;

(A2.3)

J

From this relation values for <T\ can be determined from experimental Qs,i(r) values
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1972). With these <T\ values the product of the integrals in
equation (8) for the central axis of the large field equals 2ir, hence <f>'{z, 0,0) = (pn.
The value of the product P(z)ipn is then given directly by D\~\z, 0, 0) derived above,
using equation (9).
Appendix 3. Determination of treatment beam parameter tr\
We consider the central axis beam profile at depth z in the plane y = 0 for a treatment
field of width 2X. With use of equation (9) and neglecting the variation of frame
scatter, one can write for this ratio
(ZJX)

D(z,x,0)
D(z.0,0)~

D"\z,x,0)
Dl-\z.0,0)

_4>'(z,x,0)
<t>'(z,O,O)

[

'

With equation (8) we obtain
.lX-xl/tri;

J

,.+X/<rP

" exp(-r72) dt/

|-X-xl/<r?

exp(-f2/2)df

(A3.2)

' J-X/.T?

For a large field of width 2L with L^3.3o-;, R(z,x) can be approximated within
0.1% for positive x values as
Rl(z,x) = (2nVl/2\
cxp(-t2/2)dt.
(A3.3)
J_ac

By applying this relation on central axis beam profiles,^measured for the largest field
in the applicator, values for tr* were obtained from Rt values round the field edge
(Van der Laarse 1981).
Resume
Calcul des distributions de dose dans des faisceaux d"electrons pour des champs de forme quelconque.
Les auteurs presentent une methode de calcul de la distribution des doses dans des faisceaux d'electrons
pour des champs de forme quelconque. Les courbes isodoses et les debits peuvent etre calcules avec une
bonne precision sans qu"il soit necessaire d'effectuer une mesure de la dose dans le champ dirradiation

Calculation of electron beam dose distributions
considéré. Le modèle utilisé pour le faisceau élémentaire est de type gaussien avec deux faisceaux
élémentaires différents pour chaque énergie. Les valeurs des paramètres des distributions de dose dans le
faisceau élémentaire sont déterminées à partir des valeurs expérimentales des distributions de dose dans
un faisceau large, ce qui permet de tenir compte de l'influence des électrons diffusés par les parois du
collimateur. La contribution à la dose des électrons diffusés par le diaphragme de métal de numéro
atomique élevé qui définit les limites du champ d'irradiation à la peau est calculée séparément puis
additionnée. Ce calcul repose sur des données expérimentales. Cette méthode de calcul a été testée pour
des faisceaux d'électrons d'énergie 6, 10, 14 et 20MeV. La distance entre les courbes isodoses ainsi
calculées et les courbes isodoses mesurées est inférieure à 0,3 cm pour les valeurs de dose comprises entre
10 et 90% de la dose maximum. Les écarts entre les valeurs de débit calculées et les valeurs mesurées ne
dépassent pas 2%.

Zusammenfassung
Berechnung der Dosisverteilungen eines Elektronenstrahls für willkürlich geformte Felder.
Eine Methode zur Berechnung der Energiedosisverteilungen von willkürlich geformten Elektronenstrahlen
wird vorgestellt. Isodosenverteilungen und Ausgangsdaten von Behandlungsfeldern können mit guter
Genauigkeit vorhergesagt werden, ohne daß eine Dosismessung im tatsächlichen Feld nötig wäre. Ein
Gaujfcches Nadelstrahl-Modell mit 2 verschiedenen Nadelstrahlen für jede Energie des Elektronenstrahls
wird verwendet. Die Parameterwerte der Dosisverteilungen der Nadelstrahlen wurden bestimmt aus einer
Reihe von Dosisverteilungsmessungen bei von 0 verschiedenen Feldgrößen. Hier wird der Einfluß der
Elektronen, die an den Wänden des Applikators gestreut werden in Betracht gezogen. An den Metallrahmen, die die Konturen des Behandlungsfeldes auf der Haut definieren, werden durch die Metalle hoher
Ordnungszahl Elektronen gestreut, deren Dosisverteilung getrennt gerechnet und dann addiert wird. Diese
Berechnung basiert auf experimentellen Werten. Die Methode wurde getestet für Strahlen mit 6, 10, 14
und 20 MeV Elektronenenergie. Der Abstand zwischen berechneten und gemessenen Isodosen mit Werten
zwischen 10 und 90"/o beträgt weniger als 0.3 cm. Der Unterschied zwischen berechneten und gemessenen
Ausgangsdaten übersteigt 2% nicht.
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CHAPTER V
Calculation of electron beam depth dose curves and
output factors for arbitrary field shapes
1. Introduction
1.1 Formulation of the problem
In radiation therapy with high-energy electron beams, the
absorbed
dose
distribution
produced in tissue depends
primarily on the shape and size of the treatment field and on
the electron energy. Reducing the field size can have a
significant influence on the shape of the depth dose curve and
on the maximum dose value (Choi et al. 1379, McGinley et al.
1979, Meyer et al. 1984, Sharma et al. 19B4).
This also
holds for narrow parts of an arbitrarily shaped treatment
field. These effects are stronger when the beam contains
electrons scattered by the collimating devices, in particular
applicator walls and field defining frames CSvensson and
Hettinger 1967, Lax and Brahme 1980, ICRU 1984).
Because in many centres irregularly shaped electron fields
are used (Bjarngard et al. 1976, Goede et al. 1977, Choi et
al. 1979, Nair et al. 1983, Muller-Runkel et al. 1985), a
method to calculate the dose distribution in three dimensions
as a function of field contour and electron energy is needed.
Dose measurements for each individual field would constitute a
unacceptable work load. Rlthough modern systems of electron
beam collimation avoid applicator-wall scatter as much as
possible CICRU 1984), many centres still use electron beams
that contain a certain amount of wall scattered electrons.
Therefore the calculation method should be capable of dealing
with such a beam component.
First we will introduce some concepts used in this chapter.
The ICRU C1984) defines the reference axis Cor beam axis) as
the line passing through the center of the effective radiation
source or the virtual point source and the center of the
radiation fieLd (for circular and rectangular fields). In
order to generalise this definition for arbitrary field shapes
we define a depth axis as a line parallel to the beam's axis
passing through a given point in the radiation field, fl plot
of the absorbed dose values along this axis, expressed as a
percentage of the maximum dose on this axis, versus depth is
called a depth dose curve.
The CLocal) output factor is
defined as the ratio of the maximum dose on the considered
depth axis in the field of interest to that on the central
axis of a reference field CMills et al. 1982).

1.2 Bpproaches tp the problem
Computing depth dose curves and output factors as a function
of field size from a Limited number of experimental data has
been the subject of many studies. For rectangular and square
fields several techniques of interpolation between measured
dose values have been proposed and experimentally verified
(Briot and Dutreix 1376, Hogstrom et al. 1381, MilLs et al.
1382, Mini 1982, Yu 1383, Meyer et al. 1984, Mills et al.
1385, Sharma and Wilson 1985). Of these techniques the
equivalent square field methods have also been applied to
circular fieLds (Biggs et al. 1379) and to irregular field
shapes (Nair et al. 1383). In the latter work the output
factor for various field shapes and sizes was investigated in
relation to the ratio of field area to field perimeter.
The
presented results do not show, however, that the output factor
is independent of field shape for a given value of this ratio.
Concerning irregularly shaped electron fields a CLarkson
(1341) type of calculation has been suggested by Puel (1381)
and by Dutreix and Briot C1985) for depth dose curve
computation and applied by Yudelev et al. (1384) to measured
output factors. Yudelev and coworkers report good results, fl
major disadvantage of this method is the amount of dosimetric
data to be measured and stored in the computer .
Mills et al. (1982) where the first to employ a Gaussian
pencil beam model to predict output factors for square and
rectangular fieLds defined by the accelerator collimators.
The values of the two model parameters were optimised to
obtain a best fit to a set of measured data. In this way
disturbing effects on the beam, like collimator scatter which
was not included in the model, were taken into account. Mills
et al.
indicated how their method could aLso handle
irregularly shaped fields. Loyd and Rosen (1985) modified the
pencil beam modeL by introducing eleven fit parameters and
applied it to arbitrary field shapes. The vaLues of these
parameters were determined using a grid search optimising
technique to fit an extensive set of rectangular field output
factors. The method appears to be unnecessariLy complicated
and time consuming, considering the obtained results.
1.3 Outline of the present work
In a previous paper (Bruinvis et al. 1383a) we presented our
approach
to
the calculation of dose distributions for
arbitrarily shaped fields of clinical electron beams, also
using a Gaussian pencil beam model. The variation in isodose
distributions and in output factors due to shielding within a
10 cm x 10 cm applicator, was computed with good results
(Bruinvis et al. 1383a, 1383b).
The values for the dose
distribution parameters of the pencil beam at each depth were
derived from measured beam profiles and depth dose curves.

5eparate calculations for electrons scattered by the field
shaping device were performed.
In this way we took the
specific properties of the collimated electron beams into
account.
In this chapter the extension of our method to a complete
range of electron energies and applicator sizes is presented
and attention is focussed on the computation of depth dose
curves and output factors.
The applicability for electron
beams with various amounts of applicator-scattered electrons
is studied and two methods to derive values of the pencil beam
radial spread parameter are compared. Percentage depth dose
curves and output factors calculated for various field sizes
and shapes are compared with measured data. Errors that can
occur when the influence of electrons scattered by applicator
walls and field defining frames is not taken into account, are
discussed.
2. Computational methods
The electron beams investigated in this study were produced by
means of a single scattering foil, solid-wall applicators and
field defining metal frames of high atomic number.
In some
experiments no applicator was used. The frame is in contact
with the phantom surface. The major contribution to the dose
is given by the electrons that arrive directly from the
scattering foil on the phantom surface. Electrons that strike
the walls of the applicator cause an additional contribution
tD the dose when scattered back into the beam. Electrons that
impinge on the field defining frame near its edge can also
scatter back into the field, again adding to the dose Cfigure
13.
Finally, bremsstrahlung generated in the accelerator
head, the collimating structures and in the phantom forms a
fourth dose component.
2.1 Mathematical models
fl Gaussian pencil beam model (Fermi 1940, Hogstrom et al.
1981, Brahme et al. 1981) was used for the dose distribution
resulting from the electrons coming directly
from the
scattering foil together with the electrons scattered by the
applicator walls. The dose DCz) in a point at depth z was
computed by integrating the dose contributions to that point
from the pencil beams that lie with their central axes within
the treatment field contour. The pencil beams were considered
to originate at the phantom's surface with their
axes
perpendicular to it. R uniform planar fluence at the surface
(z=0) was assumed. For a treatment field of area R at z=0 and
the depth axis of interest in Cx,y)=C0,0}, D A Cz) is given by:

V z )=

dy
(i)

where 2cr2(z) denotes the mean square radial spread of the
pencil beam dose distribution at depth z and P(Z)/2TTCT 2 CZ)
denotes the dose distribution along its central axis. These
quantities also depend on the energy of the electron beam at
the phantom surface. For an infinitely large field one has
D ^ z ^ P C z ) ; thus PCz) represents the central-axis dose values
due to electrons in a field with lateral scatter equilibrium
CICRU 1984) on its central axis. We normalise all dose values
to the maximum central-axis dose in such a field;
then PCz)
represents the percentage depth dose curve reduced with the
photon dose component.
The actual integration in equation C D is carried out by
approximating the treatment field contour by line segments and
summating the pencil beams over a two-dimensional grid with a
mesh of 0.2aCz), i.e. depending on the depth.

phantom

Figure 1. The different contributions to the dose.
a:
directLv incident electrons;
b:
wall-scattered
electrons;
c:
frame-scattered electrons.
The electron with path d
contributes to the dose i n the applicator f i e l d but i s intercepted when a frame defines a
smaller f i e l d .

For computing the dose due to the electrons scattered by
the field defining frame the following procedure was used.
The treatment field of area R was approximated by circle
segments, extending over an angle AB, with their centres on
the depth axis of interest. The dose contribution at depth z
on the axis from a segment with radius R was computed as
(48/180).FR(z), with:
F R (z) = C (R) - (^(IO.Z for o<z<e Q (H)/C i (R)
(2)
_ Q
elsewhere
The functions C Q (R) and C 1 CR) and their parameters were
determined from central-axis depth dose curves measured for
three circular fields with different diameters and for a beam
without a frame (Appendix}. These measurements were performed
in electron beams without using an applicator in order to
avoid distorting effects of wall-scattered electrons. For the
field with area P, the totaL frame scatter dose on the axis at
depth z was calculated by summation over the segments with
A8=5 degrees.
The dose delivered by bremsstrahlung was described with a
simple exponential function of depth;
in the x- and ydimension this dose was assumed to be constant.
The photon
dose component was determined from a measured central-axis
depth dose curve (Nusslin 1379).
Rdding the dose due to the
directly
incident
and
wall-scattered electrons, the frame scatter dose and the
photon dose yielded the total dose in a point on the depth
axis.
The total dose values along the axis normalised to
their maximum value are presented as the depth dose curve.
The ratio of this maximum dose value and the maximum dose on
the central axis of the largest field within the applicator
used, is referred to as the output factor.
2.2 Pencil beam parameter values
Values for aCz) were determined by comparing the central-axis
depth dose curves measured for a 4 cm x 4 cm and a 10 cm x
10 cm field in the applicator with a 10 cm x 10 cm aperture as
follows.
Both curves were normalised to the maximum dose in
the 10 cm x 10 cm field. The dose contributions of framescattered electrons and the photon component were calculated
(section 2.1) and subtracted from the measured depth doses.
The 10 cm x 10 cm frame does not produce any scattered
electrons, as its top surface is completely shielded by the
applicator walls.
Rt a set of depths the ratios of the two
resulting dose values for the small and the Large field were
calculated;
this quantity we denote by Q(z). Rn expression
for Q(z) according to the employed model is derived in the
following.
For square fields of dimensions 2X x 2X and after

RQ

the transformations t=x/fiCz) and t=y/ffCz), equation C D
as:

reads

^ f .{2o
The 10 cm x 10 cm field is large enough to provide lateral
scatter equilibrium on its central axis (infinite field], thus
D 10 Cz)=PCz). For the 4 cm x 4 cm field D4Cz3 is given by
equation C3) with X=2.
Then QCz)=D4Cz)/D10 Cz)=D4Cz)/PCz),
which yields:

(4)
QCz) equals 1 for CTCZ)=0 and decreases with increasing
a method to compute
CTCZ)
for a given QCz) is given by
Rbramowitz and Stegun C1972). From relation (4) values for
CTCZ) were determined using experimental QCz) values for a set
of depths covering the depth range.
The influence
of
electrons scattered by the applicator walls on the variation
of depth dose curves with field size was thus taken into
account in the
<TCZ) values.
These values are denoted by
f/aCz) Caxis).
Rn alternative approach to determine values of the CT(Z)
parameter was presented by Edwards and Coffey C1979) and Perry
and Holt C19B0), and employs a set of measured beam profiles
of a Large field.
In order to assess the accuracy of this
type of method in depth dose distribution calculations, we
derived
CTCZ)
values from off-axis to on-axis dose ratios at
the edge of a 10 cm x 10 cm field and used these in a few
calculations.
These
values are denoted by <rpCz) CprofiLe).
Details of the procedure to obtain CTPCZ) values are given
elsewhere CBruinvis et al. 1383a).
The central-axis percentage depth dose vaLues for the
maximum field in each applicator served as basic data for the
calculations. Thus the variation in the wall scatter dose
component with applicator aperture was taken into acccount.
The central-axis depth dose curves for the 6 cm x 6 cm, 10 cm
x 10 cm and 14 cm x 14 cm applicator fields were measured.
PCz) values for these applicators were calculated by setting
D 2 x Cz) in equation C3) equal to the measured dose vaLues
reduced with the photon dose and using the experimentally
derived <7aCz) vaLues.
For the applicators with intermediate
dimensions, e.g. 8 cm x B cm, 6 cm x 14 cm, vaLues for PCz)
were derived by means of linear interpolation.
2.3 Output factor correction
The model of perpendicularly incident

Gaussian

pencil

beams

with identical dose distributions (section 2.1) does not give
a valid description of a beam that contains
electrons
scattered by the applicator walls. In order to overcome this
limitation without complicating the model, the values for the
parameters craCz) and PCz) were derived from measured depth
dose curves (section 2.2). In principle, dose calculations
with these Cz) values do only yield accurate results for the
4 cm x 4 cm field, from which they were derived. However, we
calculated depth dose curves for fields with Larger and
smaller dimensions and it is shown in section 4.2 that the
results agree well with the measurements. On the other hand a
systematic underestimation was observed in the calculated
output factors for fields or parts of fields with a dimension
smaller than 4 cm. The following correction was therefore
introduced.
Let the value of QCz) at the depth of maximum dose in the
4 cm x 4 cm field be Q|j|n. Pfter the calculation of the dose
distribution along the depth axis in an arbitrary field, the
value of DACz)/PCz) (equation 1) at the depth of maximum dose
z m was compared with Q,jm . When this value was smaller than
Q (im , the output factor was calculated with DA(zm)/P(zm)=Q,jm ;
in the other case no correction was applied.
3. Materials and experimental methods
3.1 Electron beams
Dose distributions of electron beams with 6, B, 10, 12, 14, 17
and 20 MeV nominal energy generated by a Philips (MEL) SL75-20
linear accelerator were investigated. Nominal energy refers
to the energy as indicated by the accelerator push buttons;
details about the scattering and collimation system and the
characteristics of the beams can be found elsewere (Van der
Laarse et al. 1978, Bruinvis et al. 1985). The applicators
had square apertures with dimensions of 6, B, 10, 12 and 14 cm
and rectangular apertures of 6x10, 6x14, 8x12 and 10x14 (cm x
cm). flpplicators with larger apertures are also used in our
department, but were not included in this study because they
are of a different construction (Bruinvis 1979). Shielding
frames in contact with the phantom surface defined various
treatment fields. These frames consisted of 1 cm of Cerrosafe
(composition 42.5 % bismuth, 37.7 % lead, 11.3 % tin and 8.5 %
cadmium) and 0.4 cm of Perspex between the metal and the
phantom surface.
The frames could be attached to the
applicator end; experiments were also conducted without an
applicator. The frames, whose outer dimensions were 20 cm x
20 cm, were then positioned on the phantom surface with the
same distance to the scattering foil as in the presence of an
applicator.

3.2 Ionisation chamber measurements
Measurements were performed in a water phantom with a
pLane-paralLeL ionisation chamber.
The collecting area of
this chamber has an elliptical shape with axes of 0.3 and
0.6 cm and an electrode separation of 0.2 cm CVan der Laarse
et al. 1978). The measured ionisation was converted into
absorbed dose according to ICRU Report 35 C13843. Depth
ionisation curves were obtained by scanning of the chamber and
directly
platting
the
signal divided by that of the
accelerator monitor with a pen recorder.
The curves were
normalised to their own maximum value. The accuracy of such a
curve was analysed with respect to positioning errors of the
ionisation chamber relative to the water surface and the
treatment field contour by repeated
measurements.
The
variation in each point of the percentage depth ionisation
curve did not exceed 0.5 % of the maximum ionisation value or
0.05 cm in depth. The maximum ionisation value was related to
that in a reference field by means of integrated measurements
per fixed number of monitor units. The precision of an output
factor determination was assessed with regard to variations in
the accelerator output and also to positioning errors. The
maximum difference in the values of the measured output factor
was 0.5 % .
4. Results and discussion
4.1 Pencil beam parameters
The values of craCz3 for the beams of 6 to 20 MeV nominal
energy were derived from the measured central-axis dose
distributions in the 10 cm x 10 cm applicator with the 10 cm x
10 cm and 4 cm x 4 cm field.
This applicator was chosen
because of its intermediate aperture dimensions; the 4 cm x
4 cm field was considered the smallest clinically interesting
square field. Figure 2 shows the polynomials that were fitted
to the ffaCz] data points for four energies and that were used
in the calculations (section 4.23. The surface values of^Cz)
lie between 0.8 and 1.0 cm, which does not agree with the
employed model of pencil beams that originate at the phantom
surface;
theoretically one has <rCQ3=0. This deviation can
be explained by the influence <?f electrons scattered by the
applicator
walls.
Because of their oblique incidence,
interception of those electrons by the 4 cm x 4 cm frame
results in stronger reduction of dose as compared to a
situation without wall scatter.
This yields smaller QCz3
values and via equation (4) one then obtains increased aa(z3
values. This effect necessitated the correction on output
factors calculated for fields with dimensions smaller than
4 cm (section 2.33.

; 20 MeV

8
10
depth (cm)
Figure 2. .Pencil beam parameter ira(z) for the beams with applicator as function of depth
for different electron energies.

and

4.2 Comparison of dose calculations with measurements
Central-axis percentage depth dose curves and output factors
were investigated for fields of 4x4, 6x6, 3x6, 3x10,3x14 Ccm x
cm) and those equal to the applicator aperture dimensions Ccf.
section 3 ) . Electron energies of 6, 10, 14 and 20 Mev were
selected for all these tests;
for the 4 cm x 4 cm and
applicator fields also the beams of 8, 12 and 17 MeV were
included in the tests. The calculations were performed as
described at the end of section 2.1 using the <xaCz) parameter
values; when a different procedure was used this is mentioned
explicitly. Deviations of the calculated depth dose curves
from the measured ones nowhere exceeded 0.2 cm in depth or 2 %
in dose. The maximum difference between calculated and
measured output factors was 2 %, except for the extreme case
of 20 MeV electron energy and the 3 cm x 6 cm field, where the
error was 2.7 % . Figure 3 shows the strong degradation of
the depth dose curve for this case [solid line) compared to
the curve of the applicator field (dashed line).
The
calculated depth dose curve, however, closely approximates the
measured one. The combined error in depth dose curve and
output factor at any depth for all fields remained within
3.5 % limits.
Ps an example we show
two calculated
depth dose
distributions for the broad and the narrow part of an
irregularly shaped field at 14 MeV electron energy Cfigure 4,
closed circles);
good agreement with the measured curves is
obtained.
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Figure 3. Central axis depth dose curve of the 3 cm x 6 cm field in the 6 cm x 6 cm
applicator, E=20 MeV.
: measured along the axis through C; • • • : calculated with
a izJ and frame scatter correction, maximum deviation 1 I and 0.2 cm. Output factor measured1.052; calculated: 1.025.
measured for the 6 cm x G cm field. The inset shows the
:
contours of the frame and the point of measurement.
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Figure A. Depth dose curves for an irregularly shaped f i e l d i n the 14 cm x 1A cm applicator,
EO4 MeV.
; measured; • • • : calculated with ffaCz) and frame scatter correction,
maximum deviation 2 I and 0.1 cm.
Output factor measured in H:
1.028, i n 8:
1.021.
Calculated output factor with uaCz) and frame scatter correction i n P: 1.025, in B: 1.027.
a a a : calculated with (7pCz) and frame scatter correction, maximum deviation i n B: S % and
0.5 cm; calculated output factor:
1.058.

The difference between the curves along the axes in point P
and B is striking; in particular the depth of the 85 % point
C'therapeutic range', ICRLi 19B4) in 0 is 1 cm less than in B.
The same calculations for the electron energies of B, 10 and
20 MeV showed deviations in the depth dose curves of less than
2 % and 0.2 cm and in the output factors of less than 1.5 %.
In order to test the alternative approach, the calculations
were also performed with the CTPCZ) values. In the broad part
of the field Cpoint B ) , this yielded exactly the same results
as the calculations with oraCz). In the narrow part at 14 MeV
electron energy, however, a total error of 6 % in dose at the
depth of the B5 % point resulted Cfigure 4, open circles}.
For the other energies similar unacceptable deviations were
found.
Calculations for another irregular field in a rectangular
applicator at 10 MeV electron energy also yielded accurate
results (figure 53.
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Figure 5. Depth dose curve for an irregularly shaped f i e l d i n the 8 cm x 12 cm applicator,
E=10 MeV.
: measured along axis through R; • • • : calculated with <raCzl and frame
scatter correction, maximum deviation 2 t and 0.1 cm.
Output factor measured:
0.995;
calculated 0.9BA
- - - : measured for the 8 en x 12 cm f i e l d .
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For the other energies the maximum errors in the calculated
depth dose curves for this field were 2 % and 0.2 cm, and in
the output factors 2 % Conly for 20 MeV: 2.5 % 3 .
4.3 Effect of applicator-wall scatter
To assess the accuracy of our method for electron beams with
different
properties, experiments without appLicators at
20 MeV electron energy were conducted. The variation in depth
dose curves and output factors with field size was most
pronounced at this energy, therefore it was chosen. The a a Cz)
parameter values were derived from the centraL-axis depth dose
curve of the unlimited beam and of a 4 cm x 4 cm field,
together with the ratio of the maximum dose values on the
central axes of the two fir'.ds. The 4 cm x 4 cm field was
defined solely by a frame on the phantom. Pgain a ffa(z) value
larger than zero is observed for z=0 (figure B ) .

5T
t 1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

8

10

depth (cm)
Figure 6. Pencil beam parameters <7aCzD and apCz) versus depth far the beam without
applicator, E=20 MeV.
:
<raCz3, derived from central axis depth dose values; the
vertical bars indicate the limits of the aaCz3 values due to an uncertainty of 0.5 I in the
experimental data. - - - : apCzJ, derived from lateral dose profiles.

We now consider the uncertainties in the measured data that
enter in the QCzD values from which traCz) is calculated
Csection 2.2). R positioning error in depth of the chamber
does not change during the measurements and only causes a
shift in depth of the QCz) values and consequently of the
ffaCz3 curve. Because of the symmetry of the frame, a
positioning error in lateral direction has a negligible effect
on the outcome, fln underestimation of the output factor due
to accelerator instability, however, gives systematically too

Low Q(z) values, which yields too high f/aCz) values at all
depths, fin overestimation of the output factor yields the
reverse. Using the upper and the lower limit of the spread in
Q(z) (±.0.5%, section 3.2), two sets
of
aa(z) were
a
calculated;
for Qtz)>1 we put cr (z)=0. Figure 6 shows that
the deviations from zero of aa(z) for z=0 to 3 cm have no
physical significance;
in this depth region QCz) remains
close to unity and the wa(z) values are badly defined.
This
is in contrast with the aa(z) curve determined in applicator
10 cm x 10 cm (figure 1); there the spread in QCz) produces a
variation in the values of a a Cz) of 0.05 cm at most. Due to
the applicator-wall scatter effect (section 2.1) overall Lower
values of QCz) are obtained which Lie in a region of slower
variation of a with Q (equation 4).
With the a a Cz) values for the uncoLLimated beam the
central-axis depth dose distributions of a 6 x 6, 3 x 10 and a
3 x 6 (cm x cm) field were calculated. The maximum deviations
from the curves measured without an applicator were 1 % and
0.1 cm; the errors in the calculated output factors were
0.2 % and 1.5 % respectively. R test for an irregular field
(figure 7) showed excellent agreement between the measured and
calculated depth dose curve and a difference of 1 % in the
output factor. Thus the method also yields accurate results
in complete absence of wall-scattered electrons.
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Figure 7. Depth dose curve for an irregularLy shaped field in the beam without applicator,
E=20 MeV. — —
: measured along the axis through R; • • • : caLculated with <raCz) and
frame scatter correction, maximum deviation 1 1 and 0.1 cm. Measured output factor:
1.051;
a
calculated with <7 Cz) and frame scatter correction: 1.042. o o o : calculated with ff"CzJ
without frame scatter correction, maximum deviation 5 % and 0.7 cm; caLculated output factor:
1.000. - - - : measured without frame.
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The differences between the cra(z) and CTPCZ) values for the
beam without applicator at 20 MeV electron energy are within
the given spread in a a (z) [figure 6 ) , which is related to a
dose variation of 0.5 %.
Consequently, calculations with
<rpCz) values for the square and rectangular fields mentioned
in the previous paragraph, including the 4 cm x 4 cm field and
for the field of figure 7, yielded similar good results as
with the o-aCz) parameter values. The maximum deviations from
the measured depth dose curves were 2 % and 0.2 cm and in the
relative output factors 1.5 %.
Calculations with <rp(z) at
10 MeV electron energy yielded results with similar accuracy.
Thus for the uncollimated beams either method to derive CTCZ3
values can be used; the dose calculations agree equally welL
with the measurements. If, however, the principal aim is to
determine the values of the model parameter, then the CTPCZ)
method is the more stable one, especially at small depths.
4.4 Effect of frame scatter
In all preceeding calculations the dose due to electrons
scattered by the field defining frame was taken into account.
To show the importance of this correction, a depth dose
distribution along the axis in point fl of the field of figure
7 was also calculated without the frame scatter dose component
Cfigure 7, open circles). Ht the depth of the 85 % point the
deviation from the measured curve is 5 % or 0.5 cm.
This is
caused by the underestimation of the dose in the first few
centimeters; the error in the output factor was 5 %.
5. Conclusions
R method is presented that accurately computes electron beam
depth dose curves and output factors for arbitrary field
shapes. For electron energies between 6 and 20 MeV, treatment
field dimensions between 3 and 14 cm and various applicator
sizes the method showed sufficient accuracy for clinical
practice, i.e., the agreement between calculated and measured
percentage depth dose curves was better than 2 % in relative
dose and better than 0.2 cm in position. The accuracy in
computed output factors was better than 2 % compared to
measurements, except for the extreme case of 20 MeV electron
energy and 3 cm field width, where a deviation of 3 %
occurred.
Treatment beams which contained a considerable
amount of electrons scattered by the applicator walls as well
as beams without such a component were investigated. The
calculations yielded results with the same accuracy for both
cases, which indicates the general applicability of the
method.
Only a limited amount of experimental work is required to

obtain the necessary data for the pencil beam model. It
comprises of two central-axis depth dose distributions in the
square applicator with the medium sized aperture: one for the
smallest square field applied in clinical practice and one for
the applicator field. The contribution of electrons scattered
by the applicator may require
two other
depth dose
measurements: one for the smallest and one for the largest
square applicator field.
The alternative method that derives values for the pencil
beam radial width parameter from measured beam profiles should
be used with care for depth dose curve and output factor
prediction.
In beams with a small amount of applicator-wall
scatter good results should be expected. In beams with a
non-negligible contribution of electrons coming from the
applicator, however, considerable errors can occur, especially
in small fields.
The effects of electrons scattered by the field defining
frame on depth dose curves and output factors depend on the
particular shielding material and on the distance of the frame
to the patients' skin. Whether or not a frame- scatter
calculation should be included in
the model
may be
investigated for the smallest field and highest electron
energy clinically used. For frames in contact with the
patient the importance of this correction is demonstrated in
this paper.
Rppendix:

Derivation of frame-scatter parameter values.

Central-axis dose distributions for circular fields with
diameters of 3, 5 and 8 cm and for a fieLd without a frame,
using the beams without an applicator, were measured for each
electron energy. The relative frame scatter contribution for
each field was taken as the difference between the dose in the
circular field and the dose in the unlimited field at the same
depth. The dose values were all normalised to the maximum
dose in the latter field. Thus the influence of reduced field
area on the dose component due to the electrons coming
directly from the scattering foil was not considered, which
became manifest as negative frame scatter dose values at
larger depths. The positive values showed an almost linear
behaviour as a function of depth z for all energies and field
sizes and were fitted with the function F R C E ) = C 0 C R ) - C 1 C R ) . z
Cequation C2)) to within 0 . 5 V For larger depths F R Cz) was
set equal to zero. The dependence of the coefficients CQCR3
and C ^ R ) on the radius R could be well approximated by:

CQ(R> = R.exp(-c 00 - Coi.R)
(^(R) = R.exp(-c 10 - cxl.R - c 1 2 R 2 )

(AD

The values of the constants CJ: were derived after fitting
Ln[C0(R)/R] and LnCC^RD/R] to the experimental data.
Ps a test of the accuracy of the method the frame-scatter
dose was calculated with equations C D , (01) and c r values for
the three circular fields.
The calculated values agreed
within Q.5 % with the original experimental ones.
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CHAPTER VI
A physical model of electron beam transport in water for
radiation treatment dose planning
1. Introduction
Electron beam dosimetrv and dose planning require methods to
describe the penetration of high energy electron beams in
matter. The electron fluence differential in energy and angLe
at a given point in the absorbing medium is the basic quantity
that completely describes such penetration, and it can be used
to derive other quantities, like the absorbed dose in each
point, as a function of the incident electron energy.
1.1 Transport models
Rt present no detailed theory is available for the complete
treatment of electron transport; there only exist statistical
models of multiple collisions with different nature.
On one
side one has various theories that solely deal with energy
losses along the electron path (Bethe 1930, Williams 1929,
Landau 1944, Blunck and Leisegang 1950, Vavilav 1957, etc.).
On the other side there are a number of models for the
scattering
of electrons
that
onLy consider
angular
distributions CGoudsmit and 5aunderson 1940, Moliere 194B,
Fano 1954, Nigam et al. 1959, 5cott 1963, etc.). On
exception is the inclusion of energy considerations by Eyges
C1948) in the multiple scattering theory of Fermi C1940).
For a complete and an accurate treatment of electron
transport, however, use has to be made of the Monte Carlo
method to combine the more sophisticated energy loss and
scattering models and to include the transport of secondary
electrons and bremsstrahlung photons. These calculations
serve as an usefulI source of basic dosimetric data and
reference dose distributions. However, direct use in routine
treatment planning for instance, is inhibited by the Long
computation times. For those applications one needs a more
analytical approach to calculate electron beam transport as a
function of depth.
1.2 Fermi-Eyqes theory
In electron beam dose planning the multiple scattering theory
developed by Fermi and Eyges is often used. This theory
offers a fairly simple description of the penetration of a
pencil
beam of electrons through matter, suitable for
implementation in routine treatment planning computer programs
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CHogstrom et aL. 1381, Brahme et aL. 1981, Bruinvis et al.
1983b). The model has two fundamental limitations;
only
small angular deflections are considered and the electrons are
assumed to have infinite ranges.
This would restrict the
application of the theory to small depths, i.e. where the
multiple scattering
process
has
onLy produced
small
accumulated
angles
and no significant loss of primary
electrons yet occurs.
Finally, the model does not cover
single scattering, only deals with the primary electrons and
assumes a laterally infinite medium. Successful use of the
theory
has been made, however, when dose distributions
measured in water were used to modify or to complete the
theoretical results CPerry and Holt 1980, Werner et al. 1982,
Lax et al. 1983, Bruinvis et al. 1983a).
Further development of accurate electron beam dose planning
in heterogeneous media demands a more detailed theoretical
description. For the calculation of depth dose curves and
interface effects in such media we can no longer depend on
experimental data. In particular the parameters that govern
the angular distribution and the mean energy are quantities
that cannot be determined by direct measurement.
1.3 Outline of the present work
The present work concerns an extension of the Fermi-Eyges
theory in order to include the loss of electrons when they
penetrate through matter. From this theory we derived a model
of electron transport along smooth paths, and on the basis of
Monte Carlo calculations of energy loss an
analytical
description for the deposition of electrons along such a path
was developed.
The inclusion of energy
loss
in the
Fermi-Eyges
parameters was carried out in a physically
meaningful way. By combining these results an analytical
method was obtained to calculate values of the various
transport parameters corrected for the loss of
primary
electrons in a consistent way. In this chapter the model is
presented and applied to the computation of pencil beam
lateral dose distributions in water. The results are compared
to absorbed dose profiles generated by the Monte Carlo method
Cflndreo 1980).
2. Theory
The calculation of pencil beam Lateral dose distributions as a
function of depth comprises the folLowing steps.
C D Calculation of the lateral and angular distribution of the
fluence of the electrons according to the theory of Fermi
and Eyges, i.e. assuming that no electrons are Lost from
the beam and small scattering angles.

C2) Derivation of a simplified model of electron transport
along smooth paths, using the previous calculation. This
enables calculation of a mean path length travelled by the
electrons that arrive in a point of the medium.
C3) Development of an analytical model for the mean energy of
electrons as a function of path Length. This model is
used for the conversion from fluence to absorbed dose in
each point and to calculate the parameters of the
Fermi-Eyges distribution function as a function of depth.
(4) Introduction of an analytical
expression
for
the
distribution of electron ranges along their path which,
together with the path Length calculation, serves to
compute the number of electrons that arrive in a point of
the medium.
C5) Derivation of an expression for the Linear scattering
power T as a function of energy, restricted to small
angles, following the treatment of Rossi and Greisen
C1941), Brahme C1975b) and Rndreo and Brahme C1984).
2.1 5mall-angle scattering model
We consider electrons with kinetic energy E perpendicularly
incident on a laterally infinite medium. In the coordinate
system of figure 1a the beam enters in Cx,y,zD=CO,O,O) along
the z-axis.

Figure 1. Coordinate systems to describe the spatial and angular distributions of the
electrons.
The pencil beam enters the medium in the origin, (a) Cartesian: ?=Cx,y) and
e=CB,,B y ). Cb) Cylindrical: l^Cr ,<|i) and (5=CBr ,B, 1.

Fermi (1940) derived the distribution function for the lateral
displacements and angular deflections of the electrons in the
medium in the small-angle approximation CtanB=0), with regard
to their multiple elastic scattering. Eyges C1948) introduced
the energy loss into the theory and developed a generalisation
of Fermi's distribution function. The projection on the tx,z)
plane of this function is given by.

t

f(x 9

' x' 2) = T7Z ex P<

a o x 2 -2a 1 x8 +a 2 6
2

g-

The parameters a 0 , a 1 , a 2 and b depend on the depth z and are
defined as:
z
i
a.(z) = 0/ T(u)(z-u) du

i = 0,1,2

(2a)

b(z) = ao(z)a2(z)-ai2(z)

(2b)

where T(z3 denotes the Linear scattering power, defined as the
increase of the mean square angle of deflection per unit of
path length CICRU 1984) at depth z:

T is a function of depth by way of its dependence on electron
energy. This implies that ajCz) and b(z3 given above are also
dependent on the energy at the considered depth, which can be
related to the electron energy at the surface E Q .
In order to obtain more insight in Fermi's distribution
function and its parameters, the first and second order
moments were computed CRppendix 13. Dne_ finds that the mean
position and mean angle are zero Cx=0, 6 =0), whereas the mean
square lateral spread and mean square angle are x 2 =a 2 Cz)/2 and
§f=an(z3/2, respectively. The covariance between position and
angle is xB x =a 1 Cz)/2.
Due to the azimuthal symmetry of the multiple scattering
process the corresponding distribution for the Cy,z3 plane is
also given by equation (13 with x replaced by y, and the
complete three-dimensional distribution is obtained from:
,z) = f(x,9

,z).f(y,9

z)

(4)

where Tf'=(xly3 and B*=(Bx,By3. W r i t i n g r2= |f|2 = x 2 +y 2 a n t j i n the
small-angle approximation B 2 =|Bl=Bx+B 2 , equation (43 reads:
±

f ( r , 6 , z ) = — exp(
IT b

aor2air.3+a2e
)

(5)

For reasons of symmetry and using the above relations for
£ 2 anjd_B2 the moments of this distribution^ are given by: ~=0,
8=0, r2=x^+y5=a2(z), B2=Bf+§5=a0(z3 and rB=a 1 (z).
For further convenience we define the position "r by its

length r = l"r1 and azimuthal angle ip, and the angle 9 by a
radial and a^tangential component B r and Bt Cfigure 1b). Thus
"r = Cr,<p) and 8=CBr ,Bt ) with B2=8?+8t2. Equation C5) can then be
written as:
a o r 2 -2air9 +a 2 (8 Z +9 t 2 )
exp{
^
—}

f(r,0 r ,9 t ,z) = —

(6)

TT b

Rearrangement of terms gives:
.2

(7)

The function f is independent of the angle ip; for simplicity
this variable is omitted. Equation (7) can be interpreted in
the following way. The lateral distribution of the number of
electrons is Gaussian shaped and rotationaLLy symmetric around
the z-axis with mean square radius a 2 Cz). In each point at a
radial distance r the angular distribution of the incident
electrons is also Gaussian shaped with mean square angle
bCz}/a 2 Cz) around the mean direction (B~r ,ETt). The mean angles
in the radial and tangential plane are:

and their corresponding mean square values are:

From equation (7) the various marginal distributions can be
derived.
First the distribution function for a radial
displacement r and deflection 8 r i irrespective of tangential
angle, is:

g(r.9pl«) =

./^'V

This was approximated by

<9 ~9 ) 2

^l

>

(ID

where the integration Limits xn have been replaced by too,
assuming a sufficiently narrow distribution. The distribution
function for a radial displacement r, independent of both
angles, is:
h(r,z) = _7r/+7Tg(r,6r,z)der = ^

exp (-

where the same approximation for the integration
used. Integration over all positions yields:

Limits was

-4-co

/

h(r,z)2irrdr = 1

which expresses the property that no electrons are
the beam.

(13)
Lost

from

2.2 Model of mean paths
From the Fermi-Eyges theory we derive a simplified model of
electron transport in which the electrons are considered only
to move in pLanes through the z-axis along smooth paths
(figure 2); this idea was also used by Perry and Holt (1380)
and Eisenhauer (1380). Rt point (r,z) in the medium we assume
all electrons to arrive in the same direction given by the
mean radial angle 9r (equation (8)). The tangent to the mean
path r(z) is found in the smaLL-angle approximation as:
(14)

The equation for the mean path from (0,0) through a particular
point (r p ,z p ) is found by solving this differential equation
under the condition that r=rp for z=z p . One has:

because an(z)= 4da 2 (z)/dz (Pppendix 2). This Leads to:
r(z) =
(16)

Inserting equation (16) in equation (12) yields:

(17)

h(o,z)

The mean paths thus represent lines of constant off-axis
on-axis fluence ratio which, if we neglect the conversion from
fluence to absorbed dose, are known as decrement lines in
radiotherapy beam modelling CICRU 19763. In figure 2 a number
of mean paths calculated with equations C163, C2), C23), C34)
and (35) are depicted.
radius (cm)

3

4

5

Figure 2. Model of mean electron paths. Examples of mean paths calculated with equation C16)
for E.= 10 MeV. Recording the theory of Fermi and Evges the paths continue to infinity.

The increase of the mean path length travelled by the
electrons over the depth interval [z,z+dz] at radius r is
calculated using Cds) 2 =Cdz) 2 +(dr3 2 +Cdt) 2 , dt being the
increase in tangential direction, small-angle approximations
and equation (9):
(ds)'

'(z)} (dz) 2 =
b(z)
(18)

The mean path length s travelled by the electrons that
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arrive

in Crp ,zp] was approximated by:
z
P

P

O

r

2

>-

32 (Z )
a?
p
where equation C1B) and (2b) have been used for r(z)and b(z).
The
integration was performed numericaLLy CRppendix 4 ) .
Equation (19) actually yields the root mean square path length
instead of the mean path length. Calculation of the Latter is
considerably
more
complicated;
for
narrow
angular
distributions, however, the error remains small.
2.3 Mean energy along a path
In order to compute the values of the a ; (z) parameters
(equation 2a) the scattering power T has to be evaluated at
each depth. T depends on the energy of the electrons;
this
dependence is treated in section 2.5. We thus require a model
to determine the electron energy at each depth for which T has
to be evaluated.
Furthermore, the quantity calculated by
equation (1) and those derived from it is electron fluence
while the final quantity of interest is absorbed dose. The
conversion of fluence into absorbed dose
invoLves
the
collision stopping power 5CO|, aLso a function of electron
energy (section 2.6D. This requires a model to calculate the
electron energy in each point of the medium.
For the
evaluation of T and 5C0| we wilL apply the continuous slowing
down
approximation
(csda)
assuming that all electrons
experience the same £_ate of energy loss and all having the
same mean enengy E(s) after a given path length s. Rn
expression for E(s) as a function of s is derived in the
following.
In each path interval [s,s+ds] electrons can experience
energy losses from their maximum energy E max down to zero. The
mean Loss depends on the energy distribution present at s
M>E(s)) and the energy Loss probability density, which is a
function of electron energy.
The mean energy Loss of an
electron with energy E is given by 5totCE)ds, where 5tot(E)
denotes the total stopping power (ICRU 1984). The mean energy
loss of all electrons over ds is calculated by averaging over
the spectrum d>E(s):
_
E
.E
= ds Qf

maX

Stot(E)(j>E(s)dE/t/

maX

<J)E(s)dE

(20)

We now approximate the energy dependence of the total stopping
power
by
a linear function as 5t0t(E)=|U+.lCE-Eo), where
E o denotes the electron energy at s=0.
Inserting
this
function in (20) yields

s

= ds.{y

+

X(E s -E 0 )} = ds.

i.e the mean energy Loss at s is
power evaluated for the mean
path increase. In order to find
the mean electron energy on
solve the differential equation
) - U
The
solution
E(0)=E o reads:

of

+

equaL to the total stopping
energy at s multiplied by the
the explicit dependence of
the travel Led path we have to

XEo

(22)

(22)

with

E(s) = Eo~ T" {l ~ e x P (~ As)}

the

boundary

condition

(23)

The value of the parameters // and A will be determined by
fitting equation (23) to Monte Carlo data.
Lanzl and Hanson (1951), concerned with calculations for
gold foils, took a slightly different approach and determined
jU and A from a plot of the stopping power versus energy in the
MeV region. Brahme (1975a) derived an expression similar to
(23) for the depth dependence of E in a broad electron beam,
and took /u equal to 5tot(E0), the total stopping power, and
A equal to 5radtE0)/E0, the specific radiative stopping power,
both at initial energy E o .
In the derivation of the expressions for the parameters
aj(z), Eyges (1946) assumed that the electron energy is a
function of z, i.e., neglecting the fact that a particle at
depth z has travelled a greater distance than z due to the
deviations caused by scattering ('detours1). In the model for
the energy loss of electrons with depth that is used to
evaluate T, it therefore seems appropriate also to consider
the electrons to travel along the z-axis and replace s by z in
equation (23).
2.4 Range straggling model
There exists no simple model that accurately describes the
range straggling of electrons. By means of the Monte Carlo
method the various energy loss theories can be combined to
calculate the lengths of the electron tracks. In order to
have a simple analytical expression for the distribution of
electron ranges along their path, we took a gamma density.
The standard form is given as:
(a>0)

(24)

for CUu< oo, where

TO*) denotes the gamma function,

r(a) = r u01"1 e" u du

(25)

With the transform u=(K-R)//J we obtain an expression for
fraction of electrons with range R in the interval Ov<R(p:
P(R) = ~^—
a

.(Y-R^^exp {-!=*}
*

the

(26)

where it is assumed that a, /J and y are such that /?CR)=O for
R<0.
The most probable range, R p , i.e. the mode, is
calculated from dp(R)/dR=O and yields:
R

= y-SCa- 1 )

(27)

the mean range equals:
R = Y-£a

(28)

The values of the parameters a, p, and y w i l l be determined by
f i t t i n g equation C26) to Monte Carlo data. The fraction of
particles Left after a path length s was calculated as:
P(s) = l - o / s

p(R)dR

using a Gaussian integration
(flbramowitz and 5tegun, 1972).

(29)

technique with

10 points

2.5 Restricted scattering power
The generally accepted expression CICRU 19843 for the mean
square angle of multiple scattering of electrons that have
travelled a path length s was derived by Rossi and Breisen
C19413 and Brahme C1975b).
This expression is based on a
modified form of the Rutherford formula for the probability of
a single elastic scattering event:
(30)

<e
s denotes the probability that an electron of energy E
undergoes a nuclear collision which deflects its trajectory
into the solid angle 6Q , at an angle 8 to its original
motion.
£ Q ^ ^ is a function of the material and decreases
approximately proportional to 1/E2.
The screening angle
&n takes account of the screening of the nucleus by the
orbital electrons and also depends on material and energy.
The validity of expression C30D is limited for large angles

due to the finite size of the nucleus.
This is taken into
account by introducing a cut-off angLe B m and assuming that
£CB) is given by equation C3Q) for 04B m and is zero for
8> B m .
For electrons with energies up to 20 MeV in water
B m should be taken equal to 1 radian CRossi 1952).
The net deflection that an electron undergoes in traversing
a layer of thickness s may be caused either by a singLe
collision or by many subsequent collisions. It can be proved
that large deflection angles are more Likely to be due to a
single collision, while small deflection angles are generally
caused by multiple collisions CRossi and Greisen 1941). Rs we
are only dealing with small-angle scattering in this paper ,
single scattering events may then be neglected. The theory of
multiple scattering can be treated in a simple way by
statistical methods, using equation C30) as the expression for
the elementary scattering probability. The mean square angle
of single scattering in the Layer s , B^, is computed as:
n o
using 6Q =27rBdB in the small-angle approximation;
n, the
total number of scattering events in the Layer s is given by:
n = s o/1C(6)2Tr6de

(32)

The mean square angle of multiple scattering in the layer s ,
B*, is considered as the result of many independent single
scattering events. The central-limit theorem of statistics
can then be used to show that:
(33)

(92+e2)

°

y
This expression, however, includes the contribution of large
deflection angles, while correct application of the FermiEyges theory requires a restriction to only small angles.
Following the treatment of Pndreo and Brahme C19B4) we
modified expression C33) by replacing the integration limit 1
by a cut-off angle S , thus disregarding angles Larger than 8 .
The restricted mean square angle of small-angle multiple
scattering can easily be calculated from C33), yielding:
->}- 1 +

y

(34)

i + «5/e
5 / eyy))22jj

The corresponding restricted scattering power T^, may
defined according to:

now

be

o

ds

Rndreo and Brahme (1984) investigated the effect of the choice
of b in Monte Carlo calculations of electron scattering in
water. When
exceeded a value of about 0.5 rad they observed
a significant variation in the results due to the incorrect
inclusion of large-angle deviations in T^.
Therefore the
restricted scattering power as given by equations (34) and
(35) is used with 5=0.5 rad in this work to compute the Eyges
integrals of equations (2). This integration was performed
numerically (Pppendix 3 ) .
2.6 Calculation of radial dose distributions.
Rt each depth the radial dose profile D(r,z) of the pencil
beam was calculated from the fluence profile h*(r,z) according
to
D(r,z) = Q /

maX

Scol(E).<j>E(r,z)dE - ScQl{E(r,z)}.H*(r ,z)

(36)

where 5 CO| denotes the collision stopping power,
(pE(r,z) the
primary electron fluence differential in energy at point (r,z)
and E(r,z) the mean electron energy at point (r,z).
The
equality in equation (36) is valid if there is an equilibrium
in the transport of secondary electrons (Nahum and Brahme
1985) and the approximation assumes a linear variation of
5 CO | with E. The mean energy of the electrons in point (r,z)
was calculated with equation (23) and the mean path length
s(r,z) with equation (19). The collision stopping powers were
taken from Berger and 5eltzer (1982). h»(r,z) denotes the
lateral distribution function of the primary electron fluence
corrected for electron loss and consists of two factors:
h(r,z), the original Fermi Lateral distribution function, and
P(s), the electron loss function; the Latter depending on the
mean path length from (0,0) to Cr,z)s s(r,z). One this has:
h*(r,z) = h(r,z) .P(s)

j
;

;
;

(37)

with h(r,z) given by equation (12) and P(s) by equation (29).

3. Monte Carlo method
Results obtained with the Monte Carlo method simulating the
transport of electrons through water were used as bench marks
for this work.
Calculations of energy Loss and
range
straggling as a function of path length served as basic data

I

|-

for the development of analytical models, while pencil beam
radial dose profiles were used as a reference for the accuracy
of our method. This reference was preferred to experimentally
determined data, where disturbing effects due to energy Losses
and angular deflections in the materials traversed by the beam
before reaching the phantom surface cannot be avoided.
3.1 Simulation model
In the computer program (Rndreo 1980, Rndreo and Brahme 1984),
the transport of electrons was simulated by using a 2-group
computational scheme, where interactions are classified as
catastrophic and non-catastrophic events.
Three types of
catastrophic events were included:
inelastic
electronelectron collisions with energy Loss larger than a preset
cut-off energy A, elastic collisions with the atomic nuclei
where the deflection angle is larger than a selected cut-off
angle 8, and all bremsstrahlung interactions.
Rlong the electron track between catastrophic collisions,
energy Losses were calculated under the csda using the
restricted stopping power theory for energy Losses smaller
than A .
The scattering angLes were calculated from a
modified form of the Gaussian term of Moliere's multiplescattering theory, using a restricted scattering power which
includes only angLes smaller than b (section 2.5).
The transport of bremsstrahlung photons was performed by
direct sampling of individual photo-electric, Compton and
pair-production interactions. Succesive generations of the
electrons
and positrons produced in these interactions,
knock-on secondary electrons, etc.
were included in the
complete cascade and their transport was simulated until the
energy went below the Monte Carlo cut-off.
Details of the
computational procedure are given by Rndreo (1980).
3.2 flccuracv of the method
In order to investigate the accuracy of the Monte Carlo
program,
Rndreo
and
Brahme
(1984)
compared
various
calculations to
experimental
results.
For
calculated
distributions of electron fluence differential in energy and
in angle of pencil beams in water the comparison showed good
agreement, considering the uncertainties and differences in
the set-up of the experiment compared to the Monte Carlo
simulation.
Experimentally determined radial absorbed dose
profiles at severaL depths for a pencil beam of 20 MeV initial
energy were compared to the Monte Carlo results and agreement
within 1% over 3 decades at these depths was observed.
Comparison of the measured and calculated central-axis depth
absorbed dose distribution for a broad electron beam of
approximately 20 MeV also demonstrated the high degree of
accuracy of this Monte Carlo method.
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In the present work calculations were performed assuming
perpendicular incidence on a semi-infinite medium (water) of
point-mDnodirectionaL and monoenergetic electron beams of 5,
10 and 20 MeV kinetic energy. The regions of interest were
cylindrical Layers, with the axis paralLel to the incident
beam, having a thickness of 0.05ro cm in the direction of the
beam and a radial width of 0.01r0 cm, where r 0 is the csda
range of the electrons taken from Berger and 5eltzer (19£2).
4. Results
4.1 Energy loss and scattering power
The mean energy of a penciL beam of electrons of which the
travelled path Length remains equal to the depth in the medium
(water) was calculated with the Monte Carlo method. For this
purpose a special version of the computer programme was
prepared in which all angular deflections were surpressed
after
the
interaction had occured.
We thus simulated
electrons travelling along the z-axis, suffering energy lasses
solely;
this corresponds to the assumption underlying the
derivation of the transport integrals of Eyges (section 2.3).
The closed circles in figure 3 show the variation of the mean
energy of the primary unscattered electrons with depth,
obtained for 10 MeV initial energy. The depth is given in
units of the csda range r Q .
The expression for the mean energy as a function of path
Length s Cequation 23) was fitted to the Monte Carlo results
by a Least squares method, equating s to the depth z.
The
scaled parameter values ,uro/Eo and Ar 0 are given in table 1.
ECz) calculated by the present model agrees within 2 % of
E o with the Monte Carlo values Cfigure 3, solid Line). Pt
initial energies of 5 and 20 MeV the same degree of accuracy
was obtained Ccf. table 1 for parameter values). When the
mean values of the scaled parameters were used for the three
energies, the maximum deviation was 2.5 % of E Q ; these mean
parameter values (|uro/Eo=1.17, Ar o =0.60) can then be used for
any energy E Q within the given range and stated accuracy.
For comparison the mean energy of the primary electrons of
a 10 MeV pencil beam including scattering is also given
(figure 3, open circles). One observes how the mean energy
decreases
more rapidly with depth due to the multiple
scattering detours of the electrons. Other authors (Hogstrom
et al.
1981, Brahme et al. 1981) approximated this energy
-including scattering- to evaluate the scattering power T;
this yields much higher values of T than we obtain.
The mean energy of the electrons travelling along the
z-axis Cequation (23)) was inserted in equation C34) to yield
the restricted scattering power as a function of depth.
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0

0.4

0.8

1.2
depth/ ro

Figure 3. Mean energy of the electrons as a function of depth for E o =10 MeV. Unscattered
electrons solely suffering energy lasses, travelling along the z-axis, • • • : calculated
with the Monte Carlo method,
: calculated with equation (23) ' and parameter values
fitted to the Monte Carlo results, o o o : electrons undergoing scattering events and energy
losses, calculated with the Monte Carlo method.

Q (HeV)
r (cm)
E

o

0 /E Q

,\r

0

a

5

10

20

2.550

4.975

9.320

1.096

1.174

1.241

0.479

0.599

0.721

4.026

3.848

3.727

r

0.0589 0.0661

0.0824

r

1.250

1.325

O

vl n

1.275

Table 1. Parameter values of the mean energy and range straggLing models. E o : initial
electron energy;
r 0 : csda range (Berger and Seltzer. 13823.
pr o /E o , Ar 0 : scaled
parameters of the mean energy model (equation (23)). »,fl'r0",p/r0 : scaled parameters of
the range straggling model (equation (26)).
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The results normalised to the value of the scattering power at
the surface Tg(O) are given in figure 4 for a cut-off angLe
5=0.5 radian. One observes a rapid, more than exponential,
increase of T^with depth due to its strong energy dependence.
The reduction of T due to S is about 10 % at the surface and
increases
slowly
with
depth:
T5C0)/T(0)=0.897 and
T5C1.1)/TC1.13=0.839.

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
depth/ro

Figure 4 . Restricted scattering power as a function of depth for E.= 10 MeV.
The scattering
powers are calculated for the mean energy of unscattered electrons at each depth and are
divided by the value at the surface T^CQ). The cut-off angle S is equal to 0.5 radians.

4.2 Range straggling
During the Monte Carlo calculation of electron transport along
the 2-axis (section 4.13 the number of primary electrons that
were stopped at each depth interval were scored. Taken as a
distribution the data were considered as the range straggling
probability density along any travelled path. The Monte Carlo
histogram and the plot of equation CZ63 fitted to this
histogram by the least squares method are given in figure 5.
The values of the parameters a, /J/r0 and H/r0 are listed in
table 1. The model reproduces the Monte Carlo values within
0.05 of the total number of electrons; the effect of this
inaccuracy on the calculated radial dose profiles is small
(section 4.33. Rt 5 and 20 MeV the same accuracy of fit was
obtained Ccf. table 1 for parameter values3.
When these
parameter values were plotted versus electron energy E Q , it
appeared that for an arbitrary E o the values of
/3/r0 and
V lrQ can be calculated accurately by linear interpolation and
a by a quadratic one.
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To O.2O

1.0
1.2
path length / r0

Figure 5. Stopping of electrons along their path for E. = 10 MeV. •
-. calculated with *.he
Monte Carlo method. - - - : calculated with equation (26) and parameter vaLues fitted to the
Monte Carlo results.

3.0
radius (cm)

Figure 6. Radial dose distributions of a pencil beam with EQ=10 MeV.
with the Monte Carlo method.
: calculated with equation C35D.
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caLcuLated

4.3 Radial dose distributions
With the Monte Carlo method the radial distribution of energy
deposition of a pencil beam was calculated in each depth
interval of 0.05r0 from z=0 to z=1.10ro for the primary
electrons as well as for the total cascade (including
secondary electrons, bremsstrahlung photons, etc.3. Figure 6
shows the Monte Carlo histogram for the primary electrons of
10 MeV initial energy and the radial dose profiles calculated
with equation (37) at three different depths. The results of
the present model are in fair agreement with the Monte Carlo
data, although the widths of the distributions are slightly
overestimated. Rt a depth of 0.575rQ we clearly observe in
the Monte Carlo histogram the long tail of low dose values due
to large-angle single- scattering events.
Because the
Fermi-Eyges theory only considers multiple scattering, these
dose values are underestimated by our model. Pt larger depths
the results of the multiple scattering process become more
dominant and therefore the model shows better agreement with
the Monte Carlo data.
For the radial dose distributions calculated by the Monte
Carlo method and by our model Cfigure 7; solid Line) the
values of r for which DCr,z)/DC0,z)=1/e were determined; they
are compared for E =10 MeV in figure 7. For the primary
electrons (closed circles) a satisfactory
agreement
is
obtained over the whole depth range. The deviations are
largest between z/ro=0.9 and 1.1. Rt these depths the dose
values in a broad electron beam range between 30 % and 1 % of
the maximum dose. Thus for dose planning purposes these
deviations are of little importance. R close fit Cwithin 2 %)
of the Monte Carlo r1/e values in this depth region by our
model calculations could be obtained, however, by changing the
range distribution parameters to <*=23.B, /5/ro=0.025 and
yI^Q=^.BO (dotted Line).This yielded a gamma density with a
considerably reduced skewness (by a factor of 0.4), a slightly
reduced mean value and a slightly increased variance.
The effect of secondary electrons, bremsstrahlung photons,
etc., on the values of r1/e only becomes visible at Large
depths, but remains small (open circles). The results of a
calculation according to Fermi-Eyges theory, i.e. without the
range straggling correction and with unrestricted scattering
powers (6=1 in equation (34)), are also included in figure 7
(dashed line). Up to a depth of 0.7r0 the differences between
the Fermi-Eyges results and our model are soLely due to the
scattering power restriction; after that the electron Loss
correction becomes important. Rt 5 and 20 MeV initial energy
similar results were obtained.
In order to investigate the effect of our approximation of
the range straggling distribution (equation (26)) the number
of electrons left as a function of path Length was also
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calculated directly by interpolation of the cumulative Monte
Carlo histogram C4 points Lagrange). The r1/e values obtained
with this calculation were maximally 5 % Lower Cat z/r o =1.0)
than the ones shown i n figure 7 ( s o l i d Line).

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
depth/r 0

Figure 7. Widths of the radiaL dose distributions at the relative dose level of 1/e as a
function of depth for E,= 10 MeW. • • • :
primary electrons, • o o • : totaL cascade,
calculated with the Monte Carlo method.
:
calculated with equation C35). - - - :
caLculated according to the theory of Fermi and Evges with equation C12) and 4 = 1 i n equation
C341
: calculated with equation C3S) and modified range straggling distribution.

5. Discussion
5.1 flchieved results
On analytical model for the small-angle
scattering of
electrons has been developed that takes the energy loss and
subsequent range straggling of the electrons into account.
RadiaL dose profiles of pencil beams at all depths in water
caLculated with the present model show satisfactory agreement
with those generated by the Monte Carlo method in the
small-angle scattering region. This demonstrates the validity
of our method to combine the multiple scattering theory and
energy loss theories in a simple way, i.e. with a model of
electron transport along mean paths. The model does not
require experimental data, nor does it make use of dose
distributions calculated by Monte Carlo methods. Indirect use
of specific Monte Carlo data was made to obtain an accurate
description of the energy loss and the stopping of electrons
along their path consistent with physical theory.
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5.2 Model assumptions
In the computation of the radial dose profiles with our model
a number of assumptions are involved. The angular deflections
and subsequent spatial displacements of the electrons were
calculated with the muLtiple scattering theory of Fermi and
Eyges. fls has been shown by Lax et al.
C1983), Rndreo and
Brahme C1984) and also in the present work, the Gaussian
angular and lateral distribution functions of this theory
agree welL with the shape of the central parts of the true
distributions.
The complete treatment of
the
electron
transport, however, requires inclusion of a model for large
angle scattering. The use of the Fermi-Eyges theory is thus
limited to small-angle scattering. Hence the widths of the
Gaussian distributions at each depth should also be calculated
restricted to small angular deflections. We accomplished this
by using a restricted scattering power in the Eyges integrals
and by excluding the effect of obliquity of tracks in the
calculation of the mean electron energy as a function of
depth, which is consistent with the model assumptions of Fermi
and Eyges. Lax and Brahme C19B53 achieved the necessary
reduction of the scattering power for the calculation of the
Fermi-Eyges parameters by a linear approximation of its energy
dependence.
In order to derive a simple expression for the decrease of
the mean energy of the unscattered electrons with depth we
assumed a linear dependence of the total stopping power 5totCE)
on E. However, 5totCE) for water decreases more than linearly
from E=20 to E=1.5 MeV and then increases in a 1/E fashion for
Lower energies.
Further, we only considered the mean energy
loss of each individual electron and equated the decrease of
mean energy with depth to the mean decrease of energy. In
spite of all these approximations the mean energy at each
depth calculated with the final model could be brought in
close agreement with the Monte Earlo results by adjusting the
two parameters.
The choice to evaluate the scattering power
for the mean energy of the electrons remains a point of
discussion.
The vaLidity of this choice may be investigated
more closely when angular distributions calculated with the
model and by the Monte Carlo method are compared.
5.3 Bpproximations
When an electron travels a distance through matter, there is a
small fraction of energy losses of a magnitude that is large
compared to the electron energy at the moment of interaction.
Therefore
the range straggling distribution can not be
approximated by a Gaussian function.
The Large
energy
transfers in electron-electron collisions and the energy loss
through bremsstrahlung production account for the deposition
of electrons at small and medium depths and consequent
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skewness af the distribution. With a gamma density function
we
obtained
a satisfactory approximation of the range
distribution with a minimum number Cthree) of parameters. The
values of these parameters vary in a reguLar way with the
initial electron energy EQl which enables interpolation far an
arbitrary E o .
The differences between the widths of the pencil beam
radial distributions calculated by our analytical model and
the Monte Carlo method are due to further approximations in
the model. Fit depths between 0 and 0.5r0, where the loss of
primary electrons is still small, the r1/evalues calculated by
the model depend solely on the expression given by Eyges, i.e.
r^/eCz)=a2Cz) (equation C2a)3, and on the value of the
scattering power at each depth. The agreement with the Monte
Carlo results may be improved by evaluating the scattering
power T in an alternative way instead of at the mean electron
energy. Rt larger depths the range straggling correction
becomes increasingly important and the deviations from the
Monte Carle r-|/e values are caused by the approximative nature
of our model of electron mean paths as well as by the
computation of T. This showed clearly by the close agreement
obtained
in this depth region when the modified range
distribution was used in the calculation.
This distribution
is broader, more symmetrical and shifted to the surface
compared to the one along an actual electron path according to
the Monte Carlo simulation.
This modified distribution
resembles a projected range distribution including multiple
scattering detours.
Rnother reason for too low r1/e values at larger depths
could be the overestimation of the mean path length by
equation (19) and thus of the number of electrons stopped
along a path. Equation (193 is equal to the root mean square
path length which deviates increasingly from the mean path
length with depth, due to the increasing variance of the
angular distribution of the electrons. Correct calculation of
the mean path
length, however, involves an extensive
mathematical
procedure and
results in an
extremely
time-consuming algorithm.
5.4 Extensions
The model can be used in two ways: to calculate pencil beam
dose
distributions
or solely to obtain values of the
Fermi-Eyges transport parameters at a set of depths and
combine these alternative radial dose distribution functions.
The latter can be a simple Gaussian description or e.g.
the
generalised three-Gaussian-model of Lax et al. C1983) if one
wants to include the large-angle scattering component of the
radial dose distributions. The model is not restricted to a
monoenergetic or monodirectional beam.
The transport of a
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pencil beam with a Gaussian distribution both in angle and
position at the surface of the medium is calculated by
assigning initial values to the three transport parameters
according to the generalisation by Brahme et al. C13B1). Rn
initial energy distribution can be taken into account to a
first approximation by a single computation for the mean
energy or, more accurately, by repeated computations for
various energies in the spectrum and weighted summation of the
results.
The next step in the evaluation of our model will be the
calculation of angular distributions and comparison to Monte
Carlo results in the small-angle region. Further development
of
the method requires inclusion of a model for the
large-angle scattering of the electrons.
Then also the
calculation
of central-axis depth dose curves will be
investigated.

Rppendix 1. Moments of the Fermi-Eyges distribution
Rfter rearrangement, the distribution
function
of the
displacement x and the angular defLection B x (equation (13)
can be written either as (Brahme et al., 1981):
(Al.l)

or as:
(*-ai/a 6 ) 2

The marginal distributions of x, respectively of 8 are:

f^x.z) = _J*° f(x,0x,z)dex = -jj^r exp <-f^-)

( A i. 3 )

and by:
-,

9

i
exp (-

x2
)

(A1.4)

where the limits of integration over 8 X of I T have bsen
replaced
by ±00;
this demands a sufficiently peaked
distribution. The first and second order moments of x are:
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x = _oof'*m x f!(x,z)dx = 0
x 2 = ^J

x 2 f1(x,z)dx =

and far reasons of symmetry

The covariance of x and B x is:

x6
x

_^_^_

I QJ

=J J

x6
x

I Qg

(A1>7)

Rppendix 2 . Relations between a n , a 1 and a 2
The parameters a Q I a. and a 2 are defined according t o equation
C23 as:
ao(z) = o / Z T(u)du; ai(z) = Q / Z T ( U ) (z-u)du;
(A2.1)
a 2 (z) =

o

/

Z

2

T(u) (z-u) du

Taking the derivative of a 2 Cz) yields:
d a

^ Z ) = 2 Q / Z T(u) (z-u)du = 2 a i (z)

(A2#2)

In the same way one has:
dai(z)
,z
^—
= Qf T(u)du = ao(z)

(A2.3)

Oppendix 3. Numerical computation of a n , a-i and a 9
Ps has also been shown by Hogstrom et al. C1981J and Lax and
Brahme C19B5), the computation of the parameters a 0 , a., and
a 2 as a function of depth z is greatly facilitated by the
existence of recursion relations. Using a simple trapezoidal
integration, one has for aQ at depth z+ Az:
a o (z+Az) =

o

/ZT(u)du +

z

/Z+A

= a o (z) + i(T(z)+T(z+Az)}.Az
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For a1 at depth z+ A z we write:
a^z+Az) =

/ZT(u)(z-u)du + Az /ZT(u)du +

/Z+AzT(u)(z+Az-u)du

* ao(z).Az + (z+Az) / Z + ZT(u)du +
z
/
z

z

T(u)udu = a ^ z * + a o (z) z +

+ {2T(z) + T(z+Az)}(Az)2/6

(A3.2)

and for a 2 at depth z+ Az we find:
a2(z+Az) =

o

/ZT(u)(z-u)2du + 2Az /ZT(u)(z-u)du +
o

+ (Az) 2 /ZT(u)du + f2*^* T(u)(z+Az-u)2du =
o
z
= a 2 (z) + 2ai(z).Az + a o (z)(Az) 2 +
+ {3T(z) + T(z+Az)}(Az)3/12

(A3.3)

Rppendix 4 . Numerical computation of s O D , z D )
The mean path length of the points Cr,z) can be computed
e f f i c i e n t l y as f o l l o w s .
S e t t i n g r=k. Ar and Ar = aVa2CzJ
causes k to be constant along a t r a j e c t o r y .
One then can
w r i t e with help of equation C193:
ai Z (u)
Z+Az
s ( r ,z+Az) = s ( r , ,z) + /
ri+a o (u) + ( k V - 1 )
- — ^ 2 du
K

K

Z

[_

u» »

»

—-

' a2(u)

(A4.1)
and the integral can be approximated
trapezoidal rule.
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CHAPTER VII
Comparison of ionisation measurements in water and
polystyrene for electron beam dosimetry
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Abstract. For the determination of absorbed dose to water in electron beams, dosimetry
protocols advocate ionisation measurements in plastic phantoms instead of water for
practical reasons. The chamber readings in polystyrene at the depth of maximum ionisation
must be corrected for the difference in physical properties between the two materials. This
correction factor was determined for a Farmer 0.6 cm1 graphite-walled chamber in electron
beams with mean energies at the phantom surface between 6 and 19 MeV. Experiments
with white polystyrene yielded corrections for the measured ionisation ranging from 0.3
to 2.4%. For clear polystyrene, 0.6-1% higher corrections were found. For beams with
the same mean energy at the phantom surface, but with different beam-flattening and
collimation systems, variations in this correction up to 1.2% were observed. In contrast
to recent reports on electrical charge storage in polystyrene due to electron irradiation,
our experiments do not show differences in the chamber readings any larger than 0.5%.

1. Introduction

In radiation dosimetry protocols (NACP 1981, AAPM 1983) polystyrene is recommended besides water as a phantom material for the determination of absorbed dose to
water in high-energy electron beams. According to NACP (1981) the procedure to
calculate absorbed doses to water from ionisation chamber measurements in polystyrene comprises two steps. Firstly, a scaling in depth of central-axis relative ionisation
curves measured in polystyrene has to be performed. Then a correction for the chamber
reading in polystyrene at the depth of maximum ionisation on the central axis is
needed. This correction factor hm is defined as the ratio of the reading measured in
an electron beam at the depth of maximum ionisation on the central axis in a water
phantom to the reading measured for the same irradiation conditions at the ionisation
maximum in a polystyrene phantom (NACP 1981). It can be shown that hm will be
approximately equal to the ratio of the primary electron fluences in water and polystyrene if the mean energies of the primary electrons are the same at the depths of
maximum ionisation in both materials (Mattsson and Nahum 1984, Andreo el al 1984).
In recent literature there exists some uncertainty about the values for hm which
should be used. Mattsson et al (1981) have determined values for hm in electron beams
with mean incident energies between 2 and 30 MeV with a NACP plane parallel
chamber. These results have been adopted by the NACP (1981) in their recommended
procedures for measurements in electron beams with energies below 15 MeV. Fluence
ratios derived by Brahme and Lax (1983) agree well with the experimental data of
Mattsson el al when the particular beam properties are taken into account. Rase el al
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(1982) performed measurements for beams with electron energies of 7.8 and 10.2 MeV
using various other types of chambers and found higher values for the factor /im. The
results of Thwaites (1985) for beams with electron energies of 5, 7.5 and 10 MeV and
for different types of chambers yield values intermediate between the values of the
other experimenters. Corrections proposed by the AAPM (1983) seem to be based
on a theoretical analysis by Hogstrom and Almond (1982). Their fluence ratio calculation, however, predicts higher values than measured by Mattsson el al. Within the
stated limit of uncertainty of 1% the fluence ratios given by the AAPM are in agreement
with the results of Kase et al and of Thwaites. In table 1 experimental results of
various authors are summarised. From these reports and from the paper by Mattsson
and Nahum (1984) it has become clear that a single set of hm values cannot be given.
This correction factor depends on the type of polystyrene, on the type of ionisation
chamber and on the properties of the electron beams; these properties are influenced
by the beam flattening and collimating system. In addition, recent investigations
(Galbraith et al 1984, Mattsson and Svensson 1984) indicate that /j m may also depend
on the accumulated absorbed dose received by the polystyrene phantom.
Table 1. Water to polystyrene ionisation ratios at depths of maximum ionisation /im.

Type of
polystyrene
Type of
chamber
Type of
accelerator

Mattsson et al
Kase
Svensson
(1981)
(19711
(1984)
White, p = 1.05 gem ' White, p = 1.057gem "' Clear,p = 1.05gem
NACP plane
Farmer, tufnol
Fanner, air
parallel
equivalent
Various
BBC betatron
Mevatron XII

1

Thwaites
(19851
Clear,;) = 1.041 gem
Farmer, graphite
Dynaray 10

Electron
energy (MeV)
2
5
6
7.5
7.8
8
10
10.2
12
13
14
17
20
28
30
31

1.002
1.008
1.009

1.025 ±0.01
1.023 ±0.006
1.027 ±0.005

1.009
1.008

1.022 ±0.006
1.029 ±0.008

1.007
1.016±0.004
1.006
1.005
1.004
1.002
1.001
1.016*0.004

We presume that in quite a number of centres, electron beam dosimetry is performed
with a Farmer 0.6 cm3 cylindrical ionisation chamber in a polystyrene phantom.
However, only limited experimental data have been published on the factor hm determined with such a chamber in electron beams with energies higher than 10 MeV
(Svensson 1971). We therefore compared ionisation readings in electron beams with
mean incident energies between 6 and 19 MeV of a Farmer graphite-walled chamber
in water and in polystyrene. In order to investigate the influence on hm of the energy
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and angular distribution of the electrons at the phantom surface, beams produced with
different flattening and collimating systems were used. The measurements were performed in white polystyrene. In addition some measurements were taken in clear
polystyrene; this enabled a comparison between the two types of material (White
1978). Special care has been taken to minimise the effects of fluctuations of the electron
beam in intensity, direction or energy in order to achieve an overall uncertainty (one
standard deviation) not larger than 0.5% in the values of /im.
Investigations of electrical charge storage effects in insulating phantom materials
(Galbraith et al 1984, Mattsson and Svensson 1984) indicate possible variations in the
reading of a cylindrical ionisation chamber used in polystyrene. The uncertainty in
our results regarding these effects has been investigated and is discussed.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Equipment and geometry
Most experiments were performed with electron beams generated by a Philips (MEL)
SL75/20 linear accelerator. The clinical beams were produced by means of a single
scattering foil and a solid-wall applicator in contact with the phantom surface, defining
a geometrical field size of 10 cm x 10 cm. The beams traversed a vacuum window of
0.01 cm Ni, a scattering foil of 0.01 cm Cu at nominal energies of 6 to 14 MeV, a foil
of 0.07 cm Cu at nominal energies of 17 and 20 MeV and a monitor ionisation chamber
with a total thickness of 0.08 cm Al plus 0.04 cm Mica. The applicator had parallel
aluminium walls of 1 cm thickness and 40 cm length (Van der Laarse et al 1978).
Nominal energy refers to the energy indication on the accelerator pushbuttons.
In order to investigate the influence on the /im factors of electrons scattered by the
applicator walls, the same experiments were performed without the applicator. The
beams were always directed vertically, thus avoiding any influence of variation of dose
delivered per monitor unit with the accelerator gantry position. In order to check the
consistency of the results, some experiments were carried out with electron beams with
slightly different properties generated by a Philips SL75/14 and a Philips SL75/10
accelerator. Differences exist between these three accelerators at our institute in the
beam-forming system and at the time of measurement the mean incident electron
energies were somewhat different. In addition some experiments were carried out with
electron beams generated by a CGR Sagittaire linear accelerator. These beams were
produced by a scanning magnet system and a set of trimmers defining a field size of
10 cm x 10 cm (light field at 100 cm FSD). Due to the differences in the beam-bending
system and in the thickness of the traversed material, the beams of the Sagittaire have
a smaller energy spread than the beams of the SL75 accelerators; also fewer electrons
are scattered by the trimmers compared with the applicator used with the SL75
accelerators. The beams of the Sagittaire will thus have a smaller angular spread at
the phantom surface than the collimated beams of the SL75 accelerators. Table 2
summarises some characteristics of the different beams. Beams with the same nominal
energy of the three SL75 accelerators showed small differences in the shape of the
central-axis depth ionisation curves. The differences in mean incident energies can be
deduced from figure 1.
The water phantom consisted of a tank with Perspex walls and a bottom surface
of 30 cm x 30 cm. The Farmer chamber was inside a Perspex holder with a wall thickness
of 0.1 cm; the chamber was positioned horizontally with its axis 10 cm above the bottom
surface. The required water level above the chamber was adjusted by means of a
111
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Table 2. Characlerislics of the electron beams used for the experiments. £„, nominal energy; £„,
mean electron energy at the surface; R,,,,,, RH< and R5(), depths of the 100, 85 and 50% points
on the central-axis ionisation curve; Rp, practical range, determined by measurement in water
with a plane parallel chamber for the beams of the SL75/20 accelerator. For the beams of the
Sagiltaire a Farmer 0.6cm' chamber was used; the depths stated are 0.5r less deep than the
chamber centre, where r = 0.314 is the radius of the air cavity. £„ was determined according to
NACP(1980); £„=<•«„„ with c = 2.33 MeV cm '.
£ n (MeV)

£,,(MeV)

R,,,,, (cm)

fi», (cm)

R<,,lcm)

R p (cml

2.0
2.7
3.1
3.8
4.3
4.8

2.6
3.4
4.0
4.9
5.6
6.6
7.5

3.3
4.3
5.0
6.1
7.0
8.6
9.8

3.4
4.4
5.1
6.2
7.1
8.7
9.9

3.7
6.5
9.6

SL7S/20
Applicator 10 cm x 10 cm
6
8
10
12
14
17
20

6.0
7.9
9.2
11.3
13.0
15.4
17.5

1.3
1.6
1.8
1.9
1.8
1.1
1.0

5.1

SL75/20
Without applicator
6

6.3

8

8.2

10
12
14
17
20

11.8
13.6
16.4

9.7

18.6

i2

1.5
2.0
2.3
2.7
2.8

2.9
3.4
4.1
4.9

2.0

6.0

2.7
3.5
4.2
5.1
5.9
7.1
8.0

1.7
2.8
2.4

2.4
4.4
6.3

3.0
5.4
8.0

5.5

Sagiitaire
7
13
19

6.9
12.6
18.6

vernier calliper. The polystyrene phantom consisted of slabs, 1.8 cm thick, with a
surface of 24 cm x24 cm and the chamber was positioned horizontally in one of these
slabs with its axis at least 10 cm above the bottom of the phantom. The required depth
of the chamber was obtained by adding slabs of different thickness. The mass density
p of the polystyrene was determined by means of a mass measurement with a top-loading
balance and a volume measurement by water displacement. This yielded for both
white and clear polystyrene a value for p of 1.048 ± 0.003 g cm '. The chamber was
positioned with the centre of the air volume on the central axis of the beams: a
polarising voltage of +180 V was applied to the central collecting electrode.
Central-axis depth ionisation measurements in water and in polystyrene were
performed with the Farmer chamber in order to determine the depth of maximum
ionisation as well as the relative ionisation value at a specific reference depth for each
electron beam.
2.2. Experimental procedures
Values of hm for the beams of the SL75 accelerators were obtained in two steps. Firstly
the conversion from polystyrene to water was determined for readings at the same
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reference depth in both materials. Then readings at the reference depth were converted
to readings at the depths of maximum ionisation in both materials. The reference
depths were mostly close or equal to the depth of maximum ionisation in water; in
any case the relative ionisation value both in water and polystyrene was always higher
than 0.99. For the beams with an applicator these reference depths are the depths
used in our polystyrene phantom for routine output checks. Originally the investigations
were started to determine hm at these depths. Later the conversion to hm at the depths
of ionisation maximum was introduced in order to provide results of more general
value. The uncertainty in this conversion is estimated to be smaller than 0.1"/n.
The experiments of the first step were carried out in the following way. The water
and the polystyrene phantom were placed next to each other on the treatment couch
and the water level and the polystyrene thickness were adjusted to give the required
reference depth for the relevant electron beam(s). The water temperature was adjusted
to the temperature of the polystyrene within 1°C. An air density correction, in which
only 80% of the difference in temperature between the phantoms was taken into
account, was applied. This value resulted from experiments conducted to investigate
the temperature response of the air volume of the ionisation chamber over the same
period of time (6min) needed to perform a set of measurements in one phantom
material. The Farmer chamber was then inserted in the water phantom and the correct
beam position was set up.
The accelerator was switched on to deliver a dose of approximately 5 Gy as a
prewarming and after that five readings for a dose of about 1 Gy each were taken.
The ionisation chamber was next inserted in the polystyrene phantom, the beam was
positioned, a dose of 5 Gy was given and five readings for a dose of 1 Gy were taken.
This procedure was repeated until at least three series of readings in water and two
series of readings in polystyrene were obtained, yielding mean values H; and p, of the
readings in water and polystyrene respectively. Ratios of the mean reading in water
to that in polystyrene were calculated as r, = (w, + w-,, ,)/2/>n with the mean value of
the session f. The atmospheric pressure and the temperature of the phantoms were
recorded between each series of readings and an air density correction was applied
when necessary. At the end of the session the depth of the ionisation chamber in water
was measured to check whether any significant evaporation had taken place. For the
SL75 accelerators the complete set of experiments was repeated on at least two other
days; the mean of the r values of the different sessions is denoted h'm with variance
.r. For the Sagittaire accelerator two sessions were carried out.
The data necessary to perform the second step were obtained in the following way.
In both water and polystyrene the central-axis depth ionisation curves in the region
around the ionisation maxima, at intervals of 0.1 cm, were determined by taking the
mean of four readings for a dose of 1 Gy at each point. After correction of h'm for the
differences in ionisation at the reference depth compared with the depth of maximum
ionisation in both materials, the value of the correction factor /im was obtained. The
uncertainties in the values of hm are discussed in the appendix.
3. Results and discussion
In table 3 the effective depths of maximum ionisation measured in water and in
polystyrene with the Farmer chamber for the beams of the SL75/20 and Sagittaire
accelerator are listed. The differences of these depths in the two materials become
considerable at higher electron energies, but at the same time less important as the
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Table 3. Depths of maximum ionisation in water z^ and in
white polystyrene z£, determined with a Farmer 0.6 cm' chamber and reference depths zr. For clear polystyrene the same
;£, values as in white polystyrene were taken at nominal energies
En = (t and 10 MeV (beams without an applicator). The depths
stated are 0.5 r less deep than the chamber centre where r =
0.314 cm is the radius of the air cavity.
£ n (MeV)

:*(cm|

-m(cm)

:, Ion)

SL75/20
t Applicator 10 cm x 10 cm
6
8
10
12
14
17
20

.2
.5
.7
.9
.8
.4
.3

1.2
1.5
1.7
1.8
1.6
1.0
1.0

1.2
1.5
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

SL75/20
Without applicator
6
8
10
12
14
17
20

1.4
1.9

1.4
1.9
2.3
2.7
2.8
2.2
1.8

2.3
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.2

1.5
2.0
2.3
2.7
2.8
•y 2

2.0

Sagittaire
7
13
19

1.7
3.0
2.8

1.7

2.8
2.4

ionisation gradient around these depths becomes very small. The depths of maximum
ionisation at the same En for the two other SL75 accelerators differed by 0-0.2 cm
from those for the SL75/20. The effective point of measurement was taken at a depth
of 0.5r less than the chamber centre (NACP 1980), where r = 0.314cm is the radius
of the Farmer chamber air cavity. The central axis ionisation measurements yielded
the conversion for readings at the reference depth to readings at the depth of maximum
ionisation in both materials. This correction in the factor hm ranged between 0.997
and 1.002; inaccuracies in these values are minor to the total uncertainty in hm.
In table 4 our values of the correction factor hm for white polystyrene and a 0.6 cm'
graphite-walled Farmer chamber are listed as a function of nominal energy En. The
behaviour of hm as a function of electron energy and beam properties can be understood
in terms of the depths of maximum ionisation and the mean square scattering angle
at these depths; these factors determine the ratio of primary electron fluences in both
materials (Brahme and Lax 1983, ICRU 1984). At a greater depth of maximum
ionisation more material is traversed by the electrons and thus the difference in
scattering powers of the two materials becomes more important, resulting in a greater
difference in the mean square scattering angles. For higher electron energy the scattering
powers are lower, resulting in a smaller increase of mean square scattering angle and
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Table 4. Water to polystyrene ionisation ratios with standard deviation at the depths of maximum ionisation,
for different electron energies and beam properties, cl, clear polystyrene; all other values are for white
polystyrene.

K
E n (MeV)
6

6+
6+d
7
8
8+
10
10+
10+ cl
12
12+
13
14
14+
17
17+
19
20
20+

SL75/20

SL75/14

SL75/10

1.021 ±0.003
1.021 ±0.003

1.021 ±0.005
1.018±0.001
1.024 ±0.001

1.020 ±0.001

Sagittaire

1.019 1 0.002
1.023 ±0.003
1.024 ±0.003
1.021 ±0.002
1.024 ±0.002

1.021 ±0.003
1.021 ±0.003
1.031 t 0.001

1.020 t 0.001

1.017 ±0.001
1.023 ±0.001
1.020 r 0.001
1.012 ±0.001
1.023 1 0.002
1.006 ± 0.002
1.016i 0.002

1.014x0.001
1.022 J 0.001

1.006 i 0.003
1.003 ±0.002
1.009 ±0.003

+ Beams without applicator.

thus primary electron fluence with depth. Regarding these two counteracting effects,
the variation of hm with electron energy can be understood.
For the same beam of the SL75/20 accelerator with an applicator, lower values for
hm are found than without an applicator. Electrons scattered back from the walls of
the applicator produce a beam with greater angular spread and lower mean incident
energy at the phantom surface, which results in smaller depths of maximum ionisation
but higher scattering powers. With increasing £ n the influence on hm of the first effect
becomes dominant. At the same £,, the results for the three SL75 accelerators show
good agreement. Comparison of the characteristics of the Sagittaire beams with those
of the SL75/20 without an applicator in water (table 2) suggests equal hm values for
the two accelerators at equal mean incident energies below 14 MeV and a higher value
for the Sagittaire at 19 MeV. As a consequence of the larger depths of maximum
ionisation in polystyrene for the Sagittaire compared with the SL75/20 at £„ - 13 and
19 MeV, lower /i,n values are found. The lower /in, value at £,, = 7 MeV and the larger
depths in polystyrene could be due to the ditferences between the accelerators in
angular and energy spread, but cannot be explained at present. In table 4 two values
for clear polystyrene are also given which are 0.6-1.0% higher than the values for
white polystyrene for the same £ n . This is in accordance with the findings of Mattsson
and Nahum (1984).
Figure 1 shows our results as a function of mean energy at the phantom surface
£„. £„ was determined according to NACP (1980), where £,,= i7?*,,, c =
2.33 MeV cm ' and where /?,„ is the depth of the 50% point on the central-axis
ionisation curve in water.
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Figure 1. Water to polystyrene ionisation ratios at depth of maximum ionisaiion hm for white polystyrene
as a function of mean incident electron energy £„. • , • , SL75/20: O, • , SL75/14; A, SL75/10 accelerator.
Open symbols, beams without applicator: closed symbols, beams with applicator. +, Sagittaire accelerator.

It has been observed that the amount and type of radiation previously received by
a polystyrene phantom can influence the readings obtained with a cylindrical chamber
inserted in such a phantom (Galbraith et al 1984, Mattsson and Svensson 1984). The
white-polystyrene phantom employed in the present work has been used for many
years both in photon and in electron beams. In order to investigate the influence of
the 'history' of our phantom, readings at ionisation maximum with the Fanner chamber
in this phantom and in a similar white-polystyrene phantom never before irradiated
with electrons were compared in our beam with a nominal energy En = 10 MeV. The
mean of the first five readings for a dose of about 1 Gy each in the new phantom was
compared with readings in the old phantom. No significant difference was observed.
The new phantom was then irradiated to a dose of 100 Gy and again five readings
were taken. The ratio of mean readings had increased to 1.005 ±0.001. The increase
is much smaller than the value of 4-5% reported by the other authors, but in agreement
with the results of Thwaites (1984). After an irradiation to 20 Gy with a 8 MV photon
beam, the ratio was reduced to the initial value of 1.000 again. This effect is discussed
by Mattsson and Svensson (1984) and can be attributed to induced conductivity in
the phantom. Any short-term effects of electrical charge accumulation in the old
polystyrene phantom during the experiments for the polystyrene-water intercomparison
of one session should be reflected in a gradual increase in the readings in polystyrene
relative to the readings in water. This was never observed (the total dose given to the
phantom during one session was about 60 Gy). The small magnitude of these effects
in our phantom may be explained by the fact that the phantom consists of slabs
(Thwaites 1984, Rawlinson et al 1984).
Values for the correction factor hm for the same type of ionisation chamber can be
compared with those determined by other investigators (table 1). The value given by
Svensson (1971) for an electron energy of 13 MeV corresponds well with our results
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for the beams with an applicator. Kase et al (1982) have performed measurements
with a Farmer-type ionisation chamber (with an air-equivalent plastic wall instead of
graphite) for electron beams with nominal energies of 7.8 and 10.2 MeV. They report
a value of 1.03 ±0.01 for the ratio of dose to water measured in water to dose to water
measured in clear polystyrene (p = 1.05 g cm'"3), both at the depth of maximum dose.
The corresponding ratios of ionisation readings (Kase 1984) are given in table 1 and
may be compared with our hm values for £ 0 = 6.5 and £,,= 8.8 MeV (figure 1), indicating
good agreement. The results of Thwaites (1985) for electron beams with energies of
7.5 and 10 MeV and for clear polystyrene (p = 1.041 ±0.003 gem ') are equal to our
results for the same mean incident energies for white polystyrene. Our /im values for
clear polystyrene, however, are about 0.8% higher than for white polystyrene. The
different results of Thwaites may be explained by differences in the depths of maximum
ionisation and the different density of the polystyrene. The values given by Mattsson
et al (1981) measured with the NACP plane parallel chamber in white polystyrene
(p = 1.05gem~3) are 1.0-1.5% lower than our results. One reason for these reduced
hm values could be the different contribution to the total ionisation of electrons scattered
from the material surrounding the collecting volume of the two types of chamber
(Mattson 1985). The procedure according to AAPM (1983) was applied to calculate
the absorbed dose in water from our ionisation measurements in clear polystyrene.
This yielded hm values of 1.035 and 1.027 for the beams without applicator at £ n = 6
and 10 MeV respectively. Within the limits of uncertainty these values agree with our
results (see values at 6 and 10 MeV in clear polystyrene in table 4). It should be noted,
however, that our data for the beams without a collimator show a decrease of hm with
decreasing energy below £ 0 = 10 MeV, whereas the AAPM protocol predicts a continuous increase.
4. Conclusions
Correction factors hm for a graphite-walled Farmer 0.6 cm1 ionisation chamber,
necessary to convert ionisation values measured in white polystyrene to ionisation
values in water, have been determined with high accuracy. In this paper the influence
of the electron beam properties on the value of the hm factor is demonstrated; both
fairly 'clean' electron beams and beams with a large angular spread have been investigated. The resulting variation in hm for these beams with the same £ 0 value indicates
that for an accurate estimate of this correction the properties of the particular clinical
beams should be considered. It must be concluded that the correction factor recommended by the NACP (1981), which is based on the values measured by Mattsson et al
(1981) with the NACP plane parallel chamber for white polystyrene, may not be
applied to ionisation readings of a graphite-walled Farmer chamber. The results of
some experiments in clear polystyrene show that the values of hm can be up to 1%
higher for this material compared with white polystyrene. The difference in phantom
material should therefore also be considered.
Regarding effects of electrical charge storage in polystyrene, it can be concluded
from our experiments that hm values for our white polystyrene are not influenced by
this phenomenon.
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Appendix. Estimate of uncertainties in hm

The different sources of uncertainty in hm are the uncertainty in the depth of the
ionisation chamber in the phantom, the position of the phantom surface, fluctuations
of the electron beam intensity, direction or energy, and changes in temperature and
pressure of the air in the ionisation chamber. The depth of the chamber in water
remained constant within 0.01 cm during each session; the variation from session to
session is reflected in the variance s \ Any systematic uncertainty in the depths in the
two phantoms is not of importance for the value of hm, as hm refers to the depths with
maximum ionisation reading. A random variation in the position of the surface of the
phantoms with respect to the virtual electron source occurs for each series of readings
and is reflected in the value of r . A systematic difference between the position of the
water surface and the polystyrene surface due to cohesion effects when adjusting the
water surface could amount to 0.1 cm, which would produce an error in the ionisation
ratios of approximately 0.2% (estimated by experiment).
During a session temperature changes in the accelerator can cause variations in
the number of electrons per monitor unit that arrive at the phantom surface as well
as in their distribution in energy and their direction. In order to establish similar
thermal conditions at the start of each series, a pre-irradiation for a dose of about
5 Gy was given.
The effect of changes in accelerator conditions from one series to another is reflected
in the variation of wt values (§ 2.2) during one session, showing a value for the maximum
difference of 0.5%. The influence on /im of any trend in these effects during a session
has been eliminated by alternating the series in water and in polystyrene and calculating
the ratios r, as (w', + vv,+I)/2p,. The effects of accelerator instability on the chamber
readings during a series contribute to the uncertainty in /im. A measure of these effects
"luring a series is the coefficient of variation s( *•,,)/»•, (for water, analogously for
polystyrene). The mean value over all series was smaller than 0.0008 for each energy
and thus negligible.
Any influence of air pressure variation on the chamber readings cancels out in the
r, values. Effects on r, values of temperature differences between the phantoms will
be negligible due to the applied corrections.
Resume
Comparaison des mesures d'ionisation dans I'eau et dans le polystyrene pour les faisceaux d'electrons.
Pour determiner la dose absorbee dans l"eau avec les faisceaux delectrons. les protocoles de dosimetrie
preconisant de realiser les mesures d"ionisation de reference dans des lantomes de matiere plastique. et non
dans l"eau, pour des raisons de commodiie. Les indications de la chambre. placee dans le polystyrene a la
profondeur du maximum d'ionisation. doivent elre corrigees pour lenir comple des differences de propriele^
physiques entre les deux materiaux. C'e facteur de correction a ete determine pour une chambre Farmer de
0,6 cm' a paroi graphite, dans des faisceaux d'electrons d'energie nunenne a la surface comprise enire h ei
19 MeV. Les determinations experimenlales, eflectuees dans du polystyrene blanc. onl conduit a dev
corrections, pour la gamme des mesures d'ionisation realisees. comprises entre 0.3 et 2.4"... Pour le
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Ionisation measurements in water and polystyrene
polystyrène transparent, on a trouvé des corrections supérieures de 0,6 à 1%. Pour des faisceaux d'électrons
de même énergie moyenne à la surface du fantôme, mais avec des filtres égalisateurs et des systèmes de
collimation différents, on a observé des variations sur cette correction allant jusqu'à 1,2%. Contrairement
aux données des récentes publications sur l'accumulation des charges électriques dans le polystyrène lors
de l'irradiation par électrons, nos mesures ne montrent pas de différences supérieures à 0,5% sur les lectures.

Zusammenfassung
Vergleich von Ionisationsmessungen in Wasser und Polystyrol für die Dosimetrie bei Eiektronenstrahlen.
Zur Bestimmung der durch Eiektronenstrahlen erzeugten Energiedosis in Wasser empfehlen DosimetrieProtokolle aus praktischen Gründen lonisationsmessungen in Plastik-Phantomen statt in Wasser. Die
Kammeranzeige in Polystyrol, in der Tiefe des Ionisationsmaximums, muß korrigiert werden wegen der
Unterschiede in den physikalischen Eigenschaften der beiden Materialien. Dieser Korrektionsfaktor wurde
bestimmt für eine 0.6 cm3 Farmerkammer mit Graphitwand für eine Elektronenstrahlung mit mittleren
Energien an der Phantomoberfläche zwischen 6 und 19 MeV. Experimente mit weißem Polystyrol führten
zu Korrektionen der gemessenen Ionisation von 0.3 bis 2.4%. Für durchsichtiges Polystyrol lagen die
Korrektionen um 0.6-1% höher. Für Eiektronenstrahlen mit der gleichen mittleren Energie an der Phantomoberfläche, aber mit unterschiedlicher Strahlausblendung und verschiedenen Kollimatorsysiemen, wurden Schwankungen dieser Korrektion von bis zu 1.2% beobachtet. Im Gegensatz zu kürzlichen Berichten
über die Speicherung elektrischer Ladungen in Polystyrol aufgrund der Elektronenbestrahlung, zeigten die
hier durchgeführten Experimente keine Unterschiede in der Kammeranzeige, die höher als 0.5"u liegen.
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CHAPTER VIII
General discussion and conclusions
Three general themes play a fundamental role in this thesis:
C D The accuracy in the determination of the absorbed dose.
(2) The effects of electrons scattered by applicator walls.
(3) The choice of dose planning model
We first treat these major themes and then discuss specific
details related to individual chapters.

1. Rccuracy required and obtained
1.1 Dose in the reference point
The output factor calculated for a specific depth axis in an
arbitrary field R was required to agree within 2 % with the
measured value (chapter II, 3 ) . The systematic investigation
of square and rectangular fields and examples of irregularly
shaped fields (chapter V, 4) showed that this agreement was
achieved down to field sizes of 4 cm x 4 cm and 3 cm x 6 cm,
with an exception of 3 % at 20 MeV electron energy. From the
work
presented in chapter II, 4.4 we conclude that the
accuracy and reproducibility of a measured output factor are
better than * 1 and ± 0.5 %, respectively. This output factor
relates the dose value in a reference point of field 0 to the
maximum dose on the central axis of the applicator field. The
precision in the ratio of this maximum dose to that in the
10 cm x 10 cm field was estimated to be * 1 % (1 s.d.) while
for the latter dose value an uncertainty of i 2.5 1 was
calculated, excluding the uncertainties in the correction
factors (chapter II, 3.2). These factors comprise corrections
for polarity and stem effects of the ionisation chamber, for
recombination in the air volume and for the polystyrene
phantom
used.
Their
numerical values were determined
experimentally for our electron beams and Farmer chamber by
Heukelom (1986); the uncertainties in these values combine to
± 0.3 % (1 s.d.).
Taking uncertainty limits equal to 2 standard deviations
and combining the square of the standard deviations, yields
for the overall uncertainty in the absorbed dose at the
reference point in an arbitrary field P the value of ± 3.0 %
(1 s.d.). This is in agreement with the various requirements
summarised in chapter II, 2. It should be noted, however,
that we have not included the uncertainty related to the
actu.?L patient irradiation in our analysis.
In order to
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achieve this accuracy, the sources of systematic error that
could be controlled, Like the correction factors for the
ionisation chamber readings, were kept as small as possible.
1.2 Dose in the central taraet volume
With the chosen scattering foils and applicator
design
(chapter III) we obtained dose distributions of the applicator
fields that meet our flatness requirements (chapter II, 3.13.
For electron energies up to 14 MeV the central-axis depth dose
curves have satisfactory properties; for instance the
distance between the 95 % and the 85 % point on the curve is
maximally 0.5 cm. In this way the variation in dose over the
central part of the target volume (0.5 cm margin) remained
within ± 5 % of the dose at the reference point, considering
the 85 % isodose surface to encompass the target volume. The
central-axis depth dose curves at 17 and 20 MeV electron
energy have inferior characteristics, yielding a larger dose
variation over the centraL target volume. This is partis' due
to the thicker scattering foil used at these energies, but
also results from the increased range straggling at higher
electron energies.
Opart from the position of the reference point (100 %
dose), the isodose distributions calculated by our dose
planning program do not present information on dose Levels
above 90 %, because agreement with the measured isodose lines
within 0.3 cm cannot be guaranteed at all points in this
region (section 1.3). Depth dose curves calculated by the
program show the dose variation along the central axis from
the surface to the 85 % paint with accuracy Limits of ± 2 %.
At off-axis points in the central part of the target volume,
howvever, the dose values are only specified within the Limits
of t 5 % of the dose at the reference point. When this
uncertainty is combined with that of the reference dose we
obtain an uncertainty in absorbed dose values for off-axis
points in the central target volume of ± 3.9 % (1 s.d.) which
exceeds some of
the formulated
accuracy
requirements
(chapter II, 2 ) . The uncertainty in dose on the centraL axis
amounts to ±. 3.3 % (1 s.d.).
The major contributions to the uncertainty in the absorbed
dose at the reference point in field P. are due to the exposure
calibration and physical conversion factors for the ionisation
chamber (a), the ratio of the maximum dose value on the
central axis in the applicator fields to that in the 10 rm x
10 cm field (b) and the calculated output factors (c). The
uncertainty in step (a) reduces when the electron beams have a
smaller angular and energy spread at the phantom surface
(Johansson 1982, Mattsson 1984) and when the values of the
conversion factors are computed for the particular clinical
electron beam (Ondreo and Nahum 1986).
The uncertainty in

step Cb3 can be reduced to about ± 0.3 % with a more elaborate
experimental procedure. The accuracy in step Cc) increases
with a more detailed modeL for the diverging and coLLimated
electron
beam,
or
with
a
simpler
beam
geometry
(chapter v, 4.3D.
The homogeneity of dose delivery over the central target
volume can be improved by more sophisticated methods of beam
flattening and collimation; an uniformity of eLectron fluence
at the surface within ± 1 % has been achieved for our type of
accelerators (Mattsson and Larkin 19B5D. This implies that at
present more severe criteria can and should be applied for the
flatness of electron beams and for the properties of the depth
dose curves. With the present day methods of beam flattening
and collimation the accuracy
in
the
calculated
dose
distributions increases at the same time, as the physical beam
approaches the usual model assumptions more closely.
1.3 Dose outside the central target volume
Points outside the central target volume that receive doses
between approximately 95 % and 10 % of the reference dose, are
situated in a region with steep dose gradients.
For these
points a measure of accuracy that takes the spatial instead of
the dose variations into account is more appropriate.
Our
requirement for the location of the calculated isodose lines
relative to the measured ones of 0.3 cm maximum distance
Cchapter II, 3.33 was met for all relative dose values between
90 % and 10 % Cchapter IV, 5 and Bruinvis et al.
19B33.
Considering the fact that the boundaries of the target volume
and organs at risk are generally specified with a precision of
0.5 cm, these results are satisfactory. Rlong the depth axis
the differences between calculation and measurement remained
within 0.2 cm and 2 % for aLl dose values (chapter V, 43, but
at small depths the deviations in the lateral positions of
e.g. the 95 % isodose line, in same cases exceeded the 0.3 cm
criterion. The reason is that in the off-axis to on-axis dose
ratio calculation the effects of wall and frame scatter are
not taken into account.
To do so would increase
the
computation times substantially.
The same applies to dose
levels below 10 %; here the bremsstrahlung generated in the
field defining frame is a disturbing factor. We rely on
general specifications based on measurements CBruinvis 19793.
The accuracy of our depth dose curve and lateral dose
profile measurements Cchapter II, 4.3, 4.53 should also be
taken into account to assess the absolute accuracy of the
calculated isodose line distributions. The reproducibility of
the measurements forms a relatively small contribution to the
total uncertainty. Systematic deviations due to the detector
properties enter both in the measurements to determine values
of the model parameters and in the measurements to test the
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calculations and may partly cancel each other.
is investigated at present.

This problem

2. Rpplicator wall scatter
Our approach to the flattening and collimation of electron
beams Cchapter III) can be summarised as follows. First an
applicator design was chosen, then the thickness of a single
scattering
foil was determined just sufficient to meet
specific flatness requirements. The field flatness was
achieved by deliberately using the applicator walls as an
extra source of (scattered) electrons to improve the lateral
dose homogeneity
in
the region from the surface to
approximately the depth of the BO % central- axis dose.
The
broad angular distribution of the wall-scattered electrons,
however, together with energy loss in the scattering foil
deteriorate the central-axis depth dose curve, i.e. the
points of maximum and 85 % dose are shifted towards the
surface and the dose gradient at greater depths is reduced.
These effects were most pronounced at electron energies above
14 MeV, but were kept as small as passible within the Limits
set by the field flatness criterion Cchapter VII, 2, table 1).
In recent years a completely different approach has become
generally accepted. Optimum field flatness is obtained solely
with a system of dual scattering
foils, without
any
contribution of electrons scattered by the applicator. By
using a profiled secondary scatterer, uniform beams can be
produced with total foil thicknesses almost one order of
magnitude thinner than when a single foil is used CBrahme
1372, Brahme and Svensson 1979).
The flattened beam is
collxmated by a set of diaphragms at different distances from
the electron source with aperture sizes designed not to
perturb the electron fluence that reaches the phantom surface
within the final beam delimiting structure. In this way the
existing flatness is hardly changed and the amount of
electrons scattered from the diaphragms is relatively small.
Opart from the improved depth dose, the absence of a
wall-scatter component has important other advantages (section
1). These can be summarised as follows: higher accuracy in
the derivation of absorbed dose from ionisation chamber
measurements, greater dose homogeneity over the central target
volume, and more accurate results with relatively simple dose
planning modeLs, depending on less experimental input data.
Many accelerators, however, still produce electron beams that
contain a certain amount of collimator-scattered electrons and
besides cannot be considered monoenergetic.
Therefore,
methods of dosimetry and dose planning should take the
properties of the clinical electron beams into account.
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3. Choice of dose planning model
Routine treatment planning requires computer programs with
short respons times. The absorbed dose distributions should
be calculated within a few minutes, preferably seconds, in
order to compare the outcome with the desired dose delivery to
the target volume and organs at risk. If the result is not
satisfactory, another electron energy, field size or beam
entry is chosen and again the dose distribution is calculated.
This process of visual optimisation sets the requirements for
the respons time, which prohibits detailed calculations of the
electron beam interactions with materials before reaching the
body surface as well as with the tissues in the patient.
3.1 Semi-empirical approach
Our approach in chapter IV was to start with a model as
parsimonious as possible and investigate the limits of its
application. When the accuracy required for clinical practice
was not achieved, the model was changed or extended to deal
with the problem. The concept of a narrow pencil beam forming
the building element for the treatment beams seemed most
appropriate to deal with irregular field shapes and was taken
as a starting point.
We consider the pencil beams to
originate at the bottom of the field defining frame, i.e.
at
the phantom surface, to propagate perpendicularly to this
surface, to contain an equal number of electrons of uniform
energy, and to produce identical dose distributions in the
medium.
This model ignores the fact that the electron beam that
comes from the scattering foil is divergent, that part of the
electrons strike the applicator walls, are scattered back and
arrive at the phantom surface under various angles. Thus
actually, the total number of electrons, their directions and
energies, incident in each point of the phantom, vary over the
field area. For the individual pencil beam dose distribution,
;the Gaussian radial dose profiles according to the theory of
Fermi C1940) and Eyges C19483 were used.
The electrons
scattered by the field defining frame had to be treated
separately.
Oil the simplifications of the model are reflected in the
values of the various parameters, because they are derived
from measured data under the same model assumptions.
Rn
effective field width is introduced that deviates from the
geometrical field
boundary.
The
difference
initially
increases with depth, reaches a maximum and reduces again.
When the radial spread parameter of the individual pencil beam
dose distribution is determined from lateral dose profiles at
the field edge or from central-axis depth dose curves of a
small and a large field, a different set of values results
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Cchapter IV, 5.3). Consequently two different pencil beam
dose distributions are introduced, one to calculate off-axis
to on-axis dose ratios and one to calculate depth dose curves;
a modification inconsistent with physics.
This approach has the practical advantage, however, of a
small set of experimental input data and accurate results in
short computation times. It takes about 5 minutes on a
PDP11-44 computer to calculate a dose distribution in one
plane Cgrid size 0.2 cm x 0.2 cm). The accuracy in the final
results forms the ultimate justification of the various
approximations involved.
5uch a method has the possible
disadvantage of being limited in application to the type of
calculation for which it was developed.
3.2 Theoretical approach
Electron beam dose planning also requires calculations for
media other than water and in particular at the interfaces of
different materials. To enable accurate corrections in these
cases,
it is important that the electron transport is
calculated in more detail; this involves parameters related
to the angular and energy distributions at points in the
medium CBrahme 1985). It is not sufficient to consider only
the spatial distribution of dose of a pencil beam.
If, because of incompleteness of its description, the dose
planning model depends on experimental data, be it only
partly, problems can arise. Dose distributions in other media
than water are difficult to assess by direct measurement, but
could be derived by scaling methods from the data measured in
water CLax and Brahme 1985, Van Panthaleon Van Eck 1986). The
directions and energies of electrons in any medium cannot be
determined by the usual means of measurement; therefore a
more detailed theoretical model than employed until now in
dose planning should be available
Of the numerous theories that deal with electron transport,
the model developed by Fermi and Eyges is the only analytical
one that includes energy loss in the process of multiple
scattering. Besides, the mathematical formalism is relatively
simple, which makes the model attractive for
treatment
planning applications.
The theory of Fermi and Eyges has a
number of limitations, however.
Ca) Only the process of
small-angle scattering is treated, Cb) the range straggling of
the electrons is not considered and Cc) the distribution
functions are solutions of the transport equation for a
laterally infinite medium.
Various research work has been carried out to investigate
the effects of these limitations and to improve the results of
calculations with this theory. Lax et al. C1983) have worked
on problem Ca) and developed a description of radial dose
profiles that includes the dose deposition by electrons
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scattered over Large angles.
5torchi and Huizinga (1985]
obtained a solution of the Fermi transport equation that is
not restricted to slab-geometry. The second problem Cb) is
addressed by us i n chapter VI.

4.

Review of the chapters

I n this section we b r i e f l y review the material of each chapter
and indicate the achievements, applications and shortcomings.
More general aspects, discussed i n the preceding sections, are
not included here.

Chapter I
Radiobiological and clinical considerations of radiation
therapy were discussed in a simplified form to provide some
understanding of the physical implications to follow.In order
to put our work into perspective, the physical problems of
beam flattening and collimation, of radiation dosimetry and of
computerised dose planning were summarised in short, fl more
or less historical report gave our incentives to carry out the
various projects.
Chapter II
The clinical requirements for the dose distribution in a
patient cannot be formulated as one exact statement. What is
desired depends on the particular clinicaL case, the opinion
of the radiotherapist and quite often on what is technically
achievable. Neither for the accuracy of dose delivery to the
central target volume a single figure can be stated; but for
doses in the interval of steep part of the dose-effect curves
the magnitude expressed as one relative standard deviation is
in the order of 3 to 5 per cent.
The clinical requirements
were translated into accuracy criteria specific for the
different parts of our study. To what extent they are met and
are adequate is discussed in section VIII-1.
The plane-parallel ionisation
chamber
developed and
manufactured in our department has proven to be a reliable and
suitable device for relative dosimetry in the watertank.
Comparison with a high-quality chamber advocated by the NOCP
showed that central-axis depth dose curves are determined with
good accuracy with our ionisation chamber. When output-factor
measurements were corrected for the polarity effect of the OVL
chamber, the results agreed well with those obtained with the
NRCP chamber. The accuracy of measured lateral dose profiles
is sufficient for clinical dosimetry. For precise tests of
dose planning models in regions with hi^h dose gradients in
lateral direction, a detector with a higher spatial resolution
should be used.
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Chapter III
R complete system of scattering foils, applicators
and
irregular field facility for the electron beams ,TF a Philips
5L75-20 Linear accelerator was developed. Within the Limits
set by this single foil machine, dose distributions of
satisfactory quality were obtained and the means for adequate
electron therapy with this type cf accelerator were provided.
The presented material serves to understand the problems
encountered with the dose planning of these beams in the
foLLowing chapters.
Chapter Iv
R method to compute electron beam dose distributions in water
for arbitrary field shapes was developed. This method gives
accurate results because the properties of the clinical beam
are taken into account in the model parameters. Besides, the
contribution to the dose of electrons scattered by the field
defining frame is included in the calculation. Original
features are a method to derive values of the radial spread
parameter of the Gaussian pencil beam model from two measured
depth dose curves, an empirical model for the frame-scatter
dose distribution, and the computation of output factors for
irregular field shapes.
It would be of interest to improve this method such that
also isadose lines with values above 90 % and below 10 % are
computed with the required accuracy.
This enables better
judgement of the dose delivery to the target volume and of the
radiation burden to organs at risk. R separate model for the
electrons coming from the applicator walls that takes their
directions into account and calculation of the frame-scatter
dose to each point of interest is needed for the isodose Lines
in the target volume. The dose levels below 10 % demand a
more realistic model for the bremsstrahlung dose component
generated in the accelerator head, the applicator, the field
defining frame and in the phantom.
Chapter V
The problem of computing depth dose curves and output factors
for arbitrary field shapes from a limited set of experimental
data is an important one
in
electron
beam
therapy.
Considering
the
good agreement between calculation and
measurement, the small
amount
of
a
priori
required
experimental work and the applicability for any type of
clinical beam, our dose planning method turned out extremely
suitable to handle this problem.
The laborious experimental procedure to determine the
frame-scatter dose as a function of depth and circular field
radius Cchapter IV, 5.1, 5.23 is greatly reduced.
This is
achieved by assuming the depth dependence linear for all
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energies and by determining the frame-scatter dose directly
from
four
centraL-axis
depth
dose
measurements
Cchapter V, 2.1). The good results of the calculations for
various treatment fields justify this approach;
to what
extent the model deviates from the actual frame scatter dose
distribution is presently under investigation.
Chapter VI
From the multiple-scattering theory of Fermi and Eyges a more
deterministic model of electron transport along smooth paths
has been derived. This model enables inclusion of the range
straggling of electrons in the muLtiple-scattering model. A
fundamental aspect of our approach is that the Fermi-Eyges
theory is applied in a proper way, i.e. onLy to calculate the
small-angle scattering of the electrons, the region of
interaction for which the model was developed. The basic
interaction coefficient of the model, the linear scattering
power,
is calculated
consistent with this small-angle
restriction and with the assumptions of Fermi and Eyges. For
the complete treatment of electron transport, however, an
analytical model for the large-angle single scattering should
be developed and combined with the present one. The original
aspect of this work is that the correction for primary
electron loss is incorporated in the transport model and is
not added as a factor to adjust final results. Examples of
the latter approach are the emperical correction factors of
Werner C13B2) and Lax et al. C19B3) for the radial width
parameter. In the present model for instance the angular
distribution of the electrons is corrected simultaneously and
in the same way as the radial one. The results for angular
distributions have yet to be compared to those of Monte Carlo
calculations to assess their accuracy.
Chapter VII
The vaLues of a correction factor for phantom material
Cpolystyrene) in electron beam dosimetry were determined
experimentally.
The magnitude of this correction varies
between 0.3 and 3.1 %, depending on the type of polystyrene,
the energy and properties of the electron beam. Knowledge of
the correction values thus improves the accuracy of absorbed
dose determination significantly.
Together
with
other
publications this chapter makes clear that the correction
factor depends on the type of ionisation chamber used.
The
results
also stress the importance of considering the
properties of the clinical electron beams. These particular
investigations and the high accuracy in the experimental
results form the specific aspects of this work.
The differences in the depth of maximum ionisation and in
the chamber readings at these points in the polystyrene and
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water phantoms are related to the different fluence build-up
and electron loss in the two materials (Brahme and Lax 1983,
Hogstrom and fllmond 19B2, ICRU 19843. The dependence of these
interaction processes on electron beam energy and angular
distribution at the phantom surface is rather complicated, as
is demonstrated by our results. On analytical model like the
one discussed in the previous chapter, would facilitate the
understanding of these phenomena and if it can be developed to
a sufficient degree of accuracy, it will reduce the amount of
experimental work considerably.

5. Conclusions
The aim of this study was to develop methods to compute
electron beam dose distributions for treatment planning and
dosimetry purposes, and to demonstrate the importance of
taking the properties of clinical electron beams into account.
We analysed the influence of electrons scattered by the beam
collimating structures on the dose distributions, developed a
dose planning method for arbitrary field shapes that takes
this beam component into account and made a fundamental
improvement to an analytical electron beam transport model
suitable for dose planning.
This model also offers the
possibility to incorporate the properties of the clinical
electron beam.
We conclude that:
(a) Our method to calculate electron beam dose distributions
and output factors yields results with for clinical use
certainly acceptable accuracy.
Cb) To achieve an overall accuracy better than
3 % in the
dose delivery to every point of the target volume,
requires electron beams with a high degree of flatness and
preferably without an applicator-scattered component.
Our model of electron transport forms an
essential
contribution to the further development of electron beam
treatment planning.
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Summary
Clinical electron beams in interaction with beam flattening
and collimating devices are studied, in order to obtain the
means for adequate electron therapy.
0 treatment pLanning
method for arbitrary field shapes is developed that takes the
properties of the collimated electron beams into account. Rn
electron multiple-scattering model is extended to incorporate
a model for the loss of electrons with depth, in order to
improve electron beam dose planning. 0 study of ionisation
measurements in two different phantom materials
yields
correction factors for electron beam dosimetry.
Chapter I treats the use of electron beams in radiation
therapy.
Radiobiological and clinical considerations of
radiotherapy are discussed to provide a background of the
physical
aspects. The problems of beam flattening and
collimation, of radiation dosimetry and of computerised dose
plannning are summarised and the incentives for the studies
are given. The aims of the investigations are stated and the
thesis is outlined.
Chapter II introduces electron beam
dose distributions,
formulates the requirements for clinical use and states the
physical accuracy criteria employed in this work.
The
accuracy of the measurements of absorbed dose is discussed.
Chapter III describes the development of a set of applicators,
covering fields with dimensions of 4 to 20 cm, for the 6 to
20 MeV electron beams of a Philips 5L75-20 linear accelerator.
The electron scatter contribution of the applicator walls is
investigated, varying the applicator entrance opening and the
scattering foil. The aim is to optimise the field flatness
with a minimum loss of depth dose curve quality.
Experiments
with field defining end frames to obtain treatment fields of
different size and shape are reported.
Chapter IV presents a method to calculate absorbed dose
distributions
of
arbitrarily shaped electron beams. R
Gaussian pencil beam model is employed with two different
pencil
beams. The values of the model parameters are
determined from measured broad beam distributions;
the
contribution of applicator-scattered electrons is thus taken
into account. The dose distribution of electrons scattered
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from the frames that define the treatment fieLd is calculated
separately. The method is tested for beams with 6, 10, 14 and
20 MeV electron energy. The distance between calculated and
measured isodose lines with values between 10 and 90 % is
under 0.3 cm. The difference between calculated and measured
output factors does not exceed 2 %.
Chapter V deals with the computation of electron beam depth
dose curves and output factors for arbitrary field shapes.
For a variety of field shapes with dimensions ranging from 3x6
to 14x14 (cm x cm) and energies between 6 and 20 MeV dose
distributions are measured and calculated with the planning
method.
Beams
that
contain a considerable amount of
applicator-wall scatter as weLL as beams without such a
component are used. Changes in absorbed dose values of 10 %
and more due to shielding in the beams demonstrate the
necessity
of
dose planning.
The accuracy and general
applicability of the method is investigated. In all cases the
agreement between measurement and calculation is better than
2 % and 2 mm for depth dose curves and within 3 % for output
factors.
Neglecting
electrons
scattered
by the beam
collimating devices Leads to differences between measurement
and calculation up to 8 %.
Chapter VI extends the small-angle multipLe-scattering theory
of Fermi and Eyges CF.E.) to take the loss of electrons into
account. Based on Monte Carlo calculations of energy loss an
analytical description of the mean energy and the absorption
of electrons along their path is developed.
From the F.E.
theory an expression for the mean path of the electrons
arriving in a point of the medium is derived.
This enables
inclusion of the electron loss calculation in the multiple
scattering theory. Lateral dose distributions of a pencil
beam in water for 5, 10 and 20 MeV initial energy are
calculated by the model and are compared to Monte Carlo
computations.
The model results show good agreement with the
central part of the Monte Carlo dose profiles; the low dose
value tail at greater radii is underestimated, however. This
indicates the validity of the model within the Limits of
small-angle scattering set by the F.E. theory.
Chapter VII concerns electron beam dosimetry.
For
the
determination of absorbed dose to water, ionisation chamber
readings in polystyrene must be corrected for the difference
in physical properties between the two materials.
This
correction
factor
is
determined
for
a
Farmer
0.6 cm 3 graphite-walled chamber in electron beams with mean
energies at the phantom surface between 6 and
19 MeV.
Experiments with white polystyrene yield corrections ranging

from 0.3 to 2.4 %.
For clear polystyrene, 0.6-1 % higher
corrections are found. For beams with the same mean energy at
the phantom surface, but with different beam-fLattening and
collimation systems, variations in this correction up to 1.2 %
are observed. Investigations of electrical charge storage
effects in polystyrene due to electron irradiation are
reported.
Chapter VIII consists of a discussion and conclusions. Three
general themes play a fundamental role in the thesis: the
accuracy of determination of absorbed dose, the effects of
applicator-scattered electrons and the choice of dose planning
model.
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Samenvatting
De i n t e r a c t i e van klinische electronenbundels met systemen om
de dosisafgifte over het veLd te egaliseren en de bundel te
collimeren worden bestudeerd teneinde middelen voor adequate
electronentherapie
te
verkrijgen.
Een
methode om
dosisverdelingen voor willekeurig gevormde bestralingsvelden
te
berekenen wordt ontwikkeld;
deze methode brengt de
eigenschappen van de gecoLLimeerde
electronenbundels
in
rekening.
Een theorie voor de meervoudige v e r s t r o o i i n g van
electronen wordt uitgebreid om een model voor het v e r l i e s van
electronen
i n de diepte toe t e voegen.
Hiermee wordt
verbetering van de dosisberekeningen beoogd. Een studie van
metingen met een ionisatievat i n twee verschil Lende materialen
- substituten voor menselijk
zacht
weefsel
levert
correctiefactoren voor de dosimetrie van electronenbundels.
Hoofdstuk I behandelt het gebruik van electronenbundels i n de
radiotherapie.
Radiobiologische en klinische overwegingen
worden besproken om een achtergrond van de fysische aspecten
te geven.
De problemen van het egaliseren en collimeren van
electronenbundels, van het bepalen van stralingsdoses en van
computerberekeningen van dosisverdelingen worden samengevat.
De beweegredenen voor de studies worden gegeven en de
doelstellingen van het onderzoek worden geformuleerd. De
opbouw van het p r o e f s c h r i f t wordt geschetst.
Hoofdstuk I I
geeft
een
inleidende
beschrijving
van
dosisverdelingen
door
electronenbundels
gegenereerd,
formuleert de eisen voor k l i n i s c h gebruik en legt de fysische
nauwkeurigheidscriteria
vast die i n d i t werk gehanteerd
worden.
De nauwkeurigheid van
de
dosismetingen
wordt
besproken.
Hoofdstuk I I I b e s c h r i j f t de ontwikkeling van
een
groep
applicatoren voor electronenbundels met energieën van 6 tot 20
MeV van een P h i l i p s 5L75-20 Lineaire versneller.
Hiermee
worden bestralingsvelden met afmetingen tussen 4 en 20 cm
verkregen. De bijdrage van electronen die door de wanden van
de applicatoren worden verstrooid wordt onderzocht a l s functie
van de applicator-opening en van het v e r s t r o o i i n g s f o l i e .
Het
doel
i s om de dosisafgifte over het veld optimaal te
egaliseren met een minimaal v e r l i e s aan k w a l i t e i t van de
dieptedosiscurve.
Er wordt verslag gedaan van experimenten
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met veLd-definierende diafragma's waarmee bestralingsveLden
met verschillende afmetingen en vorm verkregen worden.
Hoofdstuk IV bespreekt een methode om dosisverdeLingen van
electronenbundels met een willekeurig gevormde doorsnede te
berekenen.
Een Baussisch "pencil beam'-model
met
twee
verschillende "pencil beams' wordt gebruikt. De waarden van
de modelparameters worden bepaald uit gemeten dosisverdeLingen
van brede bundels; de bijdrage van de electronen die door de
applicator verstrooid zijn, wordt aldus in rekening gebracht.
De dosisafgifte van electronen die door de velddefinierende
diafragma's verstrooid worden, wordt afzonderlijk berekend.
De methode wordt getest voor bundels met energieën van 6, 10,
14 en 20 MeV.
De afstand tussen berekende en gemeten
isodosislijnen met waarden tussen 10 en 30 % bedraagt hooguit
0.3 cm, terwijl het verschil tussen berekende en gemeten
"output factoren" de waarde van 2 % niet overschrijdt.
Hoofdstuk V behandelt de berekening van dieptedosiscurven en
"output factoren* voor electronenbundels met willekeurige
veldvannen. Voor velden met afmetingen tussen 3X6 en 14x14
Ccm xcm)
en
energieën
tussen
6
en
20
MeV worden
dosisverdelingen gemeten en
met
de
"pLannings"-methode
berekend. Zowel bundels die een aanzienlijke hoeveelheid door
de applicatorwanden verstrooide electronen bevatten,
als
bundels zonder een dergelijke component worden gebruikt.
Veranderingen in dosiswaarden van 10 % en meer ten gevolge van
afscherming in de bundel tonen de noodzaak van dit soort
berekeningen aan.
De
nauwkeurigheid
en
de
algemene
toepasbaarheid van de methode wordt onderzocht.
In alle
gevallen komen metingen en berekeningen van dieptedosiscurven
binnen 2 It of 0.2 cm overeen. Voor 'outputfactoren" zijn de
verschiLLen kleiner dan 3 %. Het verwaarlozen van electronen
die door de collimerende systemen verstrooid worden, Leidt tot
verschiLlen tussen meting en berekening oplopend tnt 8 %.
Hoofdstuk VI behelst een uitbreiding van de
meervoudige
verstrooingstheorie voor kleine hoeken van Fermi en Eyges
(F.E.D om het verlies van electronen in rekening te brengen.
Gebaseerd op Monte Carlo-berekeningen van energieverlies wordt
een analytische beschrijving van de gemiddelde energie en de
absorptie van electronen Langs hun pad ontwikkeld. Vanuit de
F.E.-theorie wordt een
uitdrukking
afgeleid
voor
het
gemiddelde pad van de electronen die in een punt van het
medium arriveren. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om de berekening
van het electronenverlies in de verstrooiingstheorie op te
nemen. Laterale dosisverdelingen van een "pencil beam" in
water met een beginenergie van 5, 10 en 20 MeV worden met het
model berekend en met Monte CarLo-simulaties vergeleken.
De
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modeLresuLtaten tonen goede overeenkomst met het centrale deel
van de Monte Carlo-dosisprofielen;
de staart van
Lage
dosiswaarden op grotere afstand wordt echter onderschat. Dit
geeft aan dat het model
binnen
de
grenzen
van
de
kLeine-hoek-verstrooiing geldig is, een beperking door de
F.E.-theorie opgelegd.
Hoofdstuk VII betreft de dosimetrie van electronenbundels.
Voor de bepaling van geabsorbeerde dosis in water moeten
ionisatievat metingen in polystyreen voor het verschil in
fysische eigenschappen van de twee materialen gecorrigeerd
worden. Deze correctiefactor wordt bepaald voor een Farmer
0.6 cm vat
met grafietwand
in electronenbundels
met
gemiddelde energieën aan het fantoomoppervlak tussen 6 en 19
MeV.
Experimenten
met
wit
polystyreen
leveren
correctiewaarden tussen 0.3 en 2.4 V Voor helder polystyreen
worden 0.6-1 % hogere correcties gevonden. Voor bundeLs met
dezelfde gemiddelde energie aan het fantoomoppervlak, maar met
verschillende bundelegaliserende en collimerende systemen,
worden variaties tot 1.2 % in deze correctie gevonden.
Er
wordt verslag gedaan van onderzoek naar de effecten van de
depositie van electrische lading in polystyreen ten gevolge
van electronenbestraling.
Hoofdstuk VIII bestaat uit een discussie en conclusies.
Drie
algemene
thema's
spelen een
fundamentele rol in het
proefschrift:
de nauwkeurigheid
van
de bepaling
van
geabsorbeerde dosis, de effecten van electronen die door de
applicatorwanden verstrooid zijn en de keuze van het model
voor de berekening van dosisverdelingen.
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